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The majoi purpose of this volume is to set out some of the key issues and
debates relating to the importance of values in education and of education in
values, and to stimulate discussion and reflection among teachers, administra-
tors, researchers and educational policymakers.

The volume has a twofold structure, one formal the other informal. At a
formal level, the structure falls in two parts. After an introductory chapter
about the concept of values and values education. Part I provides a variety of
perspectives on the values that underpin contemporary education: in theory
and practice, from the point of view of the government and the school, and
front the perspective of the growing diversity of modern society. Chapter 2
argues that education in western democratic societies is invariably grounded
on the fundamental liberal values of freedom. equality and rationality In
Chapters 3 to 8, six groups of values are identified spiritual, moral, environ-
mental, democratic, and those of the arts and of health education and the
meaning and importance of these values for education is discussed. Chapter
9 examines the values behind government education policy and compares
these to the goal of educating the whole person. These chapters are by no
means based on a common ideology (nor are they necessarily a reflection of
the editors own views), but their very diversity is designed to challenge taken-
for-granted views, to offer new insights and to encourage further discussion.

Part 11 focuses on school practice. The chapters examine a variety of ways
in which values may be incorporated into the activities of schools. and aim to
encourage further reflection on the processes of values education. Chapter 10
e \amines pupils' values in the light of their experiences at school. Chapter 11
suggests ways in which schools can develop a clear vision of their goals.

hapter 12 examines school mission statements and the influence of these on
parents choice of schools. Chapter 13 considers whole school issues and ways
of approaching values education within the school cerriculum. Chapter 14
draws on the author's own experience as a recent headteacher of a multiethnic
inner-city school and describes the link between values education and the
school's ethos and structures. Finally, Chapter 15 examines the ethical impli-
cations of assessing chiidren's personal development.

Alongside this formal structure is an undercurrent of debates about values
and education which surface IN tin tulle to utile though( ml the hook These



include the meaning and nature of values, the concept of education, the iiw
pact of social change md cultural diversity; the relationship between religion
and values; children's developing understanding of values; the role of the
teacher; and the :nspection of values education.

The book has its origins in a conference on Spiritual and Moial Education
held at the lIniversity of Plymouth in September 1993. Four of the chapters
those by John 1lull, Andrew Madleet, Ruth Merttens and Jasper tIngoed-Tlynnas

- are revised versions of the papers they presented at that conference. The
remaining chapters have been written especially fm ,his volume.

In addition to the authors of individual chapters, there are many others
w ho have contributed indirectly to this volume, both through conversations
and discussions and through practical and moral encouragement during the
pressures of writing. Our thanks are due to them all.

J. Mark Flalstead
Monica J. Taylor
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Values and Values Education in
Schools

J. Mark Halstead

AliSTRACT. The first half of this chapter examines the concept of
values in an educational context, and the difficulty in a pluralist
society of findin,4 a jramenywk (j. shared tallies to undeipin the
work of the school. The second half fbcuses on the concept (/
values education and 41, reference to practice in both Europe and
.Vo,119 America explores current debates and dilemmas. The chapter
concludes with a brief discussion (1 the inspeaton cf values
education.

Values are central to both the theory of education and the practical activities
of schools in two ways. First, schools and individual teachers within schools
are a major influence, alongside the family, the media and the peer group, on
the developing values of children and young people, and thus of society at
large. Secondly, schools reflect and embody the values of society; indeed, they
owe their existence to the fact that society vallit's edliCillion and seeks to exert
influence on the pattern of its own future development through education.
Ifow-ever, the values of society are not as uniform or unchanging as this sui.,
gems. Many gr(nips witlun so tciety have a legitimate claim to a stake in the
educational pnwess parents, employers, politicians, locA communities, lead-
ers of industry and taxpayers, as well as teachets and children themselves
and w ithin each of these groups there is a wide diversity of political, social,
eciminnic, religious. ideological and cultural values. The expectations of inter-
ested parties are thus often in c, inflict and schools sometimes become the
battleground where groups with different value priorities vie for influence and
doininatic m.

The part schimls play in the teaching of values and the part values play
in thL organization of schools are closely connected. The values of schools are
apparent in their organization, curriculum and discipline procedures. as well
as in the relationships between teachers and pupils. Values are reflected in
what leachers choose to permit or encourage in the classroom and in the way
the respi md to children's contributions to learning, and children learn values
front such responses. Even the seating arrangentents in a classroom convey
certam values. When teacheis insist on precision and accuracy in children's

11



Values in Education and Education in Values

work, or praise their use of imagination, or censure racist or sexist language,
or encourage them to show initiative, or respond with interest, patience or
frustration to their ideas, children are being introduced to values and value-

laden issues (cf. Jackson, Boostrom and Hansen, 1993).
Frequently the values of the school are not fully explored or articulated.

This may be simply because the values are hard to analyze, since they are
deeply embedded in teachers' taken-for-granted world view; or because teach-
ers are often not well prepared in their initial training for reflection on values;
or else because teachers have to make so many day-to-day decisions at a
classroom level that they tend to rely on what may he termed a moral instinct.
Even where a school has produced a values statement, this is not the end of
the matter. For example, if a policy statement says 'all pupils are entitled to he
treated with respect by staff' (see Chapter 14), there needs to be a shared
understanding of what is meant by 'being treated with respect'. in addition,
there is likely to be a considerable difference between the values a school
proclaims and those which in fact underpin its practice (see Taylor, 1994a, 29).
Manv values, however, are left within the domaio of the hidden curricu-
lum. Where there is n stematic discussion of values and value issues in the
classroom, children may be more likely to develop values haphazardly, and
indeed it is not uncommon for the values which pupils develop in school to
he different from those the school intends. Partly this may be a reflection of
the critical perspective the school seeks to develop through the curriculum,
and partly it may result from a lack of congruence and coherence in value
implementation

These factors suggest a need for schools to reflect nn and voice their
alues with greater precision (McLaughlin, 1995). This need is made the more

pressing by four birther considerations

growing cultural diversity (and therefore diversity of values) within all
western societies;
a growing gulf between the values of government and teachers (see
Chapters 2 and 9 in this volume), which has led to a breakdown of
trust and to stronger demands for accountability (Halstead, 1994):
the perceived 'moral decline' not only among young people but also
in public life;
the determination of government to uphold certain values, for exam-
ple, by subjecting the contribution of schools to the spiritual and
moral development of children to regular inspection.

Any examination of the links between values and education brings to
light number of the key questions Several of these are touched on in this
chapter and others surface from time to time throughout the book.

Is there a distinction to be made between private and public
values?

12



Values and i/alues &location in Schools

Do particular values (whether political, aesthetic, moral or religious)
have validity only within particular cultures or traditions?
Are there overarching principles by which conflicts between values
may be resolved?
Is there a sufficient basis of shared values in our society to support a
common framework of education for all children, or should parents
be free to choose between schools with different sets of values?
Do the values which are currently taught in schools necessarily rein-
force (intentionally or othe;wise) the privileged position of certain
social classes or religious or cultural groups?
Are there any absolute vAues, or merely changing and relative ones?
Should schools reflect traditional values or seek to transform these?
Should schools instil values in pupils or teach them to explore and
develop their own values?
Should teachers aim for a neutral (or value-free) approach to their
subject !natter?

Before any of these questions can be considered, however, the first step is to
examine more closely what is meant by the term tahres.

What are Values?

Although several surveys of moral and social values in Britain and Europe
have been carried out ( wer the last fifteen years (Abrams et al., 1985: Barker
et al., 1992 there is still much disagreement about the term 'values'. Values
have been variously defined as things which are considered 'good' in them-
selves (such as beauty, truth, love. honesty and loyalty ) and as personal or
social preferences Raths, Ilarmin and Simon (1966, 28) describe values as
'beliefs, attitudes or feelings that an individual is proud of, is willing to publicly
affirm, has Isiel been chosen thoughtfully from alternatives without persuasion,
and is kid acted on repeatedly' Fraenkel (1977, 11) considers values as being
-both emotional commitments and ideas about worth'. Beck (1990, 2) defines
values as 'those things (objects, activities, experiences, etc.) which on balance
promote human wellbeing'. Further definitions are suggested by several of the
contributors to the present volume (see in particular Chapters 4 and 6). In the
present chapter, however, the term valiws is used to refer to principles, funda-
mental convictimis. ideals, standards or life stances which act as general
guides to behaviour or as points of reprence in decision-makingor the evalu-
ation qf belkfs or action and which are closely comwcted to personal integrity
and personal identity.

This definition is open to criticism on the grounds that it fails to differen-
tiate qi Me distinct things like -inues, convictions and commitments and that it
treats values as a kind of possession, something which people have. It is tnie
that to talk of the value td nnething ( as in the phrase vahw-added I has
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Value.% in Mut-(llum (aid lullication ill Value.%

always been to talk of its worth, and that when we value something we are
making a high estimate of its worth. However, the term ?Miles (in the plural)
now seems to he used to refer to the criteria by which we make such value
judgments, to the principles on which the value judgments are based. Thus
Shaver and Strong siy

Values are our standards and principles for judging wonh. They are
the criteria by which we judge 'things' (people. objects, ideas, actions
and situations) to be good, worthwhile, desirable; or, on the other
hand, baj, worthless, despicable (1976, 15).

This raises the question of whether the values by which we judge worth
are subjective or objective, relative or absolute. An initial distinction !mist be
made between mei ely personal value judgments or preferences (for example,
.1 prefer heavy metal to o)intry-and-western.) and 'true' judgments of value,
which purport to have a more rational character (tor example, 'that was a kind
act). Rut this is not enough. For even within the latter group, it is possible to
distinguish a number of different points on a continuum:

At one extreme is the view of values as a set ot subjective criteria for
making judgments. This may he linked to a relativist view that no set
of values can be shown to be better than another. The roots of this
view may lie in the strong sense of individualism in western societies,
or more specifically if unconsciously in the logical positivist position
that value judgments are merely expressions of personal opinion since
they are not open to verification through observation and experiment.
This view has sometimes been claimed to provide a useful way of
resolving disputes over values in culturally plural societies: .you have
your values and I have mine.'
At Lie other end (if tl ..ontinuum is the view of values as alls()lute,
that is. as applying evel., where and at all times On this view, cer-
tain human actions are always right or always wrong, irrespective of
circumstance.
somewhere in between is the view that certain values, such as animal
rights, patriotism, equal opportunities or bravery, have some kind of
objective quality, insofar as .some social arrangements and patterns of
behaviour promote well being more than others' (Reck, 1990, 3). These
values may therefore be explored in a systematic and objective fash-
ion, though it is also recognized that they are socially constructed and
may vary over time and from one group or society to another.

Values in a Pluralist Society

In a monocultural society, the middle view as set out in the last paragraph
offers a clear basis for values educati(m Children w ill he introduced to the

6
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Values and Values Education in Schools

values and practices of their own society as objective reality. In a pluralist
society, however, such an approach is not possible, since not everyone shares
the same values (or even shares the same understanding of what values are;
cf. Haydon, 1995, 56). Yet without shared values it is impossible to find a basis
for the establishment of common institutions in society. Clearly there could he
no society at all without a minimum set of common values and standards of
behaviour. These are likely to include, first, a basic social morality (in particu-
lar. a respect for justice and a recognition that other groups have as much right
as one's own to avoid physical pain and death among their members); second,
the acceptary7e of a common system of law and government by all groups
within the broader society (though the systems need not be the same for all
'broader societies') and a conmlitment to seek to change these only through
democratic means; and third, a commitment to values presupposed by the
pluralist ideal (in particular, the toleration of groups with different ideals to
(nte's own and the rejection of violence as a means of persuasion). Haydon
expands this third category by arguing that citizenship within a plural society
requires that everyone should be taught not only about morality hut also
'about the plurality, not merely of values, but of the kinds of siwtificance
attached to values' (1995, 5.)).

However, the minimum framework of common values remains a very
thin one (cf. White, 1987, 16), certainly not sufficient to support a common
system of education as extensive as we have today. If the common school is
to be retained, it is widely assumed that some way must be found of making
this minimum framework of values more substantial. But how? There is no
shortage of possible answers. In the past it has tended to he the values of the
dominant group that have filled the vacuum, and it has frequently been claimed
that schools have promoted middle-class values (Rich, 1993:164f ). In con-
servative circles, the traditional values of religion, the family and the national
heritage have found favour; the ill-fated slogan 'back to basics' also repre-
sented an emphasis on standards, whether moral, social or academic. Liberals
may look to those values which can be rationally justified as universally ap-
propriate (see Chapter 2), or may suggest that an expansion or the minimum
framework of common values may he negotiated democratically (cf. Haydon,
1987). However, in a pluralist society, there will be suspicion of all these
approaches among some minority groups. Even democratic negotiation pre-
supposes certain shared values and shared goals (such as valuing a democratic
form of life), which may not, in fact, be shared by all and may even be
perceived as a threat to the traditional way of life of some groups (cf. Halstead,
1988: Ch. 8).

The introduction of market forces into educational provision, as Elliott
(1994:415ff ) points out, 'enables a pragmatic solution to the problem of value
pluralism to be effected'. The market, he suggests, provides the context for the
negotiation of values between providers and customers. In ordei to thrive, the
school cannot uphold values which diverge significantly from those of the
community it serves. If this approach is accepted, it implies that in a plural

15
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society there will be a diversity of provision, with different schools reflecting
not only different curricular emphases but also different cultural or ideological
values (cf. Hargreaves, 1994). This is a view which some minority goups,
including Muslims, Jews, evangelical Christians and others, have been putting
forward for some time (Halstead, 1995). However, it undermines the prin-
ciple of the common school, which among other things seeks to show equal
respect to a diversity of cultural values and promote mutual tolerance and
understanding.

The task, which schools and other educational institutions are now facing,
of discussing and clarifYing their values and making them public is thus enor-
mously complex. it would be a serious mistake to view it as a matter of
dreaming up a list of values or opting for a prepackaged set (for example,
those suggested by the National Curriculum Council, 1993). Schools must pay
attention to the diversity of values in the communities they serve (which are
themselves in flux) as well as in society at large, and to the legitimate expec-
tations of interested parties. They must examine their aims and their curricu-
lum provision and practices to see what values lie embedded there and must
reflect on the justifiability, appropriateness and coherence of these values. In
the end, the statenlents of value that emerge may he ambiguous, provisional
and less than totally clear (cf. McLaughlin, 1994:459). But unless schools make
the effort to articulate their values and develop some clarity of vision, they will
not be in a strong position to pursue their task of developing pupils under-
standing of values and helping pupils to develop their own commitments It

is to this latter task that we must now turn.

Values Education: Principles and Practice

The term values education has a much shorter history in England and Wales
than it has it North America, or even in Scotland. Nevertheless, a recent direc-
tory of research and resources in values education in the UK lists 113 entries,
made up of research projects, organizations, publications and other initiatives
(Taylor, 19941)). The establishment of the Values Education Council in the UK
in 1995 may prove an important turning point; it aims to bring together organi-
zations with a shared interest in values education, its purpose being 'the pro-
motion and development of values in the context of education as a lifelong
process, to help individuals develop as responsible and caring persons and
live as participating members of a pluralist society'. (Taylor, 1995:24)

The emphasis here on personal and social values, moral values and demo-
cratic citizenship is not intended to exclude other values. Indeed, recent offi-
cial publications tend to link moral with spiritual values (National Curriculum
Council, 1993; Ofhce for Standards in Education, 199.4a), and strong claims are
commonly made about links between moral and aesthetic values RI larrett,
1991) and between spiritual and aesthetic (titarkings, 1993). Other values fre-
quently mentioned in the ciwitext of the school include values relating to

8
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cultural diversity, cultural identity and national consciousness; intellectual and
academic values; peace, international understanding, human rights and envir-
onmental values; gender equality and antiracism; work and economic values;
health; and common human values such as tolerance, solidarity and coopera-
tion (cf. Taylor, 1994a). Many of these are discussed more fully in Chapters 2
to 9

One of the main differences between the American and the British ap-
proach to values education is that the former, in the absence of organized
traditions of religious or social authority in public institutions, places a stronger
emphasis on democratic education, both in terms of teaching the child about
how society works and in terms of preparation for citizenship through active
participation in school life. Values education in British schools, on the other
hand, as in much of Europe, is affected by closer involvement with religion:
a third of British schools are denominational institutions, religious education is
still a compulsory part of the basic curriculum in all schools, collective worship
is part of the statutory school day, and there is a strong official view that
religious education and collective worship are central to children's moral and
spiritual development (National Curriculum Council, 1993). There is an as-
sumption among those who do not share this official view that a gradual
decline among religiously based values will occur (White, 1987:22), leading to
the slow disappearance of specialized religious and moral instruction and the
emergence of citizenship courses as the main focus for children's moral devel-
opment in school (Cha, Wong and Meyer, 1988:12). Whether this asumption
is justified, however, is very much open to question.

Whatever form values education takes, there is a major debate about
whether schools should instil values in pupils or teach them to explore and
develop their own values. On the former view, which is sometimes called
character education ( Lickona, 1991), values education involves two tasks

1 the identification of appropriate values, which is the responsibility of
schools, educationalists. or society at large through its elected repre-
sentatives (see Chapters 11 and 12):
the transmission of these approved values to children. This may he
carried out in many different areas of the :chool's provision: in cur-
riculum subjects and cross-curricular themes (see Chapter 13), and in
sport, community links, fundraising for charity, extra-curricular activi-
ties generally, teacherpupil relationships, the structures and manage-
ment of the school, school discipline, the pastoral system, the processes
of teaching and learning, the hidden curriculum and the ethos of the
school (see Chapter 14).

There are two main problems with the character education approach. The
first is the difficulty of identifying appropriate values and ensuring a consistent
approach within the school, there is no shortage of lists, but often little agree-
ment between them (cf. Goggin, 1994, Lickona, 19888; Beck, 1990:1-18). The

0
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second pioblem is that the approach pays too little attention to, and may be
in direct conflict with, the values that children learn outside the school, from
the home, the media and their peers. Thus it takes no account of how young
people make sense of these different sources of values (see Chapters 10 and

15).
The second view of values education, that it is centrally concerned with

teaching children to explore and develop their own feelings and values, has
been linked in North America particularly to the approach known as values
clarification. This approach, developed particularly by Raths, et al. (1966) and
Simon. Howe and Kirshenbaum (1972), is based on two assumptions: that
children will care more about values which they have thought through and
made their own than about values simply passed down by adults; and that it
is wrong, particularly in a pluralist society, to seek to impose values. According

to Raths, et at (1966), legitimate valuing involves seven criteria, values must
be 1) chosen freely 2) from alternatives 3) after consideration of the conse-
quences, and an individual must 4) cherish, 5) publicly affirm, and 6) act on,
the value, and 7) do so repeatedly. Undoubtedly, values clarification can de-
velop confidence and self-esteem, hut it has been criticized widely for being
rooted in a spurious relativism and for failing to recognize that it is possible
to make mistakes in matters of value (cf. Kilpatrick, 1992: Ch. 4). Values clari-
iication has rarely been advocated openly in the UK, though the influence of
its philosophy can be seen in the Humanities Curriculum Project (Schools
Council/Nuffield Humanities Project, 1970), and it may in fact underlie the
approache:. of many texts and materials in use in schools.

Alternative approaches to teaching children to explore and develop their
own values include the moral reasoning approach and the just community
approach, both associated with Kohlberg (1981-1984). In moral masoning,

children are presented with moral dilemmas and are encouraged to discuss
them in a way which it is intended will help them to see the inadequacies of
their current moral thinking and rn we to a higher level (Blatt and Kohlberg,
1975). The just community approach is designed to help students to develop
responsible moral behaviour by coming to share group norms and a sense (>f
community. A community cluster within a school is made up of about 100
students and five teachers who meet on a weekly basis to make rules and
discipline and to plan community activities and policies. The aim is to intro-
duce students to participatory democracy and to give them greater opportuni-
ties for self regulation and moral awareness ( Kohlberg and Higgin:, 1987).

These approaches, too, have been subject to strong criticism, is playing
down the social and cultural influences on people's values, undo estimating
the need to learn basic values before tackling corrroversies and fail ng to take
adequate account of a more feminine ethic of care, responsibiliti and love
(Gilligan, 1992; Noddings, 1984).

Current thinking about values education tends to favour eclecticism. In
the USA, former proponents of values clarification tend now to support an
approach which combines the best of moral guidance and values clarification

10
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(Hamlin, 1988; Kirschenbaum, 1992). Similarly in the ITN, Carr and Landon
(1993) suggest that were are three main limns or processes of values edu-
cation: modelling and imitation; training and habitu Mon; and enquiry and
clarification.

There is a diversity of inethods used by teachers in values education even
at nursery level (Holligan, 1995). Discussion-based approaches and other stu-
dent-centred active learning strategi :5 are most common, though Taylor
(199ta:52) points out that more experiential and less didactic teaching and
learning approaches may be associated in pupils' eyes with low-status studies.
Other methods for values education include drama, project work, practical
activities, cooperative learning and group work, pupil-directed research, edu-
cational games and theme-days. Explicit teaching and learning methods make
up only part of a school's provision, however, and the implicit values educa-
tion which derives from the teacher as exemplar or from other aspects of the
hidden curriculum must not be underestimated.

The Inspection of Values Education

The resurgence of interest in values education in the IN owes nuich to the
statutory requirement that the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development
of pupils should be subject to official inspection. The Education (Schools) Act
1992 requires Her Majesty's Chief Inspector to keep the Secretary of State
informed about the quality of educatkm and specifically about the spiritual,
moral, social and cultural development of pupils, and also requires registered
inspectors to report on these aspects as part of the regular inspection of all
schools (Great Britain, Statutes, 1992). The nandbook Ihr the Inspection of
Schoois (Office for Standards in Education, 199-tb) sets out the evaluation
criteria and evidence by which the teams of inspectors are to appraise these
and other aspects of the life and work of schools, including behaviour and
discipline and pupils' welfare and guidance. A school is said to be exhibiting
high standards in the area of pupils' personal development and behaviour if
its work is based upon clear principles and values expressed through its aims
and evident in its practice (Part -1:15), and inspectors are expected to assess,
inter alid -whether pupils are developing their own personal values and are
learning to app.eciate the beliefs and practices of others' (Part 4:16). The final
report is expected to include an 'evaluation of how the school promotes pupils'
spiritual, moral, cultural and social development and how the pupils respond
to that provision' (Part 2:22).

Some insight into how inspectors approach these tasks in practice is pro-
vided by Ungoed-Thomas (1994). Yet it is clear that inspectors also face sev-
eral challenges. First, there is the problem of defining terms so that schools
have a shared understanding of precisely what is being inspected: at the same
time, the temptation must be avoided of defining the spiritual, moral. social
and cultural in measurable terms simply for the convenience of inspection
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Second, there is the problem of ensuring that schools are treated fairly; not all
schools start from the same base line, and it is possible that a school may not
always get credit for what it achieves against the odds. Third. it is difficult to
establish links between the educational provision of a school and changes in
attitudes, values, beliefs and behaviour on the part of the student. This is
because students will inevitably be subject to other social influences in addi-
tion to those of the school. Fourth. it seems ethically questionable to make
formal judgments about the personal development of students at all, let alone
in order to evaluate a school's educational provision (see Chapter 15). This last
point in panicular has led to a recent shift in the criteria for inspection, with
a greater emphasis on the provision made by schools and less on the out-
comes observable in individual pupils

Many teachers have understandably been less than enthusiastic about the
extension of inspection to cover spiritual and moral development, they may he
suspicious of the government's motives and may worry about overloading the
curriculum and about compromising the autonomy of the subject by making
it instrumental to goals not intrinsic to it. Above all, they may be confused by
the lack of clarity in the expectations that are now being placed upon them.
What is needed most is an attempt to address the issues more clearly and
systematically, perhaps through an informed national debate It is this need
which the present volume is designed to address.
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Chapter 2

Liberal Values and Liberal Education

J. Mark Halstead

ABSTRACT: Mrs chapter argues that the values of liberal educa-
tion can best be understood in terms of the jUndamental values of
liberal societies. The values of freedom, equality and rationality
underpin all liberal institutions, including schools, and provide a
justification for contemporary approaches to multicultural educa-
tion and education .for democracy. -Ire chapter concludes with a
brief discussion of the challenges posed '9 liberal education by the
ralues of the marketplace and by non-hberal communities within
the West.

For most of the last thirty iears, theoretical approaches to educational values
have typically begun with an analysis of the concept of education. I lowever,
I shall argue in this chapter that the hest way to come to understand the
educational values of any society is to examine the broader framework of
values in that society. This chapter therefore begins with an account of liber-
alism, which, it is argued, provides the theoretical framework of values that
comes closest to the actual political and economic circumstances that prevail
in western societies generally. In the second section, the influence of funda-
mental liberal values on the dominant concept of education in the West will
be explored. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of some of the
challenges to this dominant form of liberal education that have arisen both
from within and from outside the fundamental framework of liberal values.

Fundamental Liberal Values

Although it is, of course, acknowledged that many different versions of liber-
alism exist, it is not relevant to the purposes of the present chapter to discuss
the arguments between these different versions in any detail, or to discuss
their historical origins. The understanding of liberalism which I shall adopt will
be as broad as possible, though it will be necessary to establish the houndaries
of liberalism by contrasting it with non-liberal world views such as totalitari-
anism. The chapter is written in the belief that liberal values are to be found
in a wide range of political perspectives from conservatism (in spite of attetnpts
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by Dworkin, 1978:13611, Scruton, 1984:192ff; and others to treat liberalism and
conservatism as totally different world views) to certain forms of socialism (cf.
Freeden, 1978:25ff; Siedentop, 1979:153). Where it is necessary to concentrate
on one typical form of liberalism, I shall focus on the particular strand which
can he traced from Kant to contemporary philosophers like Rawls, Dworkin,
Hart, Ackerman and Raz, and in the area of education to liberal philosophers
such as Peters, Hirst, Dearden and Bailey, because this strand seems to me to
be the most influential one in contemporary liberal thought.

Core Values: Freedom, Equality, Rationality

liberalism is generally considered to have as origin in conflict, but this conflict

is variously depicted. Gaus (1983:21 ) depicts it as being between individuality
and sociability, while Ackerman (1980:3) sees it as a conflict between one
individual's control over resources and another individual's challenge to that

claim In the present chapter I shall argue that there are three fundamental

liberal values:

1 individual liberty (i.e. freedom of action and freedom from constraint
in the pursuit of one's own needs and interests);

2 equality of respect for all individuals within the structures and prac-
tices of society (i.e. non-discrimination on irrelevant grounds);

3 consistent rationality (i.e basing decisions and actions on logically
consistent rational justifications);

and that the primary conflict exists between 1) and 2) (cf. Ackerman, 1980374f1;

Norman, 1982). In fact, sonie liberals have argued strongly that the first value
is the more fundamental (Berlin, 1969; Hayek, 196)) and others have made out
an equal strong case for the second (Dworkin, 1978; Gutmann, 1980; Hart,
1984:77f ). I lowever. I want to argue that it is precisely the tension between the
first two values which gives rise to the need for the third. It is with these three
fundamental liberal values and their inter-relationships that I shall be mainly
concerned in this section.

Though they may he understood in a variety of ways (see below), there
seems to be fairly widespread agreement among liberals that these are the
most fundamental values, and that liberal ethical theory is based on them.
Thus the plinciples of impartiality and tolerance are linked to the second and
third values, and the principle of personal autonomy (Raz, 1986. Chs. 11-15)
to the first and third. The interaction between all three values provides the
basis for the just resolution of conflict and the rule of law.

It is when we proceed beyond the three fundamental values that the
different versions of liberalism part company. The first parting of the ways

nnes between those who believe that good is of prior importance and there-
fore justify actions and decisions i terms of their consequences. and those
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wh(1 I ielieve that right is of prior importance and therefore justify actions and
decisions in terms of a set of moral duties. The dominant view in the former
category is utilitarianism, which maintains that the justice of institutions may
be measured by their capacity to promote the greatest happiness of the great-
est number; classical exponents of utilitari-nism include Bentham (1948) and
Mill ( 1972a ). and it has found a modern upholder in J.C.C. Smart (Smart and
Williams, 1973). The latter category has produced a range of different views,
depending on how the moral duties are conceived. An initial distinction may
be made between intuitionism (which involves the attempt to fit a set of
unrelated low-level maxims of conduct together into a consistent whole, and
thus may be o)nsidered the nearest philosophically respectable approximation
to 'common sense'; Bendiff, 1982:8111; cf, Raphael, 1981:441) and distributive
Justice (which involves the claim that the plurality of moral duties must be
conceived hierarchically). There are two main approaches to distributive jus-
tice: that of libertarians mac Ii as Hayek, Friedman and Nozick who emphasize
equality of opportunity within the market place and the individual's right to a
fair reward for his talents and labour; and that of egalitarians such as Rawls,
Dworkin and Gutmann. who emphasize (among other things) civil and ithiral
rights, social welfare and meeting the needs of the least advantaged. To pursue
the differences between these conceptions of liberalism, however, would take
ine beyond the very limited brief of this chapter, vnd 1 want now to return to
a consideration of the three fundamental liberal values.

The framework of values can be classified initially by considering what is
excluded by the three fundamental values. The First value, that of individual
liberty, clearly excludes a totalitarian emphasis on communal unity to the
extent that it endangers individuality; thus liberalism is broadly incompatible
with Marxism. (This does not mean, of course, that everyone opposed to
totalitarianism must be a liberal, as Solzhenitsyn's criticisms of liberalism make
clear. see Walsh, MO:228ff ). The second value, that of the equality of respect,
excludes the hierarchical ranking of individuals according to which sonie have
a greater claim to freedom than others. Thus liberalism rejects slavery, for
example, or Nazi claims to superiority over Jews (cf. Ackerman, 1980:(). The
third value, that of consistent rationality, excludes arbitrariness, inconsistency
and the failure to take account of relex .mt factors (cf. Taylor, 1982). It rules Out
the uncritical acceptance of dogma, whether based on authority or revelation,
and equally it refuses to drift into the sort of relativism which insists that
cultures, for example, can only be understood from within and on their own
terms (cf. Hollis and I.ukes, 1982).

There is considerable scope, however, for different understandings of the
three fundamental liberal values.

Individual liberty. for example, may involve freedom to satisfy one's
desires (as in Benthamite utilitarianism: cf. Bentham, 1948) or to real-
ize one's rationally determined interests (as in Kant, 1948), or simply
to lw (meself by being free from constraint It may, but need ma,
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involve the construction of a life-plan (cf. Gaus, 1983:32ff; Rawls,
1972:407ff ).
Equality of respect focuses on one's dealings with others (Peters, 1966:
Ch. 8). It is und,-rstood in a fairly minimal way by some libertarians
to imply formal equality of opportunity, hut is sometimes expanded
(especially by modem liberals) into a stronger form of equality, such
as attempts to equalize fife prospects or to distribute wealth and power
more equitably (cf. J. White, 1994).
Consistent rationality may, on a utilitarian view, involve no more than
the rational appraisal nf utility (i.e. what will promote happiness and
reduce happiness), which is taken to provide the basis for the just
resolution of conflict. A Kantian view of consistent rationality, on the
other hand, is much richer, as it not only provides the basis for the just
resolution of conflict, but also is an end in itself (the 'search for truth')
and enriches our understanding of the first two liberal values: thus the
freedom of the individual is understood in terms of rational autonomy
and the will (which itself may provide the basis for certain superero-
gatory virtues such as generosity and humility), and the equal Tight o'
all other individuals to similar freedom provides th... basis for an ethi-
cal system which includes respect for p'2rsons, promise keeping, re-
fraining from deceit, tolerance, openness, fairness and freeoom from
envy. Even those who argue that liberalism .s groundcd in agnosti-
cism about moral issues (eg. P. White, 1983) are committ,-d to the
principle of consistent rationality, in that they insist on remaining
sceptical only because no good reasons have as yet been provided
justify a change of view.

Rip,hts

RiOts are central to liberalism, particularly in its distributive justice mode.
They may be analyzed in terms of content, status, origin, context, or the grounds
on which ,hey are justified. They are usually prefixed by some sort of dc fining
adjective: moral, political, legal, social, natural, human, constitutional, civil,
individual, religious, women's, children's, and so on. In this section. however,
I shall distinguish only two types of rights, which I shall call moral rights and
social rights.

By moral rights I mean those rights without which the three fundamental
liberal values cannot he achieved. Examples of these are the right to life itself,
the right not to be enslaved, the right not to be brainwashed. These come
closest to the status of absolute rights, though there has always been a debate
among liberals as to whether there really are any absolute rights (Gewirth,
198,4), for it is not difficult to imagine situations where one set of prima facie
rights may lw in direct conflict with another ( McCloskey, 1985.133ff ).

10
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By social rights I mean those rights which are established by rational
debate as the most appropriate means of ensuring the just resolution of con-
flict and general human well-being. These rights are open to negotiation even
among liberals, and may have to be fought for, even though they involve
claims based on liberal ethics. They are often defined by law; examples in-
clude the right to education, the right to low cost housing, the right to free
medica: care or to a minimum income Often these rights are to do with the
definition of roles and relationships and the distribution of power (for exam-
ple, women's rights, parents' right ;). Sometimes the rights -are little m:we than
a rneto-ical expression of desires and needs, or a preference for particular
social goals, such as students' rights and animal rights (cf. J,mkins, 1980:241f).
A right is only a claim or a demand unless it is built into the social structure
and there is an apparatus for implementing it. As Jenkins points out, rights are
not usually invoked except to redress injustice (ihid.:213).

Typically, no one conception of the good life is favoured in liberalism,
and a vast range of life-styles, commitments, priorities, occupational roles and
life-plans form a marketplace of ideas within the liberal framework (cf. Pop-
per, 1966). Liberalism makes an important distinction between the private and
public domains (Hampshire, 1978), though Devlin (1965) and others have
disputed the validity of this distinction. Thus, for example, religion is seen as
a private and voluntary matter for the individual (though the practice of reli-
gion is a moral right based on the fundamental liberal value of respect for the
freedom of the individual). Certain forms of human behaviour, however, are
ruled out in principle by reference to freedom, equality and rationality; these
include prejudice, intolerance, injustice and repression. Other forms of human
behaviour are necessary in principle on a liberal view in certain contexts (such
as impartiality), though ways of putting them into practice or even conceptu-
alizing them are still hotly debated. In contexts where certain forms of behav-
iour are considered essential to a liberal perspective, a liberal theory can he
developed. The liberal framework of values has produced in particular a political
theory and an economic theory.

The political domain has always been the central arena for liberal debate.
Democracy is seen by liberals as the most rational safeguard against tyranny
and a way of guaranteeing the equal right of citizens to determine for them-
selves what is in their own best interests. It provides a clarification of the role
of the state and the law (Berm and Peters, 1959; Duncan, 1983) The state is
not an end in itself but 'exists to regulate the competition among individuals
for their private ends' (Strike, 1982h:5). It provides the means of procting the
public interest and ensuring social justice (Miller, 1976) The law e,ists to
maintain order in society, by protecting persons and property ( Jenkins, 1980)
and to prevent harm (Mill, 19721)) Key liberal car ses include human rights,
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free speech, opposition to censorship, racial equality, and opposition to the
enforcement of morality through the criminal law (Hart, 1963). The liberal state

is expected to show official neutrality on religious matters, together with a
respect for individual freedom of conscience. As Fishkin points out,

The state could not enshrine the religious convictions of any particular

groups by public commitments and avoid the charge that it was bias-
ing the marketplace of ideas by giving certain metaphysical and reli-

gious claims, certain ultimate convictions, the stamp of state authority

and legitimacy (1984:154).

Some major debates within liberal political theory include the extent to which
democracy should entail representation, which may satisfy the protection ot
interests, or participation, which may contribute also to human development
(cf. Lucas, 1976; Pateman, 1970, 1979); the extent to which political liberalism

is part of a comprehensive liberal world view as opposed to an 'overlapping
consensus' among different comprehensive views (Rawls, 1993): the extent to

which nationalism is compatible with the liberal state (Miller. 1993; Tamir,
1993) the balancing of state power with civil liberties (cf. Dworkin, 1977:206ff:

Strike, 1982a); and the conflict between the right-wing emphasis on stability,
non-interference, free enterprise, initiative and merit, and the left-wing empha-

sis on egalitarianism and the combating of social injustice.

Economic Values

Liberal economic theory accepts the holding of private property as legitimate

and supports the notion of the free market economy in which free markets
provide the goods and services which consumers choose to buy, though the
state may intervene to regulate the economy if necessary, to ensure free and
fair competition and to prevent harm to others (Ackerman, 1992:9-10; Dworkin,
1978:119; Gaus, 1983: Ch. 7; Koerner. 1985315f ). Liberalism does not, how-

ever, require a particular stance with regard to any of the following debates:
the debate between those like Hayek (1960) who continue to support the old
liberal principle of laissez-faire and more modern liberals who emphasize the
need for tighter government control, for exampi,.., in monetary policy or wel-
fare distribution (Freeden, 1978: Ch. 6); the debate between the supporters of
capitalist free enterprise like Friedman (1962) and those who wish to see a
significant redistribution of wealth and income, for example, by providing a
minimum wage or by progressive taxes (Dworkin, 1978:122); and the debate
between those who emphasize the need for free enterprise and efficiency, and
those who argue tor an increase in industrial democracy (Gaus. 1983:257-61i.
The relevance of economic liberalism to educational issues will be considered

later
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The Values of Liberal Education

Like liberalism, liberal education has a long history and a range of different
meanings (Kimball, 1986; Peters, 1977: as. 3 and 4). Its roots are often traced
to ancient Greece, where liberal education involved the development of mind
and the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake (Hirst, 1974a:30-2), and to
nineteenth-century thinkers like Mill, Newman and Arnold, with their empha-
sis on all-round development, the pursuit of excellence and high culture and
their continuing helief in the humanizing effect of the liberal arts t R. White,
1986). It is the argument of this chapter, however, that the central strands of
liberal education may be hest understood in terms of the liberal framework of
values outlined above. The vision of education which these values encompass
has come to dominate western educational thinking. All the values typically
associated with liberal education - including personal autonomy, critical open-
ness, the autonomy of academic disciplines, equality (If opportunity, rational
morality, the celebration of diversity, the avoidance of indoctrination, and the
refusal to side with any definitive conception of the good are clearly based
on the three fundamental liberal values of freedom, equality and rationality, as,
indeed, is the more recent emphasis in liberal educational thought on demo-
cratic t,alues, citizenship and children's rights. Supporters of liberal education
have gone so far as to suggest that it is the only justifiable form of education
( Hirst, 19Thh, 1985). For them, education is liberal education (Peters, 1966:
-13).

The development of the rational mind is at the very core of liberal education
(Dearden, 1972; Strike, 198211:12); Hirst, tor example, tells us that education
anvolves a commitment to reason on the part of the educator, no more and
no less (197-ib:83f ). The nature of rationality is much debated, hut it is gen-
erally taken to involve having good reasons for doing or believing things
(though what counts as a good reason is itself problematic; cf. MacIntyre,
1988). To make rationality a fundamental educational ideal, as Scheffler ( 1973:60)
points out, is 'to make as pervasive as possible the free and critical quest for
reasons, in all realms of study'. The fostering of rationality in children requires
that they be taught critical thinking (Hirst, 1993; Siegel, 1988) and open-
mindedness (Hare, 1985). Together, these values involve teaching beliefs to
children in a way that leaves the beliefs open to critical, rational evaluation,
and they rule out any taking for granted of the truth of ideas that cannot be
shown objectively to be true Thus indoctrination is considered unacceptable
in principle in liberal education (Snook, 1972; Thiessen, 1993). Critical open-
ness involves impartiality and objectivity in assessing the validity of one's own
beliefs and a willingness to revise these beliefs as new evidence, circum-
stances and experience comes to light (Hare and McLaughlin, 199 I). Free

ot1
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critical debate and the critical examination of alternative beliefs are considered
the best ways of advancing the search for truth. Open-mindedness is some-
times associated with neutrality, and implies that children should not be influ-

enced towards any definitive conception of the good life. As Gutmann points

out,

If public schools predisposed citizens towards a particular way of life

by educating them as children, the professed neutrality of the liberal
state would be a cover for the bias of its educational system (1987:55).

The principle of neutrality has led some liberals to argue that moral education
should develop the capacity for moral reasoning and choice without predis-
posing children towards specific virtues (see Chapter 1). Others, however,
argue that there are certain moral values such as justice and equality about

which liberalism can never be neutral (Dworkin, 1986:441) and that moral
education should he hased on initiation into a rational morality built on these
fundamental values (HiNt, 197-ib; 1993:187). The emphasis in liberal education

on rationality has sometimes been criticized as emotionally empty and lacking

a balanced sense of personhood (cf. O'Hear, 1982:127f ), hut many liberals are
careful to avoid construing a commitment to reason too narrowly. The dispo-

sitions and emotions are not ignored, and, as Hirst points out, there is 'much
more to a person than the activities of reason ( 197411:83).

Personal Autonomy

Linked to the fundamental liberal values of freedom and rationality is the
development of personal autonomy. Bailey (1984) describes a liberal educa-

tkm as one which liberates individuals from the restrictions of the present and
the particular, so that they can become free choosers of what is to he believed
and what is to be done. This is in line with Dearden's classic definition of

autonomy:

A person is autonomous, then, to the degree that what he thinks and
does in important areas of his life cannot be explained without reference
to his own activity of mind. That is to say .. . to his own choices, de-
liberations, decisions, reflections, judgements, plannings or reasonings

(1972:153).

Kleinig points out that, in addition to choice, autonomy involves 'personal
control' and 'initiating agency' (1982:70).Thiessen identifies autonomy in terms

of freedom, independence, authenticity, self-control, rational reflection and
competence (1993 118-9). I White argues that autononw is closely linked to
personal well-being (1990). There are many things that are likely to contribute

to the development of personal autonomy in children: a breadth of knowledge

2.)
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and understanding; an awareness of alternative beliefs and lifestyles; rational
decision-making; the ability u) think foi oneself and rely on reason rather than
authority; other desirable dispositions and social competences; self-knowledge
and imagination. Personal autonomy as a fundamental educational ideal has
been criticized as paying inadequate attention to human emotions and desires
(Stone, 1990), as elitist (Halstead, 1986:38; cf. Pring in this volume), as too
'masculine a concept (Stone, 1990), and as conflicting with the goal of pro-
moting morally desirable conduct (Lee and Wringe, 1993). However, I have
argued ekewhere that we should not construe personal autonomy too narrowly
as involving lonely agents 'in an emotionally empty state of rational reflection
who have no feeling of what it is to be a person among other persons' ( Halstead,
1986:53). An enriched understanding of autonomy must take account of emo-
tions, needs, attitudes, preferences, feelings and desires, as w.ell as o)uninunity
structures and social interdependence i kleinig. 1982:71, 76).

Equ(llity qi Respec/

Reference to communit structures and social interdependence leads directly
to a consideration of the remaining fundamental liberal value equality of
respect. This is a key value in liberal education. m )1 least because abuse and
disrespect generate friction in society (Beck. 199(1: I n) and are impediments to
the autonomous flourishing of individuals ( J. White, 199+179). This value
provides the foundation for educational policies opposing discrimination on
irrelevant grounds such as the race, gender, ethnicity. nationality, religion,
social class or sexuality of the individual. Equality of respect, of course, does
not imply o)mplete uniformity or identity of treatment or of achievement in
every respect (.1. White. 199-i ); on the contrary, equality implies the welcoming
Of diversity, as even Scruton acknowledges in his acerbic comment on liber-
alism, in the perfect liberal suburb, the gardens are of equal sive, even though
decked out with the greatest possible variety of plastic gnomes' (198-1:192).

Equality of opportunity, however, is iinplicit within equality of respect.
though it is itself an ambiguous term: it is sometimes applied to genuine
attempts to increase opportunities for disadvantaged groups and individuals to
gain access to valued goals like higher education, but it is also used to justify
a competitive approach in which certain opportunities are ji.)nnallt. available
to all, though the inequality among the competitors makes it much harder for
some to succeed. At its simplest level, equality of opportunity in education is
about the rights of individuals to have equal access to goods and resources,
so that no future citi.P...ns ;In' unfairly disadvantaged in terms of life chances

Mullicithural Lim:anon and Education for Culzensblp

I have argued so far that the three fundamental values of liberalism are central
to the liberal vision of education as a political and moral enterprise. This
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becomes even clearer when we examine the response of liberal educational-
ists to the increasing pluralism in the western world. This response includes
the development of multicultural education and an increasing emphasis on
education for citizenship and democracy.

Insofar as multicultural education is concerned with preparing children
for life in a pluralist society by encouraging them to respect those whose
beliefs and values differ from their own, to see diversity as a source of enrich-
ment and to be open to a variety of ways of looking at the world, it is clearly
a liberal appioach (cf. Halstead, 1988: Ch. 8). Multicultural education contrib-
utes to the development of rationality: encouraging children to go beyond the
framework of their own culture and beliefs is an important way of helping
them to develop lively, enquiring minds, imagination and a critical faculty.
Multicultural education is also liberating and a means to the development of
moral awareness. As Parekh points out, it is

an education in freedom freedom from inherited biases and narum;
feelings and sentiments, as well as freedom to explore other cultures
and perspectives and make choices in full awareness of the available
and practicable alternatives . . If education is concerned to develop
such basic human capacities as curiosity, self-criticism, capacity for
reflection, ability to form an independent judgment, sensitivity, intel-
lectual humility and respect for others, and to open the pupil's mind
to the great achievements of mankind, then it !mist he multicultural in
orientation ( 1985:22-3).

Education for citizenship and democracy is based on the assumptions that
in a culturally plural society all children equally need to be prepared for life
as citizens of the democratic state and that democratic values are an 'indispen-
sable bulwark against social coercion and manipulation ( P. White, 1991:207).
It is thus potentially a unifying influence in a plural society, though McLaughlin
( 1992) has rightly drawn attention to the tension that exists between the desire
to develop a sufficiently substantial set of civic virtues in children that will
satisfy the communal demands of citizenship, and the need to tolerate diver-
sity within the liberal state j White argues that as a minimum citizens will
need some knowledge and understanding of their own political situation and
of the principles of democracy and 'a ready disposition to apply all this knowl-
edge and understanding in the service of the community' (1982:117). Others
have placed more emphasis on the use of education to protect and promote
human rights (titarkey, 1991). P. White and others have argued that demo-
cratic values should permeate through all the structures of the school, so that
pupils have practical opportunities to participate in decision-making and to
develop an awareness of the responsibilities of gnxip life (CIMInberlin, 1989;
P. White, 1983). Ilowever, Gutrnann (198788-9-i) and Dunlop in this volume
have expressed doubts about Me isdom of making schools into democratic
ins! Outions.

2o
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Criticisms of the liberal democratic vision of education outlined above, as
I have afready hinted, are not thin on the ground. It has been criticized in
particular for negIcs.iing human nature, basic human values like friendship and
in particular the emotional dimension of human life (Dunlop, 1991; O'llear,
1982:127f ). However, many of these criticisms, I have suggested, can be taken
on board in an enriched understanding of liberal education, particularly if it
takes account of the critiques of liberal values offered from a communitarian
perspective ( MacIntvre, 1981; Mulhall and Swift, 1992: Sandel, 1984; Taylor.
199M. /first. fur example, now favours an understanding of liberal educatkm
as concerned to develop 'capacities for critical reflection across the range of
basic practices necessary to any flourishing life within a given context'
(1993.198 ). But there are two particular kinds of criticism that are currently
challenging liberal education at a more fundamental level. The first comes
from within the liberal framework of values outlined in the first section. but
offers a very different emphasis from the one traditionally associated w ith
liberal education. The second comes in no groups that reject the whole struc-
ture of liberal values. This chapter concludes with a IMO examination of
hese

Challenges to Liberal Education

Traditionally, hberal education has been thought to be opposed to strictly
utilitarian ends. I limever, as Pring points out in Chapter 9, there has been over
the last fifteen -ears a renewed emphasis on utilitarian goals for educzaton,
such as producing skilled manpower, developing work-related skills and
competences and facilitating 'effective competition in the international market-
place. ( McMurtry, 1991 In fact, the enterprise culture and free market ap-
proadi lo,w play a prominent part in school organization and mana
and a not insignificant one in the curt iculum. These changes .1

the language of school management, where parents are customers, the success
of a school is judged in terms of its ability to attract customers, senior manage-
ment teams devise frameworks of quality control, and performance indicators
are used by external auditors to monitor progress and effectiveness. As Pring
( 1994:181 points out, the new vocationalism 'uses the language of usefulness.
and 'cherishes different values'

What is happening is a clash between a particular version of ecomonic
liberalism on the one hand and political liberalism on the other for the control
of education. It is a clash between those who want the curriculum to reflect
econoink relevance and the needs of industry and those who want it to pro-
m(Ae personal autonomy and the pursuit of. truth, between those who think
the performance of a school can hest be judged by quantifiable outputs and
recorded in league tables and those who would judge a school in terms of
the (-talc al undei,tanding, imaginative insight and human relationships it
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generites. This clash generates very real tensions for teachers who may feel
that the interests of the school and the intereSts of the child are no longer in
harmony and that they are trapped between the market values which schools
are being forced to adopt and the values which they as educators wish to pass
on to their pupils. tIndoubtedly it is such tensions which lie behind the strong
opposition there has been within the teaching profession to many of the re-
cent educational reforms in the K.

Although the growth of the enterprise culture and market values in edu-
cation is thus strongly regretted by many liberals (Bailey, 1992), others express
the belief that they are not as incompatible with traditional liberal education

as is sometimes claimed. This is because broadly educated students with some
knowledge of social problems and moral issues may ultimately be of more use

to business and industry than students with specific work-related skills, and
also because enterprise education may be seen an extension of liberal
education, in that it develops certain kinds of personal qualities and specific

areas of understanding (cf. Bridges, 1992; Pring in this volume).
A more fundamental challenge to liberal education comes from those who

do not share its basic values In particular, the values of liberalism and liberal
education are br( iadly incompatible with Marxism (cf. Harris, 1979; Matthews,

1980), radical feminism (cf. Graham, 1994), postmodernism (cf. Aronowitz and
Giroux, 1991; Carr, 1995: Ch. 9) and various religious world views, including
the Roman Catholic (see Arthur, 199-i; Burns, 1992) and the Islamic (see
Halstead. 1995), which claim that liberalism lacks a moral and spiritual foun-
dation. To those committed to such world views, liberal education may appear
as just one more challengeable version of what is good for children. The
Islamic world view, for example, which is based on values drawn from divine
revelation, produces an approach to education which is at odds at several
crucial points with liberalism. In Islam, the ultimate goal of education is to
nurture children in the faith, to make them good Muslims, and children are not
encouraged to question the fundamentals of their faith but are expected to
accept them on the authority of their elders. How should liberals respond to
such a view? some consider it intolerable and suggest that the state should
intervene to protect the rights of the children to be liberated from the con-
straints ot their cultural environment and to grow up into personally autono-
mous adults (Raz, 1986:124). The moral justification of such intervention
according to liberal principles, however, needs to be tempered by considera-
tions of the social disunity and conflict it would cause. The best hope for a
way forward in this situation, in my view, lies with a more tolerant and culturally
sensitive approach which combines values drawn from political and moral
liberalism (including freedom of conscience, respect for diversity and the search
for shared civic values) and values drawn from economic liberalism (including
teedom oi parental choice and diversity of educational provision; cf. Halstead,

1991), v. inch would allow non-liberal forms of life (i.e. communities, tradi-
tions, cultures) to pursue their own vision of die goi id as they choose, either
inside or outside the common school.
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Chapter 3

The Ambiguity of Spiritual Values

John M. Hull

ABSTRACF: Me use of' the word spirituality reveals not Only
vagueness but contrast and conflict. While it is (Oen suggesWd
that this feature (f spirituality ref lects the spontaneous and
undefinable character qf the spirit, it will be aigued here that a
sociological approach helps us to understand the pheitomenon.
Virituality is generated by the character of society itself evecially
(in the case if modern Britain) 41' the' character of the money-
culture. These elements of self-interest tend to be obscured and
denied, which results in the ambiguity and conflict in the use qf
the expression. The educatimial inVications of this crisis in
spiritual tallies will be discussed, in the light qf the general con_
elusion: spiritual education is that educatim which insmres young
people to live for others.

Current British use of the word spiritualau can he summarized as follows. It
is most frequently found in phrases such as women's spirituality, creation spir-
ituality, Eastern spirituality, Benedictine spirituality and so on. These refer to
movement.; or points of view or practices which are sufficiently understood to
be used in the media without further comment or explanation.

Other uses of the word reveal a striking amhigutty. Spirituality may be
transcendent and other-worldly or it may he secular and political. It may be
opposed to the scientific outlook; on the other hand, there may he a spiritu-
ality of science. There may be a spirituality of pure reason, or alternatively
spirituality may he intuitive, mystical and beyond all reasoning. Spirituality
may be inward, private and more or less inaccessible, or it may be a distinctive
characteristic of the behaviour of an ethnic or national group. Spirituality may
be the essence ot religion, on the other hand, religk m may become unspiritual
and there may be a non-religious spirituality. Spirituality may be omtrasted
with the body. On the other hand, it may he expressed through the hody.
There may be a spirituality of sexuality. Nevertheless, sex and spirituality may
be at loggerheads.

low are we to account for this uncertainty, these conflicts in the meaning
of the word? It hoks as if we know how to recognize spirituality when we see
it, in !mire or less well-estahlished expressions such as Russian sIni..,trahlr of
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creation spirituality but we do not know what to make of it. where it comes
from or where it goes.

Rather than discussing this ambiguity with the claim that the spirit is

indeed a bit mysterious and spontaneous, let us regard the tensions and contrasts
as symptoms of deeper disturbances. Perhaps in examining popular usage, we
were dealing with the froth, the linguistic veil which conceals deeper realities.

We do not know to what it might be related, or what it signifies. It is these
qualities of vaguene,s, of fervent assertion, of puzzling inconsistency or con-
tradiction, combined with a mixture of yearning admiration and a sort of no
nonsense dismissal which invites further study. Something seems to be trou-
bling the language. It hesitates, deviates, makes a claim, then cancels itself out.
Let us try to trace these disturbances to their source.

Spirituality as Deception

The idea that religkms and spiritual beliefs and ideals may be used to serve the
interests ol powertul groups in society can he traced back at least as far as
Machiavelli's Me Prince in the early sixteenth century, and is a popular theme
in Voltaire and other pre-revolutionary' French social critics ( Larrain, 1979). It
was not until the middle decades of the nineteenth century that the structural
connections between industry and commerce, on the one hand, and law,
religion, art and philosophy, on the other, were explored. The mode of pro-
duction characteristic of industrialized society, together with the relations of
production which the mode requires, is looked upon as the base from which
the superstructure is generated Society' not only produces but reproduces the
assumptious of its mode of production, and it does this through creating an
ideology in which ;:te values and assumptions of the base are reaffirmed.
Education, law and art, the state itself, together with religion and spirituality all
form pan of this ideological superstructure. The mode of production itself
requires and thus reproduces a social class distinction in which labour and
capital confront each other. This social class distinction is reproduced in the
superstructure from the point of view of capital and the distinctions and as-
sumptions w hich capital requires in order to operate successfully.

The spirituality engendered by such a society will pass through a number
of phases, as the character of capitalist society itself evolves, and we may
distinguish the spirituality of early capitalism ( Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe,
1"19) from that of liberal capitalism (Charles Dickens, Hard Times, 1854) and,
finally, from that of organized cipitalism ( John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway
and F. Scott Fitzgerald). As tl internal divisions within national capitalism
give way to the world-wide search for wealth, new forms of religious and
spiritual consciousness are created on the frontiers of European commerce and
pre-industrial patterns of life in primal societies (Wolf, 1982) and the super-
structure Iwo mws the rationale and legitimation of imperial expansion ( Porter,
1991 )
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The characteristics of the religion and spirituality thus generated vary
considerably in accordance with these factors but generally emphasize inward-
ness, individualism, transcendence, asceticism and authority. Inwardness en-
sures that attention is focused away from the world of real human relations
(Gutierrez, 1984; Sobrino, 1988); individuality maintains the privacy of the
entrepreneunal spirit essential to the market, at the same time denying wider
and more complex social bonds (Ifartsock, 1983; Marcuse, 1968: Ch. 2) tran-
scendence ensures that spirituality is not dynamically orientated towards inno-
vation and change hut fixated upon the eternal and unchanging nature of the
workl above (Bloch. 1959; 1968). Asceticism concentrates the sense c)f taboo
upon the orifkes of the body encouraging a false purity and discouraging
prophetic holiness (Alves, 1985; Douglas, 1%6) while authority discourages
criticism, promotes passivity and engenders respect for tradition and the pow-
ers that be (Cardedge-f-kiyes, 1990; Taylor, 1990).

If, for the moment. we leave on one side the conservative type of spit ito-
ality. then the most typical and influential form of mid-twentieth century Eu-
ropean spirituality is that created by the existentialist movement, brilliantly
described, attacked and unmasked by The( )dore Adorno (197-1). There is no
doubt that well on into the 1980s and 90s literalistic conservative and existen-
tialist liberal forms of spirituality contributed very significantly to the
depoliticization of the church.

In adopting this sociological approach to the character of spirituality, it is
necessary to draw upon disciplines in the social st. iences such as hermeneutics,
ideology critique and discourse analysis (Thompson, 1984; 1990). Of course.
the consciousness of the spiritual person is innocent of these complexities. In
order to create a bridge from such broad, functional sodal theories ot spiritu-
ality to the subjeLtivity of the spiritual individual we need to invoke the psy-
chological concept of selt-deception (McLaughlin and Rorty, 1988; Welschon,
1991 ). Rather than outlining these links between the social and the personal,
in what follows v:e will trace contemporaiN deek)pments in tlw money cul-
ture which are creating the distinctive features of today's spiritual outlook

Spiritualky and Contemporary Capitalism

Relations between the base and the supersu mime are themselves n()t statk
nor is the thoiretical grasp of them an unchanging monolith it woukl be a
serious limit in our analysis it we were to leave it with a conception which is
primarily rooted in the nineteenth century

Three current developments, miportant tor our understanding of spiritu-
ality tikla),.. will be mentioned.

First, the relationship between base and superstructure is now corkened
ot iii nor: flexible terms, The important point about the social origins ot
spirituality is that they are to he found in social heing; they are rooted in
tiw Int itie and material icrnis ot our community liii That does not mean,

5
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however, that all spirituality (and everything else in the superstructure) must
be tied relentlessly and exclusively to the economic a.spects of social life (Larrain,
1979:65). Moreover, the distinction between base and superstructure should
be thought of as a contribution to method in social analysis. The question is
to distinguish source from outcome in such a way that contradiction and
inconsistency become explicable. Economic forms of life such as the rhetoric
of economic description, when considered from the reproductive point of
view, may be thought of as generating economic practices and relationships.
In that case, economics would he attributable to both base and superstructure
(Larrain 1979: end of Ch. 2). As with Freud, so with Marx, distinctions between
aspects of the structure should be understood hermeneutically not
tonographicallv (Larrain, 1979:67; Ricoeur, 1970). We should remember that
only the scientific Marxists' have interpreted the relationship between base
and superstructure in a strictly causal sense. The Flegelian or humanistic de-
velopments of the Marxian legacy always tended to approach the problem of
cau..e and effect in the spirit of interpretation.

We need not necessarily conceive of an automobile plant as being en-
tirely of the base while a symphony orchestra is entirely of the superstructure
(Castoriadis, 1987:28). The latter may well be run as a business company, with
its employees, contracts and capital, its product being music. Indeed, do we
not speak of the music industry? On the other hand, the automobile factory
w;ll he susceptible to clia:lges in production method inspired by new fornp= of
political life as well as innovations in technology. No doubt the feudal heaven
was a projection of the feudal society, and its distinct superstructure, but
modem industrial society is more complex. Max Weber's essay demonstrated
that theological, religious and spiritual concepts and practices can be influen-
tial in the ordering of economic life (Weber, 1902), and it is noteworthy that
most of the important western European critical social thinkers of the past
half century have been concerned, not with analysis of the base, but with
the understanding of the extraordinary vitality and reproductive power of the
superstructure (Adorno, 1974; Bloch, 1959; Castoriadis, 1987; Gramsci, 1971;
Florkheimer, 1944; Lefort, 1986; Lukacs, 1971; Marcuse, 1968). This is an im-
portant point, because if correct it enhances the significance of education.

Cornelius Castoriadis prefers to speak of the social imaginal:), rather than
the superstructure. This is the web of symbols, attitudes and beliefs which
constitutes the spiritual atmosphere of a society, that which it regards as ob-
vious, because it has never really noticed it. The social imaginary in the thought
of Castoriadis is not only constituted by the economic base; it also constitutes,
it originates. As it has autonomy conferred upon it, it develops the power to
instigate new forms of life and consciousness. Castoriadis provides an example
of the construction of a social imaginary in his study of the Sabbath in ancient
Israel. 'This terrestrial determination perhaps real, but already probably
imaginary exported to the heavens is then reimported in the form of the
sanctification of the week (1987:129). The result is that the seventh day is holy.
Castoriadis emphasizes the differences between the imaginary, the symbolic
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and the functional. An icon, tor example, is part of the social imaginary when
it is regarded as being revelatory, i.e. part of a world in which icons as a class
may have revelatory significance. The icon becomes symbolic when a particu-
lar icon offers a specific revelation, and it becomes functional when the be-
liever scrapes the paint off it and drinks it as a medicine (p. 131).

An insight into the structure of spirituality is obtained when we consider
the intimate and labyrinthine nature of the relationships between the consti-
tuted and the constituting aspects of the social imaginary. It is the constituted
self who projects the social imaginary in the social context, and when the
social imaginary is conceived of as dwelling within the individual, Castoriadis
describes st as the 'root imaginary'

God is perhaps, for each of the faithful, an which can even
he a 'precise representatk)n but God, is an imaginary s()cial significa-
tion, is neither the .sum', nor the 'common part' nor the 'average' of
these images: it is rather their condition of possibility (p. 143).

'l'hius, sin hi aspects of the social imaginary 'are infinitely larger than a phantasy.
They can be grasped only indirectly and obliquely, at once obvious and yet
impossible to delimit precisely . . (ibid.) The social imaginary is that which
unites the invisible odds and ends of images, fantasies, symbols, which holds
culture together. The elements within the social imaginary connote almost
everything hut denote nothing tp. 150). Is this not reminiscent of the impression
we gained when we considered the various meanings of the word spiritual in
our culture today?

As an example of a real British social imaginary communicated in the
knin of a children's fantasy we might omsider the spiritual world created by
the Narnia novels of C.S. Lewis, where everything is governed by deep, inex-
plicable, magical laws which are inflexible, impenetrable, all embracing and
strangely moving at the subjective level. The emotional power is an effect
produced by the social imagMary. It miginates, altlumgh it is also a social and
artistic creation.

It appears then that these current developments in understanding the
relationship between the spiritual and its social and economic bases not only
ofler us far richer understanding of the way spirituality works but also present
possibilities and themes for education.

The second current development which I wish to emphasize concerns the
change in the character of capitalism which has taken place in the last few
years. The highly organized international capitalism of the late nineteenth
century and the first half of the twentieth century is sometimes called Fordism,
because the production line created by Henry Ford in Detroit in 1916 was the
outstanding example of this kind of intensive industrial production. The first
Ford plant in Brium was set up in Dagenham in 1939. The Fordist method ol
production was based upon a massive concentration of workers assembling
on the one site an craniums number ol identical units. I lenry Ford is said to
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have remarked 'people can have the Model T in any colour so king as it's
black'. This system of organization developed under scientific management
techniques to produce the lowest unit cost and thus the greatest profitability.
The system led to stronger trade unions, snikes, the much discussed monotony
and anomie of the work place, a strongly hierarchical managetnent line and so

fcm-th.
In or around the 1960s or 1970s a transformation took place into what is

now generally called post-Fordim or 'disorganized capitalism., although the
latter term could easily be misunderstood. The use of new technology, particu-
larly computers and information technology. has transformed production. The

emergence of modern design techniques following upon intensive marketing
has enabled relatively small target groups to be provided with products specially
designed for them. Small specialized teams working under franchise arrange-
ments have led to a distributed productive environment while the growth of
international communications has facilitated an adaptive and dispersed ap-
proach to production. A far greater proportion of employees are working on
job share or in part-time or short-term contracts while questions of equal
opportunities for women, ethnic groups and others have tended to create new
-assumptions about personal relationships and management policies in the place
of work

The character and the causes of the transfonnation from Fordism to post-
Fordism are under lively discussion and there is no general agreement about
either the analysis or the social and political consequences Wall and Jacques,
1989). But our interest is on the consequences of these developments for the
relationship between the infrastructure and the superstructure, with the ques-
tion of spirituality and its evolution always in mind.

How are these changes affecting contemporary spirituality? We have seen
that the nineteenth century analysis understood spirituality as the projection of
the industrial base, characterized as liberal capitalism, poducing the liberal,
individualistic type of spirituality which is still with us. It was emphasized that
while the attention of the entrepreneurs w as upon the market place, the point
of the cycle where the vital transformation of oimmoditv capital into money
capital occurred, the true moment of profit taking lay much earlier and deeper
in the process: on the production floor where surplus value was extracted
from the work force. This point was considered crucial in understanding the
difference between industrial capitalism of the nineteenth century kind and
merchant capitalism or commerce, characteristic of the centuries preceding the
rise of modern industry.

To( lay. however, there has been A shift of emphasis back kiwards the
market. Interest has moved from production to omsumption as being the
typical p<iint at which the spirituality of present day society emerges. The dis-
tinction between use value and exchange-value, a fundamental one in critical
economic tlwory, has always been bedevilkd by various complexities, but it
is now clearer that the value-assumptions of the exchange situation (the market
place i arc powerful generators of modem spirituality ( I lartsock, I983, Sohn-
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Rethel, 1978 ). For example, the exchange situation in the market creates an
illusion of free choice, individual responsibility, acts of decision based upon
transfer of ownership and the internalization of imagination as opposed to its
outward expression in the arts. All the values and beliefs associated with the
model of the so-called 'rational economic man' [ski are generated in the market
place.

That is not all. The emphasis upon consumption supported by marketing
to ascertain the desires of the consumers, followed by design itself to create
what will satisfy those desires and adaptive technology to create the commodi-
ties has brought about other significant changes (Haug, 1986). We may now
speak of the spirituality of shopping. The result of this is tliat the classical
distinction between use-value and e- 'iange-value must now he imdified by
the introduction of a third term. symbolic-value. The use-value of a certain
brand label or style of footwear may he no greater than another, similar prod-
uct which could he bought at a mere fraction of the price. The cash difference
is the symbolic-value of the purchase. Indeed, a great deal of marketing today
is based entirely upon symbolic-value. Let us take the cosmetic industry. The
use-value of a certain underarm Jeodorant is virtually negligible; its symbolic-
value is everything. W.F. Haug has shown how the reaction of men and women
to aspects of their own fundamental bodily characteristics (the natural smell of
the body, perspiration ) has undergone transformations due to marketing and
design the emergence of B.O. as a concept in human relations and the fact
that artificially created stimulants have replaced natural sexual triggers for many
people.

The basic desires, identities, self-images including life-goals, aspirations
for love and sex, and so on, are all manipulated hy modern marketing and
sales. Wave upon wave of integrated marketing strategies on an international
basis cutting across a wide range of products all surge in upon us, supported
by nothing but symbolic-value. Consider, for example, the return of the dino-
saur to world-wide power, after a lapse of eighty million years. The world of
daydreams, of fantasy, the focusing of the excitement of desire, the giving and
receiving of names, the construction of friendship, the enrichment ofthe world
of internal objects, the experiences of what satisfies one the list of aspects
of spirituality and its components could go on and on, all related to the
consciousness-creating industries of today (Gouldner, 1976).

In order to understand the relevance of this process to spirituality, it is
important to grasp the fact that the consumer is an active participant. The older
style of industrial production may have been manipulatory; the new style is
collaborative. The whole point of market research and design is to find out
and deliver what people want. What people want can he affected by all kinds
of social pressures, but the result is still consistent with desire. This is why
shopping is, for many people, a delightful experience. The energies and fan-
tasies of the spirit at a level above the satisfaction of basic need are caught up
in the transforming experience of changing yourself through shopping. It makes
you fel good but it never satisfies.
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Spirituality and Money

The third point to be made about contemporary developments in the spiritu-
ality generated by modern capitalism has to do with money. Although Jean
Baudrillard (1975) is probably correct in arguing that political economy based
upon the centrality of production is too narrow a base for an adequate criti-
que of modern society, partly because it anticipates a situation of scarcity and
need without meeting the spiritual transformations created by affluence and
symbolically-induced need, the fundamental insight of the creators of modern
economic theory front Adam Smith to Karl Marx was correct: the power of
money is basic. Important work in elaborating the spirituality of money has
been done by the slightly eccentric but brilliant philosophical economist Alfred
Sohn-Rethel. Although he conceives of his work as dealing with the impact of
money upon metaphysics rather than spirituality, the importance of what he
says kir theology and spirituality is clear. The American Mark Kline Taylor is
one of the few theologians to have recognized the importance of his work.

Extending Sohn-Rethers analysis to the explicit religious and spiritual
sphere, it would be possible to summarize the history of the spirituality of
money from the biblical period until today as follows. Although not unique in
its content, the teaching of _Jesus about money is striking in its intensity, par-
ticularly the contrast made between God and Mammon (Matthew, 6:24; Luke,
16:13). The personification of money in the parable about the two masters,
and the parallelism between the service of God and the service of money
suggests that there is a spirituality modelled upon money and that the pirsuit
of TIU )I1('y iS subjectively realized as a religious devotion. Not until the medi-
eval period did Mammon become an individual demon, and is summed up in
Milton's famous description of the fallen angel Mammon contributing to the
debate in Pandemonium. With the arrival of the European enlightenment,
belief in Maimmin waned but the attributes of his deity continued to strengthen
In effect. Mammon goes transcendent and thus invisible. At the same time, his
pi mer steadily grows.

We have thus three stages in his development:

I. the kinship mode and the tribuur in( ide it mune) -exdunge
in the ancient Middle East and in the Graeco-Roman workl: awareness
is mainly ethical, mnnetintes pers(milled.
During the period of rising European commercialism from about 1200
Al) until 18(X) Al): with the growing power of accumulated wealth
based upon international trade, Mammon Ivo nnes a fully fledged
demonic power

3 With the birth of industrial capitalism. money becomes increasingly
abstract Nlammon loses his particular concrete image as a deity but is
universalized and generalized to become the omnipresent and omni-
potent creator of human destiny s(imething like this als() happens to
(;od and thus the perm malizec; ri alr IM114..'4.11 the Mu g; ids heo Mlles
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abstract and invisible. Consequently, their spirituality merges into one
subjectivity, incorporating elements of both. This is another basic ele-
ment in the contemporary crisis of spirituality ( Hull, 1992; 1996).

Some Educational Reflections

My starting point here is the stimulating 1985 article by David flay. Hay argues
that the success of Marx and Freud in creating a lack of confidence in religious
belief has been such that people today are suspicious of the spiritual. There
is a cultural bias against religion so powerful that people are unable to accept
their own religious and spiritual experiences. Teachers must provide ways for
young people to understand and accept their own spirituality so as to free
them for human awareness in the teeth of the cultural rejection of spiritual and
religious claims

I accept this as a sound analysis, but I would like to try to take it a little
further. Hay (1985) draws upon the distinction made by Ricoeur between the
hermeneutics of suspicion and the hermeneutics of the sacred ( Ricoeur, 197))).
Hay suggests that in the teaching of religion the hermeneutics of the sacred
has been obscured or stilled by the work of the great masters of suspicion.
Again, 1 agree with Hay. However, Flay writes as if he thinks that the inner
religious and spiritual experiences which people report offer a more or less
uncontaminated source, as if the impact of the hermeneutics of suspicion was
confined to the cognitive level or to the sociocultural level, leaving the internal
life available for direct communication with spiritual or divine realities. The
truth is. it seems to me, that we have to subject the internal spiritual experi-
ence to the same hermeneutic of suspicion. Unfortunately, it is not available
as an uncontaminated source of spiritual experi.mce. The situation is not just
that the somewhat negative thoughts of Marx, Freud and others have preju-
diced people against religion. It is more serious dian that. After a century of
social and cultural criticism we can understand that 'ideology interpellates
individuals as subjects' ( Althusser, 1971:170). The apparently inner realm of
spiritual and religious experience is a construction of the social imaginary, a
reification of the social relations of contemporary capitalism producing as its
subjective affect the emotions associated with the numinous and the tran-
scendent The soul does not, after all, offer us a window into heaven but a
shop window. I believe that the exciting and sensitive educational methods
which flay and his colleagues (Hammond et al.. 1990) suggest are compatible
with this extension of their analysis, or could well be adapted to serve the
further critical purposes which I am suggesting The interesting discussion
between Thatcher 11991) and Hay and I lammond (1992) about the spirituality
of inwardness wl mid have a bearing upon any such adaptation. If the spiritual
pedagiigy of I lay and his oilleagues were combined with the pedag( igy of the
111.11111110W, u.ated l t lie (aft to the Child team (Grimmitt et al., 19911 with its
more direct attempt ii, create a sort nt double awareness of both the inside and
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outside of religious experience, we could be well on the way towards creating
educational methods for coping with the complexities and deceptions of con-
temporary spirituality.

The point is that to the spiritual, his or her spirituality has no outside. It
is a world, a cosmos, seen as entire and viewed from the inside without
realizing that it is an inside. To the social sciences, on the other hand, the
world of spiritual experience has no inside; it is studied comparatively and
critically, i.e from the point of view of the hermeneutics of suspicion. We
need educational approaches which combine the inside with the outside. This
means that we need to help children and young people both to enter spiritual
experience and to leave it; pedagogically speaking, we need both entrance
devices and exit devices. The Nottingham and Birmingham approaches of Hay
and Grimmitt both contain these elements.

As for the implications of this study for the spirituality of the rest of the
curriculum, what it has to say to industrial and economic awareness is all too
obvious. Money is a good servant but bad master (Hull, 1995). There are
sensitive and responsible people in positions of industrial leadership who
increasingly recognize this truth, and experience the corrosive effects upon
their own spirituality created by money. At the same time, there are countless
ordinary men and women unable to articulate this corrosion, who experience
it all the more painfully front the side of consumption and of more pressing
human need. The spiritual crisis in education today is due to the fact that we
have spent more than a decade in Britain emphasizing the generation and
accumulation of wealth, rather than emphasizing the nature of money as a
social property to be used to alleviate human need. Money, like spirituality, is
essentially a by-product. When sought for its own sake it becomes idolatrous
and alienating. When power is used for the alleviation of human need, both
spirituality and money are generated.

Paul said that he knew someone who had a spiritual experience, whether
in the body or out of the body, he did not know (2 Corinthians 12:2f I. This
choice, between a spirituality which is embodied and one which is disem-
bodied, remains fundamental for us today, provided always that the body is
the suffering hod)' of humanity. An embodied spirituality is one which re-
sponds to human need and promotes human solidarity. St Paul also, on an-
othei occasion, urged his hearers to present their bodies to God as a spiritual
worship (Romans, 12:1f ), not to be conlOrmed to this world hut to he trans-
formed by the renewing of their minds. If, in our various ways and from our
various traditions, we can follow this advice and lead our pupils along these
lines, we will do well.

Conclusions

If there is anything in the above analysis, we have discovered why our
society expresses anlbiguous and even contradictory spiritualities. It is because
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spirituality is driven by the money madness which grips us today. This con-
flicts with the spirituality of the religious traditions which emphasize that in
order to live a seed must fall into the ground and die. Children and young
people are educated spiritually when they are inspired to live fin- others. It
would not serve the interests of a consuming society, which depends for the
generation of the wealth of the few upon the stimulation of competition and
self-centredness in the many, that this should be so. Unable to face the conflict
between the demands of Mainmon and those of a life of kwing service, we all
take refuge in inconsistency, self-decepti(m and ambiguity.

Note

I am grateful to the staff of the Cobuild Proiect in Lexical Crimputing of the University
of Birmingham kir providing me with the 2=i2 cases (if tlk' word spirituality to be hiund
in their data bank of British newspaper and (ither printed and bniadcast materials from
the years 198S 1993
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Chapter 4

Moral Values

Mary Warnock

ABSTRALT: In spite the pervasive wlativism in our society,
there is in .fact a very high degree of moral COnSOISUS in relatimi
to the 'classroom vinues'. Most parents, whatever their cultural
badegtound, taint their children to be taught to behave well in
social situations; and schools, though they are not the only place
where such lessons are learned, can be immensely influential on
moral /natters. However, theiv are also many moral issues over
which people disagree, especially within the public and quasi-
political domain, and the disparity of views in these areas has
sometimes been taken to justify teacher neutndity on moral issues
generally. It would be unfortunate, however, if the existence of
moral pluralism with respect to certain controversial issues were to
inhibit schools from teaching pupils how to behewe and initiating
them into the civilized values of our society

We have recently heard a lot about the necessity for children at school to he
taught the diffemnce between right and wrong. This is a highly ambiguous and
somewhat irritating expression. On the one hand it suggests that this is a
lesson that can be quickly assimilated and not forgotten, like the difference
between organic and inorganic chemistry. On the other hand it also suggests
that once learned and remembered, this lesson will have sonie unique and
fundamental importance. Why else should it be taught? But, as the philosopher
flume long ago observed, 'It is one thing to know virtue, another to conform
the will to it' t 1740: Book 3, Part I, Section b. And so those who want this
lesson taught at school presumably want a lesson that will affect children's
behaviour and not merely add to the stock of their knowledge. Learning the
difference between right and wrong, or moral education, is supposed to he a
tactical lesson that will change the pupils' outlook, teach them discrimination,
and turn them from the paths of crime, if they are minded to follow such
paths. In this chapter I shall explore a hit further the meaning of this educa-
tional demand, and see, if possible, the extent to which a school, or any other
educational institution, can he hekl responsible for teaching moral values.
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The Nature of Values

First, however, I must take a little time to consider what is meant by a value
The word has a portentous sound. But its meaning is, I believe, quite simple.
What we value is what we either like or dislike (for things are valued on a
scale, and there are some things, like health, that we value highly; others, like
pain or dementia, that we value in the opposite sense, regard as horfible, and
would prefer always to avoi(I, both for ourselves and others). The crucial word
in this definition is we. In speaking of values, there is a presumption that
humans, and in some cases other animals as well, share the preferences so
designated Pain, for example, is something that all animals hate and wish to
avoid. There are, of course, values other than the avoidance of pain which
may be given prioritv in certain circumstances; generally speaking, we would
expect only humans to have the imagination and foresight to appreciate these
long-term values. It follows that as a rule, and as a background presumption,
when we speak of values, or of things that are valuable, we are speaking in
the public domain. We assume that values are shared, and are capable of
being appreciated. if not adopted, by people in general, not lust by one person
alone. There are ohviously cases where we wish to assert an idiosyncratic taste
or preference; hut generally we incline to speak of this as a preference, not a
value, or at least we preface the declaration of our taste by sonic marker, like
IOr my part' or 'I personally'. We do not baldly state that the preference is for
something valuable.

The publicity of values, their intrinsically shared nature, is of immense
importance. and is central to what follows. Tule belief that to he shared is the
essence of a value is based on a yet more fundamental belief, namely that
humans are in many imp want respects alike It is therefore possible to assert
that there are sonie things hateful, or harmful, to all humans ( just as we would
probably be happy to say that there arc sonic: things hateful or harmful to all
cats, and some things that cats, on the whole, prefer and enjoy). The funda-
mental similarity of humans one to another is what makes it possible for
humans to sympathize with each other: and it is the possibility of sympathy
that makes morality a feature of human life

If this were all, if the common nature of human alues were generally
acknowledged, then the business of teaching these values to children at school
would be a simple and uncontfi iyersial matter. Children are not born with
moral understanding. They are horn capable (must of them) of affection. but
not, without teaching, of an awareness of other people as of equal imp(inance
with themselves. John Stuart Mill puts the matter thus:

The pains of others, though naturally painful to us, are not so until we
hi.Re realised them by an act of imagination, implying voluntary atten-
tion. and that no tery young child ever pays, while under the impulse
of a present desire. If a diild restrains the indulgence I if any wish, it
is either from affection . or else because he has been taught to do

( Iti59
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So at school, when a chikl is perhaps for the first time away from people he
is bound to by ties of natural affection and familiarity, he can he taught that
other people exist who are like himself, and whose pains, pleasures and wishes,
as well as his own, are pan of his proper concern, and of his inescapable
heritage. I shall return to this, which I designate the simple view, a little later.

The Problem of Relativism

Let us now go back to the crucial word, we. To speak of things that tee value,
as if these were, inevitably, the same things as are intrinsically valuable, or to
be valued, is manifestly to adopt a particular point of view, privileged so as to
claim objectivity. I lowever. there is nothing so universally mistrusted at the
present time as this assumption of privilege. The fear of appearing to uphold
a universal standard, whether in morals or aesthetics, is itself an almost uni-
versal and extremely inhibiting fear. o what is its source? I believe that there
is a variety of routes leading to the present timidity about asserting o mimon
values. At a comparatively sophisticated level, there is the influence, among
the educated. of Post-modernism. This is a doctrine wh_n I suppose had its
origins in the consideration of the visual arts, but has spread far more widely.
Post-modernism holds, or at any rate suggests, that there is an infinite variety
of different possible points of view from which to see any object. tio single
one is to be preferred to any other. Even the laws of perspective, it has been
argued. have been arbitrarily imposed on our representations of the world,
and those who are prepared to ignore them have as much entitlement to the
claim to represent as those who adhere to them. Such relativism is often used
in aid of political creeds. Feminists, for example, have claimed that the so-
called laws of perspective themselves were the products of a male consensus,
which it is the duty of women to undermine. In wider, more literary contexts.
this relativism has led to the view that there is no truth 'outside the text' Ctext
being here used to mean whatever is an object of study, literature, history,
film, or whatever it may be). There is thus no true interpretation, not even an
interpretation which approaches nearer to the truth than another. There is
your interpretation and mine. If someone embarks on a narrative, purporting
to convey the truth, he is in fact inventing the truth as he spins out the
narrative. 'Another story, another truth', as Don Cupitt, the Cambridge theolo-
gian puts it (1991) For what might be thought to be the world outside the text,
to which the text refers, is itself a construction, a view of the 'facts' peculiar
to the individual, or perhaps to a group of individuals The facts have no actual
objedivity. There is nothing hut the text. Thus the concept of the true witheis
away. There is your truth and my truth. But no truth true for everyone, or fot
all time.

Such rampant relativism is sometimes connected with another phenom-
enon with which we are all familiar, namely the multicultural nature of our
society. William Dunning (1993), for example, argues that with the present
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'profusion of alternative modes of thinking and consciousness it is impossible
to prefer one point of view to another. All are equally valid. And this brings
us nearer to the difficulty of the teaching of values in school. Such teaching
is, it seems, inevitably open to the charge of indoctrination, that is the un-
warranted imposition On his pupils of the teacher's own point of view. It
is domineering; it is dictatorial; it is opposed to freedom and it is, to use a
fashionable term of abuse, necessarily judgmental. It suggests that some things
are better or nicer than others, and some things definitely, and for everybody,
nastier or wrong. It seems that, in reflecting on our own history, we have been
impressed beyond measure by the horrors of intolerance: we have an ancestral
fear ot witch-hunts, of religious persecution, of sectarian or racial violence.
This in itself is good. It shows an advance in civilization, and .. determination
to make it possible to live side hy side with people whose views and beliefs
arc different from our own. Given the propensity of all humans to gang up,
to regard some people as outsiders and as less than human, one cannot afford
to neglect the virtues in the present orthodoxy. Nevertheless I believe that this
orthodoxy needs to be examined, before it undermines, as it threatens to do,
any possible use of a moral vocabulary within which some things may be
designated good or virtuous, others wrong. wicked or vicious, and within
which also some people may he told unequivocally that their behaviour is
morally intolerable.

The Importance of Shared Values in Moral Education

We need to consider what exactly is meant by the plural society in which we
are so often assured that we live. To what extent does the plurality of cultures
entail a real plurality of morals? Does respect for the traditions of other cultures
entail that we must stand hack from all moral judgments., For this is the con-
sequence often drawn, when the question arises of what should be taught to
children at school. It is necessary to draw certain distinctions at this point. Let
us imagine a typical city primary school at the end of the twentieth century
In any class there will be a wide mix of children of different races, few of
whom may he white, or in mm an even m nuinally Christian background. Ntm.
let us imagine that within this class there is a bully, who makes the life of the
other children intolerable, and who has certain particular victims whom he
torments. Let us also imagine that there is a thief; and that there is a liar. who
will aaempt to he his way out of all kinds of nouble, even at the expense of
getting other peiple into trouble in his place. We can go on with the list there
is someone w ho always tries to duck his responsibilities; there is someone
who habitualh uses had or abusive Linguageind who has no concept of
common politeness; and so ()II Faked ith these classniom vkes. if I may so
designate them, which. IN nigh here exemplified in the classroom, are real
vices not peculiar to children, the behaviour involved really bad behaviour,
the teacher will not bu in the least inhibited by the varied cultural I tackgrounds

OR. ( ii m yd and lesponsible teak hers will intervene to put a stop to the
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behaviour, and moreover, in doing so, will uninhibitedly deploy a strictly
morai vocabulary. They will say th;fl it is wrong to tell lies; that bullying is
cruel; that one must not harm or give offence to other people. Whether they
use the device ot saying 'How would you like it if you were at the receiving
end?', or other devices for getting the child to comprehend, imaginatively, the
equal importance of other people, this is what they will be doing, and this is
teaching the difference between right and wrong teaching that right and
wrong are real and applicable, not merely verbal distinctions. In such ways.
teachers will be attempting to civilize their pupils. make them fit, that is, to live
in society.

It is of the greatest importance to recognize that such civil or societal
values are cross-cultural. No-one, whatever their cultural background, or the
religious source, if my, out of which their moral convictions flow, can do
other than morally condemn people who are cruel to the weak, who pursue
their own gain at whatever cost to other people, who care nothing for hurting
or merely offending others, who neglect or ahuse those for whom they are
responsible. If we contemplate what is ofien referred to as the breakdown of
Soddy, or the /nom1 anarchy with which we sometimes seem to he faced, we
should recognize that the thugs and muggers. the vandals and thieves, the
violent, the indifferent and the fraudulent do not have a different set of moral
values from ours they have none. They simply do not recognize that there
is anything against doing what will get them what they w'ant, except perhaps
fear of being caught. This is nothing new. Such passions as greed, lust, violent
rage, have always existed, and will presumably continue to exist in humans.
This is the truth in the Christian doctrine of Original Sin. Morality is the way
in which we learn to control such instincts in ourselves. Hut for those who
cannot control them, the criminal law exists, to act as a deterrent of an external
kind. to inhibit people from doing the kinds of things that the morally good
persm would not do anyway, and so far as possible to protect others from the
consequences of the behaviour of those who have no moral sense. If we think
of ourselves as members of society, then, and if we think of school as a
microcosm of society, it becomes clear that there is within society a wide
degree of moral agreement Children do not automatically know about this or
assent to it, so at school, it is the task of the teacher, by example and inter-
vention and the clear use of moral language, to introduce and render intelli-
gible this agreement. The teacher must hope that the requirements of civilized
society will he internalized, taken on by the child, becoming a matter of what
may be termed conscience. so that the power of the criminal law will never
have to conie into force in his case. School is not the only place where such
lessons must be learned; but it is a very importan: place, in that the classroom
;Ind the playground are where so many virtues and vices may find their ex-
pression, and the teacher is always at hand, to draw the moral. School should
be the breeding ground of the individual conscience, simply because it is.
more than the home. a society. and it is within society that the shared values
v. Ili( II inform the conscience are predominanth exercised
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Moral Controversies and Teacher Neutrality

To emphasize the wide and crucial scope of moral agreement is to assert what
I have called the simPe view Rut, being simple, this view does not do justice
to all the facts. No-one could deny that, besides these shared values, common
to humans in general, there are also many areas of moral disagreement which
may or may not he related to racial or religious differences. However, for the
most part, these moral disagreements are over matters that are the concern of
the world outside school. I refer to such issues as the role of women in society,
ahortion. euthanasia, our duty to the environment or specifically to animals,
the rights or wrongs of military intervention in foreign countries, whether or
not certain drugs should be legalized and countless other moral problems. It
seems to me entirely right that such problems as these should be discussed
in the classroom, set as subjects for essays or be chosen as topics for formal
debate. I am dubious, however, about the merits of introducing them to very
young children, as central to morality. Too often children come home from
primary school prattling of rain forests or the ozone layer, full of righteous
indignation, but, naturally, without any understanding of the political or eco-
nomic complications of the subject For all these moral problems, though
undoubtedly moral, are also political, or in some cases legal; and it is impos-
sible for very young children genuinely to reach an informed view of them.
They are bound to accept the views they are taught, and only gradually,
perhaps because of a difference of view between a teacher and a parent, will
they come to recognize that these are not matters where everyone agrees
about what is right and what is wrong. It seems to me that in the presentation
of what one may broadly label political issues, a teacher has a duty to give Ins
own opinion, but to give it as an opinion, or as a matter of faith, and, however
strongly he feels about the matter, to let it he clearly understood that not
everyone agrees with him. We are sometimes told that teachers must appear,
or even he, politically neutral. This is a mistake, in mv view. Political neutrality
can seem frighteningly indifferent. People who are young essentially need the
example of those who are not indifferent, hut are full of enthusiasms and
commitments Rut, whatever may he true of political neutralit, in matters of
classroom morality, it would be fatal if teachers remained neutral. They have
to he definite, judgmental, authoritarian and convinced, ready, as I have said,
to use strong and unambiguously moral language. It is hard to get children to
Nee that moral issues may he passionately debated by people who sincerely
hold different principles (int from another. unless they have already devel-
oped a strong onnnutment to the mi iral. in other words unless they already
have a conscience

Indeed there is a danger in discussing public, or political, issues with very
ytiung chiklren, that the sense ot what is niorally wrong may he displaced, that
badness or evil may seem something from which one is comfortably distanced.
The destruction of rainforests may be treated as wicked with safety, because
it is far Itimi twine. I filler may be represented as the culls idinient of evil but
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he is long dead. Questions about abortion or euthanasia or the rights and
wrongs of embryo-research are not immediate for pre-adolescent children
(The preference for safety may motivate teachers even more than pupils; it is
easy to avoid embarrassment, or too overt moralizing by condemning the
distant and the impersonal, rather than what is in front of your nose). And so
what is morally wrong may become little more than what characterizes the
Baddies in a cartoon story. It is not that stories representing the struggle of
good and evil are in themselves harmful. This is far from the case. It is that,
if these are the only moral lessons, it may never strike a child that he himself
is capable of evil, or subject to temptation. He ought first to learn about
temptations to bully, or to take more for himself than his fair share, and then
see the global consequences of the lust for power or of greed. And su a luve
of the classroom virtues must be inculcated first, with its inevitable corollary,
the overcoming tit temptation to the classroom vices. The simple must precede
the complex.

I have suggested that there is a very high degree of moral consensus in
the case of what I have designated the classroom virtues Most parents want
their duldren to be taught to beliae well in a social situation, and school can
be immensely influential in such teaching, by introducing, probably kw the
first time, not merely the concept of society but an actual working and living
society of which children are a part. I have also suggested that there are
mnsiderable areas where moral issues are public and quasi-political within
\\hid] there is a wide disparity of views, where there exists that moral plural-
ism of which we are often told, and which has proved an inhibiting factor in
the recognition of the plain duty of a scho(>1 to teach its pupils how to behave.
However. it shoukl not be thought that this is the end of the matter. or that
moral consensus is nut to be sought in the public as well as the private
domain, even though here the influences of culture and religion may make
detailed agreement between different groups impossible.

The Transmission of Societal Values

In any society, including that of school, government depends upon the wish
of the members of that society that order and civilization shoukl prevail. and
that people should be free, within society, to get on with their own legitimate
business pursuing the values that they have In any society, as Hume (1-'48)
pointed out. those v ho .111.! governed (nitnumbi. r thOse who either make the
law or are appointed (as police or judiciary) to enforce it. If everyone refused
ti) obey the law. the law could no longer be enforced. If no-one had any
respect for the courts or the police, or for Parliament as the legislative body.
then anarch mid iesult. Since the loRes of law and ordei ale always in
the num wity. they ciffild he rendered impotent. if everyone p )e to dis-
regard them society is thus built on faith, a faith that order is preferable to
disorder. justice to injustice, peace to violence, government to anarchy, and a
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recognition of the value of individuals. It seems to me therefore that it is

incumbent on a school to teach its pupils these values, the values that are the
base upon which society is founded. In particular it is necessary that pupils
should he taught that parliament has authority, and that the laws, once en-
acted, are binding on everyone. Obviously there will be those who do not
approve of a particular law. For example, there may be those who believe
passionately that the abortion laws in this country at the present time are too
liberal. Of course, such people need not themselves have anything to do with
abortion; it is always open to individuals to set themselves a more rigorous
standard than that enjoined by law. They need not open their shops on Sun-
day; they may refrain from eating meat, or hunting foxes. They may indeed
campaign that the law should be changed on moral grounds. Nevertheless,
they should he taught to recognize the sovereignty of the law as it exists. And
this will entail that they should be taught to respect both the courts and the
police.

One of the most damaging features of society at the present time is the
almost universal cynicism to be found at all levels about politicians, judges and
the police. It is for this reason, because it gives credence to such cynicism, that
bad behaviour, manifest dishonesty, corruption or naked self-interest on the
part of these institutions is so greatly to he deplored. Every corrupt policeman,
eveiy 'bent' prison officer, every stupid or ignorant judge, every politician who
seems to have no serious heliefs or principles, makes it more plausible to
argue that 'the system' as a whole is corrupt and self-seeking, and that every-
one must therefore go out for himself, disregarding the law. It is quite gener-
ally believed today, and especially by the young, that one can never believe
a politician, never expect justice in the courts, never trust the police. It is

therefore necessary for schools to try, as best they can, to teach what may be
called a respect for the constitution, a desire for order, a genuine belief in
justice, to countervail against the general cynicism of the time. It will be ob-
jected that this would be to place schools in an intolerable position. Every
teacher would have to be a conservative; no pupils would be encouraged to
be revolutionary, or to wish to change the way things are. This, however, is
the reverse of the truth. The way things are has to be changed; and changed
by the next generation of policemen, politicians and judges, that is by the
people who are now at school. And the changes must stein from a belief in
moral values that are shared

It may well he that the best way to start on such lessons is to get pupils
at school to learn in their own society, the school, that people are to be
trusted; that not everyone is self-interested or motivated solely by greed or
ambition. It may well he that an inspired example of a teacher who believes
in order rather than anarchy, in justice rather than favouritism, in keeping
promises and fulfilling obligation.s rather than neglecting them may be the
beginning of a love of such values in his or her pupils which will he carried
beyond school in the long run. Better still, what is now called a whole-school
poluy may gradually impress on pupils at the school that teachers can he
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relied on, but also that punishment will follow crime, and that therefore the
world is not a jungle, but that civilized values are, here and there, upheld.
This, in turn may mean that such values will be internalized, adopted by the
pupils for themselves and carried out in due course into the family and the
professions.

I would not want to suggest, and I have said this already, that schools are
the only source ot such lessons. Nevertheless, I do not think that teachers can
duck the responsibility they have for the teaching of values. Teaching is an
essentially moral transaction. Not only does it demand in the teacher the vir-
tues of hope, patience, honesty and industry; it demands also that such values,
and the societal values I have been discussing are handed on, transmitted to
the next generation. For lo speak of a value is to speak of something common
to all humans, and something which we must believe it is our duty to share,
if we believe that we cannot live except in a society based on such common
values. A student who is unwilling to take on such moral burdens should not,
in my opinion, enter the teaching prolessic
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Chapter 5

Environmental Values and Education

John C. Smph

A BSTRACT. Envo,mniental &ride roughly betuven those
relating to the orderly operation of an ecological system and those
relating to human use of it ihey reflect tensions betuven human-
kalei and nature resulting from rapid /Annan cultural evolution
out ofpbase with natural M'ocesses IMIWS Au-WT .1)4on? litany kintiS

4 learning eAperience, so tension may also exist betuven jOrmal
education caul other influences On learning. These in turn reflect
stresses imposed by the' ?Wain! and Spe't'd (!j" enrimItniental and
social change. What is learnt is an indwnlualized perception (ye

the environnwnt jiltelvd through past experience and present needs
and asinranons values milge from the utilitarian to the
and experiences from which higher values grow do not alwars
confOrm with educational pdicy Environmental education should
uieverthel" j6sier nillie dodopnlent reflecting identification with
the ecological svcieni and prule in the (y. living harmoniously
within it.

The Wood

A small oak-wood in earl "MIMIC! the sky is cloudless and the air still. Near
nud-dav the hiRls ire quiet except fOr feeding calk in the canopy. Silence is
not complete: all an tumid is a continuous, tiny paneling like gentle rain The
scmnd is made by the steady tall ol laecal pellets !rum an army of caterpillars
feeding on the young oak leaves above. They hit the leaves on the woodland
floor and roll off to hecome part of the mill, where decompi)ser organisms are
constantly at work. From there, nutrients return to the plants. Meanwhile the
bads in the canopy Ilan cst the cateipillars tut hungt fledglings. Nethila
natunins, nature naturing, as medieval writers (nice put it. For a little while the
human observer feels part of this orderly, working syste -, a small piece of the
larger system which supplies his food and oxygen and lisposes of his wastes
as best it can It is an experience to value

The peace Is distuibed by a let aircraft (Innhing out ol the intonational
,tirpou This ;ilso i .l)l1i('Ilittl g he values, as a (fink traellm)-!. althuugh
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he knows well that (among other things) it is polluting the air on which the
living system depends. But he belongs also to a human system of far-flung
activity which now works faster than ever before: opting out of its machinery
might be good for his conscience but damage his effectiveness as a working
component. His environmental values, like the systems they reflect. are in
conflict.

The aloe he attaches to the oak-wood is expressed in ecological terms
hut is not solely born of knowledge. There is also an ow nional component
which goes back to happy memories of childhood Other people equally
appreciative of the wc)0d will value it for different reasons and yet feel much
the same ahout it. Others again feel differently - those, for example. who
value its maigins as a quiet place to dump rubbish. and the landowner who
hopes that a maitif developer will get planning penmssion to swallt iw it up ill
a lucranye quarry devek)pment. The Secretary of State has had in evaluate the
claims of the developers (value to the local economy and employment, value
of the product kn- mcwwwav construction) against the claims of outraged htnile-
owners down the road who value their local green belt and freedom frtnn
noise and dust. f le has refused the application. hut probably the wood placed
the smaller of parts in Ins decision.

Ills neglect of it is nut surprising, the wood is not specially valued as a
nature site. The criteria fOr nature reser\ e status include Site (if is quite small),
varlet\ of flow and fauna (it is 01)1 very old and its occupants are normal for
such a wood). rarities (none recognized as yet). Its value to local ecology is
as shelter for adpcent fields and as part of the network of uncultivated habitat
pn tviding eorndors for the movement of w mIdlife din tugh the area. This is real
value but ill )1 easy to use for protecting a specific place

Values in Conflict

Tensit oils evist licIV between humankind and nature. and hetween values re-
lating to the orderly working of the living system and to human lifestyles
within it These alues are only a few examples surrounding a quite untemat k-
able corner of (nu- environment, but thec illustrate their potential to confuse
They belong io different kinds of interest - individujls. sudi as the observel
nr landowner. communities, such as quarry workers. house ow ners, future
generaw 0s, Sur as motorway users. future naturalists. the natural environ-
ment itself Including this last raises a MLR Ii debated theoretical question. if
nature can nf needs to be thus rec((gnized ( Brennan. 1991)). its values could
he simpl% msnumental, ackm)wledging human dependence on the naturalX
system ni its «intrihunun tu the quality uf life

The human stakeholders represent different sect Irs ctt \\ail differ-
ent functions and priorities - national government thn nigh the Secretary of
,state IgI(lKI governance. respect for denuxFA\ inning the next election),
the goveinnient onsolation agent. (4. onserving the hest availahle sues within
its budget 1. the husiness sok ton I etcpanding aon Tue.. Inc reasing profits.
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to appear environmentally responsible); the local comiminity (maintaining prop-

erty values, raising standards of living).
The different values are therefore based on different criteria (Berry, 1983)

cost, quantified as money although still poorly related to environmental
processes. such as quarry development; usefulness to persons or society, such
as air travel, fly-tipping; intrinsic natural worth, an objective quality of the
place itself (ecological value); symholic or conceptual value, such as being part
of the life-sustaining ecosphere. All are influenced hy factors independent of
the locality, the labour market, national transport policy, political affiliations,
educational background, social status and therefore also liable to change.

This is quite a simple example of a conflict of environmental values which
can crop up anywhere. Personal values grow from different experiences of
places and people, influenced by perceived needs, inclinations and ambitions.
How they grow reflects the quality of that experience. People need opportun-
ities to develop values, knowledge to back them up and skills to put them to
work. They must he able to cope with differences and conflicts between them.
\tudi bigger environmental issues, global warming, ozone holes and the like,
attract attention but the hehels. attitudes and values on which remedial action
depends may be rooted in more homely things Providing for this is the role

ot education

Values and Environmental Education

Environmental educati(ffl grew froin international comern about the environ-
ment during the sixties. It was defined as a permeating element through all
educawm l'nesco, 1 'NEP, 1975; 1977; 1987), stressing the cultivation of envir-
onmental values, as did strategies for environmental care (It 'CN et al . 1980;

1991).
Mucci/U)?z is used here to cover all those influences on environmental

learning which can be guided towards defined objectives. They are found in
home and family, friends and peer groups, the community, school and post-
school education, work and leisure activities, media and advertising, legisla-
tion and fiscal measures. Culture and tradition underlie all ot them and are
sometimes restrictive. All the influencers interact and vary in their impact
between different circumstances and at different stages. Education is a sus-
tained learning experience throughout life in which everyone is both a learner
and an educator, whether bv precept or example (SOEnD, 1993)

The formal sector sets standards for education. but outside intluencers
may counter them by observing what sulici %alues in practice. from the
safety of their own sub-communities. Everyone bek mg:, to one or more of
these, defined variously by locatkm, occupation or leisure activity ( Nauser,
1993) Routines develop there, enabling people to conform with each other,
avoid friction and decision-making, and acquire the knowledge and skills which
build confidence to manage daily lite. Because they are rewarding they can

5O
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lead to the co-existence of incompatible values, those espoused and those
practised. Such contradictions are, however, too normal to be treated as defi-
cits of the individual (Posch, 1993), although they may indict the system.

Environmental values grow throughout learning, out of beliefs and atti-
tudes derived from knowledge and experience of.

what the learner has been told (by any of the influencers):
what has been absorbed through experience (whether designed for
that purpose or not);
what has been actively pursued by the learner in response to inspira-
ti(m in un idlers or to perscinal interests and desires.

The third is the most powerful medium, since values stem fn nu role-taking
rather than role-playing and real rewards are at stake. Some values grow,
manv change, some wither and some never germinate, depending on the
richness of the process, the balance between conflicting influences, the predi-
lections of the learner (innate or acquired) and the changing circumstances
through which life passes. An educator tries to assess the learner's situation
and provide the best and best-suited learning experiences possible, taking
account of other influences. An educational strategist looks at all the influ-
ences on people's learning to identify those capable of guidance and to devise
ways of guiding them towards appropriate environmental (ibjectives (SOEn1).
1993).

The learner's response Is liable to he influenced by values already ac-
quired. A group of teenagers. fOr example, were incensed by discovering that
their favourite open-air meeting place had been left untidy by weekend visi-
tors. Their view of rubbish changed, however, when they came on left-overs
from their own last visit. It brought Imi-k happy menuiries of the occasion and
reaffirmed their sense of possession of the sae.

Values thus act as part of a filter for new experience, and guide its inter-
pretation. Personal values develop an Organic quality by which old values and
new are blended into an ostensibly self-consistent (if irrational ) system. Such
selection is naturally protective; in a complex world we need a reductionist
approach just to avoid overload (although it does not prepare us for under-
standing whole, multifactorial systems, which is also necessary (see Smyth,
1995).

An educatin, no matter how fair-minded, communicates with a learner
through similar filters; it is almost impossible in practice to avoid selecting and
interpreting material to fit a programme and objectives. To think of environ-
mental education (or arguably any other kind) as being value-free may reflect
laudable ideals but he a practical non-starter.

Filters raise a question about the relationship of individual and environ-
ment Environment mans the whole external environment natural, culti-
vated, built, social, economic and cultural, and the temporal environment of
past and tutute not merely solue 'green abstraction fount it It interacts with
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an internal physical environment of physiological needs and appetites and a
mental environment of [nem( wies and visions.

We do not value it as we should The very word envimnment implies
something secondary to what it surrounds, yet life is unthinkable without it:
we depend on it continuously for the means of life, and we modify it as we
live. Together organism and environment operate aS a single, inseparable system.
described by Patten (1982. 1791 as the .fundamental particle of ecology'. The
enviionmental conqunient of this SVSkIn corresponds with what Cooper (1992:
108-70) has called a .held of significance', not s(nnething a creature is merely
in, but munething it has.; it is not 'sharply delineated', and 'despite (or because
Of / its pervasive role in people's lives, it has rarely been articulated. \ke should
value its health as an extension of our own !since it is shared with others, and
with other spec.ies, its care also enlarges Me concept of community..

Filtration processes are part of this single system. The core element is not
a passive recorder of environmental data: some environmental qualities are
beyond its capacity to perceive (except with instrumentation) but some are
ign( wed (generally as irrelevano, and what is accepted is interpreted on the
basis of past experience, context. interest or expectation. Onitrol is thus ex-
ercised over experience. both receiked and sought: perceptunis of the envir-
onment become construc.ts from interactions between selected external
messages and the internal environment. Actions taken in response are similarly
structured Structured exchanges between organism and environment vary with
time and circumstance and between one individual and another in otherwise
similar conditions. Thus values attached to this environment, and actions to-
wards it, are referrable to individualized perceptions which may also diffei
significantly fiom reality expressed in scientific terms Fclucitors must he pie-
pared for this.

The Legacy of Nature

The most fundamental tension af fecting environmental values is proliabk
between the so-called natural system and the human system. in Berry's w ell-
know ml phrase ( 1983) we are luith pan of .111d apan hoin "Mc mismatch
may be partly due to behavioral baggage inherited from the past, including
biological appetites once necessary to maintain life but now excessive (Sin\ th
19). Humankind is still biologically an animal but progress to our huntet-
gatherer ancestors was marked by a huge increase in brain capacity and in the
adaptability and complexity of behaviour Like the tortoise and the hate, bio-
logical and cultural texosomatic I evolution lost sight of each other.

So fai a.s ,. e can tell no other animal species needs values of its own tile
choices of action necessary for survival are embedded in a harmonious tela-
tionship co-evolved with the environment. predisposed in else acquired b\
integrated learning pi( K esNes. I itimankind, how e cr. has eaten from the Tree
of Knowledge and must now work out its own destiny No profound is this
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difference perceived to be that most people, like the Book of Genesis, sepa-
rate Humankind from Nature with unhappy consequences for their mutual
relat ionship.

For our tribal forebears personal, social and environmental competence
were the learning objectives for life as working members of a hunter-gatherer
group. But, as cultural evolution proceeded and abilities to alter the environ-
ment increased, environmental competence became focused on exploitation
and manipulation of resources, which no doubt seemed inexhaustible while
one had the skills and the power to acquire them

Destructive changes followed. Rapid growth and redistribution of popu-
lation, along with proliferating technology, are now stressors on the human
system (Smyth, in press; Smyth and Stapp, 1993). Established structures which
insured stability and continuity break down under this pressure; long-term
provision for succeeding generations gives way to competitive opportunism
geared to quick returns in the short term. Collectively they lead to a widening
gap between rich and poor, and to an impoverished system.

Even biological affinity for our own species is confused. When the human
is set against other species people tend to give a preference; wildlife conser-
vation workers, passing through the refugee camps of Rwanda on their way
to assess damage to the mountain wirilla population, reported troubled con-
sciences (IN report). But when the human is set alongside itself such co.,sid-
erations do riot deter either governments or individuals from all kinds of
violence, resolve the conflicting values arising from an unwanted pregnancy,
nor yet deter animal rights activists from threatening human life.

So environmental value systems are in some disarray. Natural controls no
longer guide us, and the human capacity to reflect is not exercised enough.
The acceleration of uncontrolled change in populations, habitats and lifestyles
is far beyond the capacity of natural systems to adapt to them. Now it seems
we are over-reaching our own capacity to adapt, as Lorenz warned us years
ago ( 1974).

The Nature of Environmental Values

Envir)nmental values have no agreed identity; indeed, ts the example from
the wood illustrated, they are nearly as variable as the people who espouse
them. Even committed environmentalists are spread over a wide spectrum,
&omit extreme ecr)centrics at one end to extreme antlinpocentrics at the other
tO'Riordan, 1983, ) and are not always good at talking to each other. Among
educators a similar distance seems to lie between protagonists of ecological
criteria and of social justice. Defining the common ground becomes important.

In Maslow's well-known model (196.11values were related to human needs
in a 'hierarchy of relative prepotency. physiological needs, needs for safety,
for the exchange of affection, for esteem and for self-actualization. It is easy
to relate these to what we know of human origins, to modern life, and to their
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abandonment under pressure in reverse order. The model suggests to strate-
gists of environmental education where and how growth of desirable values
may he cultivated.

Values represent relationships between people and their environment.
Rodger (1993) distinguishes these as follows:

people as users of the environment (utilitarian values);
people as managers of the environment (utilitarian modified by prud-
ential values);
people as protectors of the environment (an extension of manage-
ment, possibly with restrictions imposed);
people as admirers of the environment (combining consumer ap-
proaches with more spiritual attitudes);
people as respecters of the environment (as possessing its own integ-
rity and value).

Most people exhibit all of these relationships to some degree, and hold cor-
responding values, but diminishing from first to fifth, reflecting the tensions
which were identified in the wood. Four are essentially means to a better
quality of life, so values are instrumental. In the last, however, people value
the environment for itself, 'a harmonious relationship ... not only essential for
well-being, it is also intrinsic, eltOrtless, spontaneous, natural (Meadows, 1989).

A sixth relationship might be added, transcending the rift between hu-
mankind and nature people as integral to their environment. A relationship
to he real has to be genuinely lived. howevei in a functioning part of a
working society ( i.e. not insulated from the reai world). In our society such
relationships may he only temporary or artificial, but they were part of the
lives of tribal peoples living in much more direct relationship with their re-
source base (exemplified by the recorded statements of North American chief-
tains, and of native Australians to-day). They are not whi)lly inaccessible; many
more people. especially young people, should get the chance to spend time
exploring this relationship more fully.

What underpins these higher values? The World Conservation Strategy
ICN et al., 1980) was based on the maintenance of ecological life-support

systems, of genetic diversity (now expanded into biodiversity) and on sustain-
able use of renewable natural resources. It was proactive rather than reactive
to pniblems. and through the concept of sustainable development it combined
the human with the natural system National strategies tollowed the Conser-
vation and Development Programme for the I7K, in 1983, added a sustainable
society and a stable and sustainable economy to its objectives; a New Zealand
strategy recognized cultural, spiritual and other non-material needs of society.

Ecological systems are determined by living matter of a distinctive com-
position, maintaining and replicating itself in a wide range of condititms over
the eaith's surface it keeps working by a flow of solar energy through the
system And by the continuous circulation of materials bemeen living nutter
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and the Earth's substance. It has a long history of adaptation ai 1 evolution.
Aldo Leopold (197'0) set out for its human members, in his class land ethic,
a first rule for its valuation 'a thing is right when it tends to .fserve the
integrity, stability. and .ieautv of the biotic conununity. It is wu mg when it
tends othowise.'

Phonigraphs of the planet from outer space gave us, in the sixties, a
powerful visual imagc of its finite resources. They also prepared us for the
concept of the ecosphere as a unitary system, made familiar by Lovelock
(1979) as Gaia. We know th-at in the geological past this system has cantle
through catastrophic events when much of it was destroyed, and yet it has
recovered and continued to g-ow more complex. As tenants of the ecosphere
we should avoid being both cause and victims of the next such episode, but
attach high value to processes which keep the ecosphere intact. Since the
system, including these processes, is an end in itself, and there seems to he no
reason why it shoukl fail were humankind to vanish, they are intrinsic values.

Discussing the kinds of entities liii I I I I I.-)saotia. .e accorded intrinsic value
Fox 199.-1) chooses lite itself, quoting as its essential criterion the quality of
'autopoiesis' the primary and continuous renewal by living systems of their
own organizatnmal activity and structure. This is helpful since it can he ap-
plied to any level of living system Innit organistn to ecosphere, and extends
by implication to the conditions on which they depend. A living system can
be valued as a w(irking one, wah balanced cycles of production, consumption.
biodegradation and renewal, rather than as a collection of valued and invio-
lable organisms. It shoukl also he valued for its capacity to adapt. to change,
and evidently to progress.

Fox points out that intrinsic valuation of living systems shifts the onus of
iustification for exploiting them from those wishing to protect them to those
wishing to interfele, 'a fundamental shift in the terms ot environmental debate
and de,..ision-making 212) comparable with a legal system operating on a
presumption of innocence until guilt is proved. rather than the reverse. In
economic terms this calls for values based on w hat payment one might a«.ept
as compensation for a prop ised interference rather than 111 w hat one !night
pay to avert it.

can people come to own such values% Gliihal life support systems
may he huldamental to survival but arc not easily grasped either fw decision-
makers and planners in by the voters, tax-pavers, sharehoklers and customers
on whom they' depend Indicators of quala are needed whn II are reci 'gnu
able in a more lionich environment.

Qualities to Value

Qualities Assoc iated with .1 healthy. stabk- ut os stumil include use of resources
in tune with Productivity. investment in continuity itt the system. lundiveisity
including varlet( ot spe( ws And gene pi its. then equitable ilistributh

6
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and population sizes sufficient to maintain them). age of the system. varlet!, of
age groups ithin it, resihence to perturbation. specialization and division (4
roles. niutualisfic as well as exploitatie retain inships. and high mil urination
content (both genetic and acquired)

These qualities refer to mitural systems hut IlLu1 transfer readilu t ho-
nramtv They appear as frugality in use of resources, efficiency. economy (il

lifestyle, h recvi ling wastes, energy in se rv all( in in hi uses. trmel and
recreatio). durability (if inmelials. and others familiar to readers of guides to
.gleen. hying. Balancing environmental against social costs is not as sillipk aS
lleuple 111.1y think, however. on lli criteria Inlormation content is another
quality w liii. Ii sl )(mid be more inyhly valued. bur resources are over-Uwested
in the ephemeral. the sbUrIUUS, 1111: sensational and the finial pun ided by
clnumereial opptirtunists of the stressed system

Bit diveisit is a special l a se of Diversity. a quality of everyday life which
Is in retreat Mr Moil Mons housing schemes. grass bon) which ()Mei plants
!Live been pt 11111..111(1 beds III WW1 rim bedding plants all reflect 1110110-

tt mt. was of hie while stress effects ale !migrant. In the countryside mod-
em w stems of agmliltlire and foiestr eXillb11 a similar trend Behind these he
the coin( inn( benefits ni mass priiduction. distribution and Lillian-saving.
I Uversit is a qualitr, (il hle to he Ailed highly and paid for where necessary.
St bellies ) 11111 ge 1, 1.111 I. mit In of It ital distinctiveness. for example. by C1101 Ising

nees ft or roadside planting, respecting vernacular budding. local crafts.
dialects iird customs. improve value development as well as local amenity
I 1 1\1 ( 'OA eminent. 1)9

sustainabilitY is now enshrined as sustainable development fl .1 succes-

,,ioli (4 international policy dot uments, notabl the Brundtland Report (
p XI and Agenth 21 II 'N(H). it192). And in national An( un pkins, such

as defined as &telt ,p111(nl tt, ill( 11 blt.'t'ls the needs (4 the present witht rut
itinproinv.ing thy ..tbil0 uf future generatit ns to meet their own needs'. This

at ()nye tillers a more personal mom:twin liii yql% III uninental c are, in keeping
with a Illahlre syskall till lilt' ttellbeIng iii nil wan& Inlyhen, and th( use
who follow

I tilt wilt-hotly. it also present- prm lit ii pit biems full both poll( makers
and ethic ators (see fit kling. i)) ii It has been described an ideologk.al

ounterblast Iii Olt. givens. (quoted In 1.1111 itt. I993 2111 mid its use 14k k.gitnnize
outrunning development has appeakd to governments in lit ith industrialized
and dolloping ta ninnies Its appilt .1111 In Is, llUtteVel. ClUsIVe, tt illie (Mt' ( an
()nen recognize unsustainalrilit\ . intik atots iii sustainabilin, are difficult to define
mid .11)0, (I:Alper-11er. 199 1 ( ),i the tither hand, use 4 4 sustainable, unqualified

whm is to ht.. sustained. seen both as disguise hit- retentit in of a northern
affluent life style and as a green 4. ounterblast to development I ',my th. 1199i

LINA tantrinfinfht. v.hit.11 1u:wine lasIntinable, is
readable as an instrumental approm ii tinder-emphasizing 11111111S1( 11

has. 111 nt etel Ille ithle ot integrating humanity into the system Bohm Grove-
\\ let euth dust if 'et{ slIsla111.11 4111 1 I'M tat as a ricgrtiuilol .111
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articulation of a new ix Il it cal imir)(1 rather than a sharply etched prescriptive
tool'. Its attraction lies in additional, associated values. We are urged, for
example, to value equitability, justice and reciprocity, applied not only to
relationships hetween rich and prior countries but to ethnic and cultural groups.
classes, genders and age groups in all countries. This was the main theme of
UNCED; rich countries, for example, are now challenged to redefine progress
:ind prosperit\ . and to rec.( insider qualit ctiteria hi,. living standards. both
internationally and at home

IrCIN ;199I) tried to clarify what should he valued lw listing nine Princ
ples of Sustainable Living respect and care for the community of lite. improv-
ing the qualitv of human lite. consening the earth's vitality and diversity,
minimizing depletion of non-renewabk. resources, keeping wIthin the eanh's
carrying capacity. (hanging personal attitudes and practices, enahling commu-
nities to 4. AFC for their o n environments, integrating (level( ipment and consci-
vation and creating a glolul alliance Hut work is still needed to show people
In iw t i L(mvert these into h ical practice.

Nem thinking released by humankind's adoption int() emir( ininental ((i n.
servation polic) Illa! have carried ermionmental values so at towards the
mit Lii end ul the spectnint that mediation is needed Breiting s 'New generatir iii
ot en% In inmental edirtanon. l993. 2011, seeking harm( my w ith 1811" descend-
ants rather than w ith nature and plac ing .guod householding with nature' as

conchtion. and Sterling's efforts In (level( iv) .1 more hulistir s\ skmilt ap
plua& pftssi are nUA'ing in the right directi(mn

Educational Values

11M 11.1%c nun 11 ach. tr c iii hi )V, 10 Lit kle lues in pratfice. front
Mn hi.iel ( :admit( /'s guide I PM'S) to the recent ( )1(11)-1AS1 pi qe( I I Fro, immileni
and st hool lninames, helle -Lame and others. I9931 1 hey are, however,
extuised to toss-ttirfents Nlan crivil I )1111leillalisl, exr"(1 poi* to be
equipped w ith an cnVin mmcntal h x ik of rules w lint Ii 11 Will 'ien he their dub,
and deltght to ohserve at all Mlles II us at cnds. V. itlu a 1, Irrvnl trend ami ung
in /in -111.11:Cts 11) shift edut :twin Flinn reflective tlynight and action to st Hue-
thing !wire instrumental and market-orientated The readiness of st hoots to
slip teat lung such haste skills as ciMiking and parenthood indicates further
distant Ing hum the real world n u aids an atillit 1.11 tune Traditional skills ma%
he needed :igam, and the shlitild he kept in trim as .1 matter of pride. ii not
Jim) of dire( I benefit

Fcluc mimi in Is iii ii 11W.M1 plum' 'lc fixed agendas eithei toi (mut inmental
management or lor sou ail engtneettng. but to give per plc OW lit'q P.sibic
hante lii deveky envininmental t in/ens. armed with knowledge and

undcrsianding tiscd iii ppk mg them to real situations In those k ii
r must cs lin' V.111 grow I i them.ek e I Post ii. 199411 Till thu Our
rut( ey,ltill% 1111.: learning enx Runinent must he w iuuti rrii Klul
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Many formulations exist of what education should achieve. For example,
(he recent Scottish strategy for environmental education (S0EnD, 1993) in-
cluded the following on attitudes:

a caring attitude and a sense of responsibility for the health and well-
being of the whole environment,
a critical attitude to received information, questir ming assumptions,
cautious about the reliability of personal interpretations;
a respect for other people's beliefs, and also for evidence and rational
argument,
a sense of 0 minitinity with othei people and other hving things.
a sense of continuity with past and future,
a respect for human potential to work within envininmental constravits
arid to design the future creatively;
a commitment to contribute personal talents to improving ern irf,n-

mental quality

When an educator can create a good working annosphere, be a credible
model, value the real over the derived. he positive and health-orientated rather
than problem and doom laden, and avoid elementary pitfalls such as 'green
fatigue', values should grow Cc-aught not taught.). 'the importance of field
experience can hardly lw overstated, whether the field is wiklerness or inner
ity ( and the inure kinds the better). The approach should be lu Aisne. learner-

centred, critical and self-critical, relevant, problem-formulating. normative rather
than empirical. affective integrated with cognitive, adaptable, anticipatory, action
orientated exemplar). ts()Fril), 1993 a These qualities are to be valued throu:411
all edut itai in id. IClt dint nendanons educaniin to the club of Rome. 1i nkin
Elinandin) and Malitza. l9"9i

Conclusion

Values are nourished by visions If we were to revalue our relations with our
envirr ininent as we shoukl. and then act on them, the emergent lifestyle might
be mime kind (it neo puritanism (although we would need to guard against its
potential for r ppression r We woukl identify ourselves with a system valued
for its integrity. its interconnections. the interdependence of its parts. Its pro-
cesses woukl have life-costs. products and effects but no by -products nor side-
elfects Value and merit vs( mid be :mat hed to cultivating personal skills millet
than to labimr-saving technoh Nies We would take pride in living sensitively
within the system Educators wi mid v.due emoyment and wondei. creatii.
and far-sightedness. sharing and self restraint as well as knowledge and under-
standing Ecom nmsts Wi nikl know hi iw to incorporate envininmental values in
their ,111. ulaw wp, And so on It would be ithirc i. iviliied appriudi to NMI
ern in inment and soc let \ than they presently get from what passes as miliza
tic in. and it might siirvive.
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Writers often call for new values or a new environmental ethic. But Robin
Grove-White, once again, was nearer the mark when he wrote 199-ibi that tile
new values

may well turn out to he rather old values - echoing classical philo-
sophical and religious conceptions of human interdependency, of the
limits of human capability, and of humankind's place in the scheme
of things

it so, people have been trying to propagate them for a very long time. In 1991.
when material on education was being assembled for Chapter 36 of I 1NCED's
Agenda 21, the Gulf Wai was in full swing. Men were displaying patterns of
behaviour which had hardly changed, save in technical sophistication. since
Agamemnon sailed for Troy. It says much for human optimism that the little
gmup in Geneva could still urge the adoption of values for an environmentally
and socially sustainable world and that Heads of State at the Earth Summit
still signed up to them.

Perhaps values should alw ays be some way out of reach.
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chapter 6

Democratic Values and the
Foundations of Political Education

Francis Dii n lop

ABSTRACT. This chapter is an attempt to break out of the
liberal-democratic mould with regard to the values which should
JOnn the basis of political education. After an appeal to our
experience of lallies as the positilv and negatire (pralines of
ohjects given in emotionally ting,ed experience. and to the diver-
sity of democratic regimes. I argue that democratic values must be
interpreted as the milues (Mr fradiliWIS (4. p)litiCal
I extend My attack on the liberal democratic approach to value
and human nature into a critical discussion of the democratic
values most often canvassed by wrueiN of this school They need to
be reinterpreted in the light of a better understanding of the
human condition will the incommensurability of tallies. Ilouvver
the liberal democratic trailition has presenvd some vital features of

eidegliene linderqdrlding political sphere. The values
mettle(' here. coupled with the reintetinewd democratic values
and the talues displawd in political thinking and action, inter-
preted in the light q" our continuing tradinorm forrn the basis qf
political education. I end with some brief remarks about the
general principles for aChleving this

'since the term,: democratic and rahleS ,Ire used in many ways. I had better
start b tr rag to indicate how I understand them

Values and Value-experience

Alih nigh still ery little ktumn iii this cinintry. the best staning-point for the
philosophical investigation of values is the work of the I mainly ) German-
speaking philosophers of value. who flourished in the first hall of (los century
in close assodatiiin with the early phenomenological mmement (for a brief
son,u\. sue Eindla. in)) These thinker.. apprt lathed their suhied matter
with thit t o questions what is given ti e what are the data fir experk.rwe)
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and how is it given (i.e. through what mental acts or operations)? Even if it be
true, as is often said, that the users of this method failed, in the end, to attend
satisfactorily to questions of justification, their work on classifying values, and
on the relations that obtain among them, and above all on exhibiting what a
'theory of values' is to theorize about, provide an invaluable starting point for
educational thinkers. In what follows I shall draw on aspects of their work, but
leave the large question of justification out of the picture. The values I shall
be talking about are, then, ineliminable data of experience, and, whatever
their metaphysical status may be thought to be, cannot be ignored without
producing a radically false picture of human life. This approach is not dissimi-
lar to that of John White in some of his more recent work (for example.
1982:6811; 199(1:23f11

Values, then. are given as qualities of things. We experience the world,
and what constitutes it (including persons. events, acti( 'ns, physical and mental
objects in short, every kind of thing), as p)ssessing positive or negative
qualities, or (most frequently) a mixture of the two, as being wiod or bad (or
both) in various respects. Talk of values as such, is, then, essentially abstract,
like talk of kinds of things. Rut values are important to tis Objects possessing
value are experienced as attractive or repulsive, admirable or despicable, in
countless modes and degrees, but in every case eliciting from the one who
experiences them some sort of pro or con resin inse, in which there is an
element of enlotion or feeling !fence the essential link with action Values
provide us with reasons tor action. This does not mean that the experience of
values necessarily results in our doing sinnethiny in some overt or public
sense, since. as in the case of aesthetic values, the,. may suggest merely some
form of silent appreciation. though this is still at least a mental act, capable of
being, in ffildebrand's term, 'disavowed'. Rut it is a c liaracteristic of our experi-
eme of values dui we feel si >MC 51 Ill of response to be re(luired of us; even
it the response comes automatically or habitually, rather than being deliber-
ately willed (or withheld), we experience it as in some way appropriate or
inappropriate, to be identified with or disavowed (ffildebrand. 1953: Ch. 18)

It seems also to be an ineliminabk. part of our experience of values tlut
there is more than one type of value. Moral values are fundamentally different
from aesthetic values, and the existence of possible borderline cases, let alone
the difficulty of establishing theoretically what the difference consists in. does
n( it in the least alter the fact that we are aware of a difference Intellectual
values making up the triad of .truth. beauty and goinlness.) are less obviou*
a type of value distinct fu int moral and aesthetic values, tluiugh a case can
certainly he made out. Few have disputed the candidacy of hedonic values. or
the values of pleasurable and painful sensations, though some have argued
that the phenomenon of vailie takes on a radically different hue in their case.
Many have discerned a category of re/igions values (Max Scheler called them
the values ol the [holy and the I 'nholy 1 and also a class of vital values, the
values and disvalues of flininshing or merely surviving life These last scum to
have siimething in commi in with hedonn. vilues Inn to given as distinct,
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since the demands of pleasure and of health frequently clash, and vital satis-
faction (in strenuous achievement, for example) may be accompanied by
considerable pain. At the very least we need to distinguish sensory pleasures
from what the Germans call the pleasures of functioning (Funktionslusa

Some experience of hierarchy among values seems also to be unavoid-
able; hence the common Anglo-Saxon analysis of moral reasons as over-riding
other kinds of reasons. Other philosophers of value have drawn attention to
the extremely important category of urgency among values, most gener-
ally expressed in the moral demand that the abolition of evils must take
precedence over the powision of goods Incommensurability is also part of
value-experience; values, for example kwe and justice. gracefulness and im-
pressiveness, cannot be reduced to one another

One other important point relates to the ultimate status of values. As is
well known, many people today talk loosely about 'my values or 'so-and-so's
values', in a way that suggests either that they think all values are relative to
the individual (or group) or that they are using the phrase as a sluirthand for
'my preferences among (perhaps more or less equal) values", or someone's
choices among given values, and the like. The early value-philosiiphers were
aware that certain things meant more to some than to others (at both indi-
vidual and group level), but were extremely reluctant to conclude (since it
contradicted experience) that all values were relative Their solution was to
think of values on an analogy with the starry heavens, since human beings are
inevitably situated in different places. the\ inevitably see different parts of the
whole. Objectivity is preserted, while relativity of experience is accounted for.

The Meaning of Democratic Values

What then of denim-n(1k value..? No-cine. as far as I am aware, has ever
suggested that these are a type ot values in the way that moral, aesthetic or
hedonic values are a type. The natural way to take them and the structure
of this book enc(arrages this is 111 a departmental sense. Denuicratic values
are the values centrally connected with a distinct department of life, and hence
of education, as in religious values, health values, or economic values They'
would, then, include both tlw values of democracy as such, and also the
values which must be possessed lw things (persons, social conditions, institu-
tionsmd so on) if democracy is to be possible or sustainable. as well as the
values of things (or pers(ins, etc ) which are brought about by democracy.

Hut to my mind there is something highly unsatisfactory about this. For
w hat is democracy as such', If we survey the number of regimes which have
been called democratic we find an enormous variety. No doubt all these re-
gimes hase possessed some values, and equally indubitably some disvalues.
but can we really extract sufficient in common to talk soberly about demo-
( i.gic allies in this ver geiwral sense., I find this rather implausible

The point . an be made another way 4 noting that. if we divide up the

7,
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sphere of values departmentally, we are applying a number of descriptive
terms. Even though the word economic sometimes denotes a value (as in 'an
economic solution.), the term must be used descriptively in the phrase eco-
nomic values if it is to be of any use. Exactly the same applies to democratic.
But its extreme openness precludes its usefulness in this respect. It must be
admitted that we often know roughly what certain people mean when, in
specific contexts. they complain that people are not being democratic enough.
But such uses are highly context-dependent, and the more general and ab-
stract the talk is (as in 'the democratic way of life.), the vaguer these and
similar phrases sound. It seems clear that, if the erm democratic lalues is
supposed to pick out the values of a department of life, we had better substi-
tute the term political, which is much less vague than democratic.

The Liberal Democratic Ideological Take-over

l'nfortunately, philosophy of education in this (-inn-111-y speak for the 1.nited
Kingdom only) has in town( years been hag-ndden by. the assumption that
only a liberal democratic (or 'rational-liberal') interpretation of this department

is morally acceptable. One writer on education and democracy has even
gone as far as to say that she is not particularly interested in what is meant
by the word democratic - though she uses it fairly freely; what she is really
interested in is 'gmernment according to moral principles' (P. White, 1973228,
note 17). Given the diversity of moral principles (and the incommensurability
among moral values) and the need to apply all sorts of other (non-moral)
principles to the work of government, this drastic move is singularly unpro-
ductive. But the important point here is that one tradition of democratic thought
is being given .1 morally privileged position, wbereas educational institutions,
even if some form of democracy can be taken as read, might he expected to
point to a varicty of forms. Most contemporary liberal democrats would cer-
tainly object very strongly were it to be assumed that a particular form of
Capitalism was the only morally permi:.sible economic system.

It seems to me that the liberal democrats have largely carried the day
because of their utopian strain. One of the main objections to their interpre-
tation of democracy is that it pays almost nu attention to what human beings
are actually like. It it is, for example, objected that people are not rational
enough to cimsider every decision simply im its merits ( which usually means
in terms of the rationalay-based trio hberty, fairness and respect km persons.).
it is always said that, even if that is unfortunately true at present we can
change it, if this is countered with tlie I'm tint that this has (Atm been tried.
and without rrach success, it is retorted that we have 'I( it tried hard enough
This is a strikingly frequent kind of move and betrays the utopian refusal to
accept reality, in this case hunmn reality, as though one could start afresh from
the divine drawing-1s iard. This rejection of the actual human condition, to-
gether with a lailure to grasp the primarily 'eml-xxlit.d' nature PI value. and Ole
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incommensurability of many if not all values, gives much liberal-democratic
writing a desiccated and fanatical quality. Its dogged assumption that all jus-
tified values can be derived from the one value of rationality is, as Aurel Kolnai
has argued, peculiarly corrupting, since it atrophies our natural sense of val-
ues, and draws attention away from the historically situated value-realities
around us (see Kolnai, 1995).

However it cannot be denied that liberal democracy has been the guard-
ian in recent centuries of something enormously important namely the Judaeo-
Christian-inspired value of the individual person. It also lays a vital stress on
the general importance of moral values in politics (not to he confused with the
claim that the only values needed to settle practical problems are moral ones),
and sets up protective limits to political action with its emphatic insistence on
constitutionalism. What it conspicuously lacks, as I have implied at least in
sonic versions is the idea of ineliminable conflicts aiming values, institution-
alized in the idea of an official parliamentary opposition. Liberal democratic
theory by itself incurs the danger of encouraging the One-Party state.

The Importance of Given Political Traditions

In my brief remarks about democracy I have drawn attention to the existence
of multiple interpretations of it (and hence of democratic values), and implied
that the historical situatedness of human beings, and the existence of value-
incommensurability, make the rational liberal claim that, on purely moral
gnmnds. its own interpretation of democracy ought always to prevail prepos-
toous. Despite the tact that the liberal tradition does witness to, and, indeed,
preserves, certain supremely important values, we cannot possibly allow a
liberal-democratic take-over of the field. On the other hand, to pretend that
the field of political choices is quite open beginning from the time when
political education first starts in school would seem equally pleposterous.

We must take ()lir cue here romp the fact that values are first given to us
.ts cwales of 'objects It is by being confronted with (or told .thimt) acts
in(ustice, in the presence of scnneone wit() is not trying to disguise his feeling-
response, that we learn what the disvalue of injustice is, or deepen our abhor-
rence of it. tio chiubt we can later imagine acts of injustice, but the disvalue
must first he experienced in real examples. Hence we cannot in genet-al learn
about democratic values except by engaging directly or at second-hand (never

gut td, (Alter things I wing equal ) in demociacy as we already Use it. The
liberal democratic yearning for .1 thorough-going democracy' is really quite
empty ol content, and can have no place in any responsible educational
poigramme

A related point concerns the general justilicatii ol fastening on some (ow
form of government as the centre of political education In the work of Richard
Peters we may see, despite the highly abstract justifications actually pnivickd,
a firm (I inviction that the hest il nir traditions already .Itt' 1 tr were ) liberal

0,4
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democratic ones, and a (very reasonable) desire to hang on to them, or at least
move forward from them (see, for example, Peters, 1966: Ch. XI, sections 1
and 2). Some of his disciples, with their continued insistence that we are 'not
democratic enough', breathe a totally different spirit from Peters, and show a
cavalier readiness to ditch any tradition that does not measure up to their
artificial yardstick (see P. White, 1973; 1983). But the general argument from
tradition must he strong, since our public and political selves are largely con-
stituted or formed by inherited ways of behaving. When a country's govern-
ment repudiates established traditions, and sets out to change things in the
name of Reason, countless acts of injustice are done to individual citizens,
quite apart from the damage that may be inflicted on the social fabric that
loose framework of institutions which enables individuals to live their private
lives. Peters himself, of course, and many of his successors talk rather compla-
cently about our 'tradition of criticism'. But there must be limits to this. Change
presupposes continuity. Relentless criticism undermines confidence. In any
case the theoretical accounts people give of our traditions diverge from one
another. In the end it is traditions or established practices that have the prior-
ity. All this strengthens the case for political education's being centred on
democracy, but it must start from the actual political traditions we have, not
(or not primarily) from mmie theoretical account of them, let alone frinn pure
theory.

Some Democratic Values Discussed

And so we come at last to the democratic values which should provide the
foundation of political education in our schools I can do no more here than
briefly discuss some of those values most commonly put forward as democratic
in philosophy of education, and show how they need to be criticized or modified
in the light of what we have argued so far about values and human nature. I
shall close with some brief remarks about the educath in of such values.

One of the most general problems relating to democratic values is the
clash between the individual and the social, or between the conception of
society as comp( sed of atomic individuals (as in most Social Contract theories)
whose wills must be rationally aligned, and the conception of society as a
solidary onumunity where the 'general will' can and should hold sway. Liberal
democracy has, lir o iurse, favimred the first, but has itself become lately more
aware of the inues of c1 mmunity. as the midal cement holding our society
together continues to dissolve Hence the impression that community has
sometimes been tacked on to originally autonomy-centred lists of democratic
values But there is a real tension here. which educators must take cognisance
of. The tensitm can only be intelligently, if partially. resolved where there is
an adequate understanding of the human person. Nlan needs community, of
o lursc. persons ;ire social beings. Rut they .tre U. cattle or sheep, always
thinking and w tiling as (Inc' though thew will bc something ot this at some
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level of their lives; recall the phenomena of fashion, or the collective sadness
after a national disaster). For man has a conscience, moral and intellectual, and
must sometimes stand alone (though Our moral and intellectual - 'personal -
being must be reared on socially shared foundations).

This intet pretation of the human person in terms of levels (further ex-
plained in Dunlop, 198-1; cf. Dunlop, 1991) may also help u.s grasp the nettle
of equality. No sense at all can be made out of a claim that equality is, as such,
a value. But, if the origins of the belief that it is lie in the Judaeo-Christian idea
that all human beings are equally persons in the eyes of God (all being equally
far from God's infinite goodness. and so on), then we may intelligibly locate
the value of equality' in the purely personal element of human being, and see
it instantiated in the equal vote at elections, equality before the law, and the
equal right to contribute to the formation of public- opinion. But at the vital
level of our being, at the level of individual talents, skills, capacities, instincts.
and so on, which are all also bearers of value, no plausible case for a value
of equality can be made out. To what extent equality of income, opportunity,
and so on, will make for the recognition of formal personal equality, is a
debatable point; hut on the answer to that sort of question depends any value
that bestowable material equalities may have

Lihedv is another controversial value, about which one may legitimately
disagree. Clearly there is great value in a person's liberation from unjust con-
finement, and analogous situations, and the sheer formal exercise of free will
is an aspect of human dignity, an expression of the value of human personhood
But the whole discussion of liberty (and of the closely related autonomy) in
philosophy ot education has suffered from the liberal assumption (taken ad
absur(lum lw same) that the human person is somehow defined by liberty.
and that this primal freedom is unbounded. But the human condition is largely

iunded on natural and st icial determinations (not least one's native language).
and - since we have no naturaf outfit of real instincts to prompt our behav-
iour - must be so. This is by no means the same as claiming that free will is
an illusion. But it is to insist that freedom is limited, and that it is always
bought at the price of restrictions. One must be bound at one level (by natural
disp( isiti( ins, habits. principles. institutions, laws) to acquire more freedom
where it really matters in the purely personal realm

Tolerance is also far more problematic than usually realized. This moral
quality goes closely with the humble admission that any person (including
oneself ) may he wrong, that all are in any case ol limited capacities (including
oneself ). and hence that nobody can achieve a God-like view of the Whole,
or he a complete eml) xliment of rationality. But when tolerance is interpreted
as tlw value of 'live and let live* it tends to bring about a reduction of all values

hedonic ones. The idea that I should simply accept everyone's belief's and
preferences ubaiever they an', enc(iurages the idea that beliefs and preferences
are in themselves unimportant - merely the expression of subjective whims
Tlw clash here can, to my mind, only be resolved by acknowledging the shared
f()undational restraints of community (there must he limits to tolerance), but

S
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approaching 'the other', in his personal being, with respect and humility At its
best, padiament illustrates this well.

The discussion of tolerance reminds us once again how important it is to
keep alive the sense of respect or reverence for high value, and how easily
re,ponses to value can be written off as the expression of subjecuve wants.
This decay of a serse of value has been encouraged by the attack on social
hierarchies of all kinds. For, however imperfectly (and it always is imperfectly)
they do It, human hierarchies symbolize value-hieracchks. They are also an
essential need of oui vital ut s. ial being, as the Socialist Sanone Weil saw;
destroy the id lueraichies and their place will always be taken by new one.,.
Two related questions then suggest themselves first, do tile existing hier-
archies, or some of them, in the long run help or hinder the sense of value?
Second, how well do they reflect the multiplkity of value and types ot value,
and the relations between values? The imp)rtance of luerarchy (better. of
hierarchies) may be acknowledged without wishing to transform society into
a standing army. There reed he nothing authoritarian about this acknowledg-
ment of Our real natures Liberal democrats are all too.often obsessed by their
impatient desire to recreate society on the model of perm mal being ()illy
without its vital or annaal substructure.

An imp( inanl set of values cluster round the idea it citizenship. including
the moral values of responsibility and public-spiritedness ing behind it is
the idea of participation, the sense of being 'pan of the show', with a lob to
do to .keep it on the road It draws atteraion to the fact that the people are,
at the least, partners in government, to whom the personnel of government are
in the end answerable and trout whom they must derive their ultimate support
and tale to govern S( nue democratic tract:wins strnngly nnect it with
loyalty and patriotism. The former implies a readiness to go on supporting the
constitution, ( ir one's party, even w hen its leaders make mistakes or do things
one dis.wproves of (though, of course. there will he limas to this). The !mkt,
in the sense of love for one's country', is often confused with nationalism, and
pilloned by stink hheral democrats Clearly the idea of Ratatnality, as an all-
embracing value from which all others are derived, has in the end no place hir
the partic ular and personal. This is ol a piece with the liberal disregard of
human realities. But patriotism does not entail false beliefs about one's coun-
try; love of country' is a kind of gratitude one loves one's country hecause
a is one's own. is thoroughly familiar, and has done much to make one the
perm in one is analogously to filial love It is of courw true that any hi we for
the particular implies relative indifference to what is not part o. it possible
hostility, therekire, to the 'out-group'. This very general problem cif love can
only be solved by distinguishing types and levels of obligation, olwiously the
moral is, as such, the business of humanity, and expresses the experience of
the human race, though actual concrete moralities will be given to the indi-
vidual as largely «instituted by spec LII and contiactual obligations to fanul},
friends, employers. colleagues. neighlic mrs, fellow-dtizens, and so un, in
range of eer widening cll.( les of anplication and diminished ulgenc
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Other Values in Political Education

In so lar as our general et incern al education in a country with demo-
cratic traditions, the values just discussed, together with other broad and gen-
eral values, need to he supplemented with a host of other. mostly lower,
values of political thinking am I acti(m, such as the values ot timing, leadership,
the formation of public opinion, compromise, imagination, balance, political
w ill, vision and inspiration, confidence-building, aml so On. They reflect the
fact that militics is in the end. about (rying to impo we things (inserting the
corponately desirable into the texture of historical reality), not just about de-
ciding what ought to be done But, in so far as quality of political behaviour.
that IS, the way the various institutions of I iur political lite are properly used.
or, alternately. exploited, depends heavily on response to moral calue as
such, a general moral education will he an indipensable prelude to it. l'nless
we can quite simply mist those who limn the perm mnd of government and
closely inthience its deciskins, disillusion with politic s quickly grows and the
threat (4 tigaluanaorsui grows with it.

Education in Democratic PoliCcal Values

It might seem Mini what has been argued aboce that iliti al educ .1i11 in would
be best achieved lw setting up institutoms .ind practices in schools w I ik h
reflected on a sinall SI ale the al institutions of societl, at Loge ii e. in
libenil democratic language. 'making sehot ifs inure democratic') I have argued
elsewhere that this woukl he a mistake (Dunlop, 1979). Briefly, our political
instimioms presuppose use miner than misuse NAtiral maturity is taken for
granted, w hereas schools are still Irving to I (le% clop it in their pupils. Again.
sl In Rh teadong, or real education as opposed to insiniction, requires hierar-
chy tat kast oil teat tiers u' ci Latil..,hr, whereas political panic pato ui iii Mir

tradition lequiles h,iiii,ti eq(Ialit).. U the school is to do its II)l) it must be a
«immunity, where, to a large exicnt, pupik are being initiated into .t u immon
culture. Thus the scope for 'demo,:ratizing schools in any important sense is
bound to be pretty limited. though there is no rin mom for class elections
tA, Liss offices, and tor strictly limited political activ,. at year lir sdtool level.

un' , poiti,31 educam ni w ith its foundational moral education,
havu tu hi banckd on in other wa),S, hit the most part A Is.ipts.r about

values is not ,7112 pla«. to develop a treatment 14' int nal obligation. so this nugi
Ix. left un one side But the prime way in whit Ii sensitivity Ili values in general
is develolied is 1w drav. mg pupils ;metal, II) values, AS 01(1. ire en« hintered
in lush al and liter IIN phieo r if )ther so ho H1 suhjeus,

and in the Me s4 hot and ..11t Ch DU/1111F As lArc

!LW(' implied. tins imukalion of values is nog a mewls 1111(.11(1.mM matter not
simply a matter it naming thug's and has mg them ret ailed The hill experience

sj



Demacratu, Values and the Euundatums rf Polilital hilucation

of values has sonwthing eintiticinal about it. Hence teachers must themselves
be responsive to values, and not seek to disguise this "'hey must show values,
supplementing the merely intellectual reference by tone of voice, facial ex-
pression. gesture and deportment If the natural hierarchical relation between
old and young is not being interfered with by. other factors (such as deep-
rooted cultural or personal alienation), this must have its effect in time, but is
not something easily. cakulawd or controlled Subject matter can certainly be
chosen with a view to its value-illustrative potential hut there is scope for
anything in the nature ol exercises in value-appreciation Far more important
is the general attempt It, dec clop an attinkk cif reverent attention to the world,
a growing ability to put one's own concerns aside and be simply respcmsive
to the work! (and its contents) 'with heart and mind

This will, of course. happen fairly naturally if teachers are allow ..c1 to relax
with their pupils. and do not feel the need to inhibit their usual responses to
political and other valuaminal subject-nutter thcmgh it is, of course. vastly
easier in the earls' Years ol schooling than in the years of achilest ence) Thew

soine danger ot indoctnnation here, but, rather than emasculate edik aticinal
transactions by making some value-content taboo, schools can tn to ensure
balance of poliiieal wientati(ni among the teachers of various subjects, or at
least of panic ular classes, and abr we all ensure that the tea( hers fully appre-
ciate the virtues or positn e values ol the traditicins the y. do not actually hold
as their own It is an essential pan ci all value-....ducation, ANAc all in any kind
of di:min:Talk. traditom. to show him- one may do justice t n opp, meni while
not agreeing with Into

It Mal. he hjecled that 1 have said remarkal4 little aliout .reasoning.
here The cau:,e Is simple. Adequate reasoning in political, moral and other
predominantly valuational ci ink-Ms. prosappow.s an adequate grasp ol values
yalue-educ anc in, in any sphere, is thils the foundam n it TC.Ison in that NI-Awls...
not its product ( I lence, too, the %Yu eloil inadequac y if seeing persons prima-
l* is hoosers, or practical reasoners. the crucial prior sphere of recel)tivil
- i aking in the cceahh cif the %surdas values is kit out of the picture ) This
has hung been igm wed by educato irs. inesinefized by the endeavour to subject
all values (and clink es) to the one single but mythical Nationality. No wonder
H S Peters and other liberal democrats were accused by. various left-wing
thinkers ot imposing 'knowledge for uninmi ( Y. ning. Pr] ) These critics of
lilwral ci kkation had an imponant ptnnt We can accept that while emphatic-
:ilk Riveting their own hne Fin- in the end constitutHinalism (which sets strict
Inuits to governmental power and makes its wieklers accountable to the
pel ink). respeu for mural values in public life and kir the unique value of the
111110,1(111.11 p0'151,11. ps. )11 111,)ic lukul% tie Ise iii
consers alive democratic setting Ithis has little to do with the present Conserva-
tive Path' t, than a lihiai democratic one Hut this should loon nu pan oil

educatif,n .1s sin!) Ii shoukl bv now. that the alnlits In In.
rest), )11,,,,c the %Alm.s l.incl, cs cnn Id Irdditi,,Its is
s4 iii wuls sliiuoikl I X' pnimoting in this sphere. and this means values 55 herever



1:illication and laitcatton Ill (dlle

they are I, be hiund. It does not preclud,2 eventual change; hut it doe" provide
an essential prelude to rational change
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Chapter- 7

Values in the Arts

David Best

ABSTRACT. There an, three principal intenkvendent strands in
the atvonent cy this Chapter al contrary to popular assumptions.
tidnes in the ans are Jill& objective. bi a central charactenstic
the atls is that they can offer insighlN into life-issues and thus the

ecinvssed in the arts can influence attitudes to life gener-
ally, and ct the main contribution of education generally is, or
should be, to (pen fresh bortzotis (ff.. thought, feeling and value It
is the objectivity of values which allows this possibility In this
relkk L the arts Can hat r a seminal influence on personality
o'et.elopnwnt, by oflermg arid alieniatitv possibilities of bemg
is Ihe most profound, penaswe, .301 widely neglected, poklitiat
twine of what can be learned from the arts, and hy ito means

m the _lomat educatum system me almost universal confla-
tion of the aesthetic am: the anistic tends to the ans.
and is cothlucive to fi're subjectivism which us still ti, 50-
,k/can/WI, prualent among arts-educators Hence tIns chapter is
tottcemed ruirh artistu . not aesihem ram-fawn.

Preface

I he t Jut la4sel slot PtI topii ific intrinsa to the arts
invokes almost. it not quite, the whole ol pliik.4 ipily ot the arts I shall outline
die question. N Inc h euiii In Int: (A greatest educat:onal importance and abi >kit

hic Ii there is the must wick.spread persistent and damaging «infusion set.
Rust_ I993a. for more thorough explanation of these issues.)

IICIV art: n.,4,..11, qut-41, ni1 vt hit ,h.di

I the oblectwils I If vAlties.
2 the relationship (4 the arts to hie generalh.

opening hormms of feeling. understanding and %Aut.

I shall apprinai In the..c, prim pal themes via the genet-all\ utirtc,igni/ed distim
tv.,in hem yen ACqiit'llt And Ihu ,1111"11k



in &Inca/inn and hducation in Values

Before beginning, it may he worth inserting a cautionary note. A richly
rewarding aspect of the arts is that they are so immensely varied in character.
It is important to he aware of this. fe: there is a common tendency to distort
or limit this widely varied character in considering the arts in general. This
danger is implicit in assumptions and explicit assertions that the arts constitute
a generic community. The doctrine ot generic arts was until recently gaining
ground, and there was ;i danger of its informing curriculum policy, but it is
now, hrtunately, largel and rightly discredited '

The Aesthetic and the Artistic

The artistic is still widely. almost u)siversall, conflated with the aesthetic, or
at least any distinction betweep4he two ci incepts is blurred and ci infuse(l
This contusion is often expressed in the, usually implicit, assui»ption that the
artistic is a species of the aesthetic The dis.,nction may at first sight appear to
amount merely to verbal quibbling, but reflection reveals that it has substantial
implications which cannot he adequately considered here However, I offer
an outline. since it is central to the question of values, and it explains why this
chapter is concerned with artistic, rather than aesthetk., value

By contrast with the generally assumed conflation, I argue that the aes-
thetk and the artistic are twn distinct. if sometimes interdependent, concepts.
The twn most important, closely related, aspects of the distinction are a) in
general. far inure understanding is involved in artistic than in aesthetic judg-
ments, and (I)) the failure to recognize it connives in the prevalent trivializing
of the arts as invnlying mere subjective preferences, Le. the assumption that an
artistic judgment amounts merely to whether one likes the wnrk ii mit

For exampk, me may greatl apprec late Indian lasskal dance without
understanding the s)mlsilic movements which at least largely constitute its
meaning In stkh a case, nne's appreciation is obviously aesthetk it cannot lw
artistic , since (Inc lacks the rele%ant understanding. Numernus such examples
cnuid be cited frnm all the arts This clearl mdkates that then: are two distinct

gicepts Nevt rtheless. they mav be related Fnr instance. where one does have
the rek.vant understanding. an aesthetic appreciatinn (if the dancers nu ive-
merits may be pan id one's artistic apprec lath in of the dance peth wmance

Aesthetic judgments ma% I w iii. ide alum( alnif)st anything I lence a prac
!kat danger nt the cc inflatuin is that it Add lw seen as legitimizing a reduc-
tr in, or even the elimination, of arts teaching in schonls ,'\estiretk educ atit
regarded (unintelligibly) as the devehipment if a general faculty'. including
the arts. could lw ;ichieved by taking children on nature-walks. watching sun-
sets etc , with( nit the unnecessar% expense nf arts r.,-4 Hirt es. and teachers That
this is nu abstract danger is shown b the examples tn primary st lii R us cited
1)% Ta% lur and Nndn Iwo

Nfl
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Vahle.s in the An.%

Beauty

some years ago a letter was written to .1 1141f1111 oblecting to a paper in which
I had argued Inr the oblectivity 11 artisiAc appreciation The author oblected
that my argument was a straw man, since, he insisted, the real issue, which has
tor centuries been tii t! principal quest ot philosophy of the arts, concerns such
explicitly evaluative iudgments as, 'This is a beautiful painting.'

Ile was right that this has been the traditional quest of the philosopher,
but that quest is thoroughly misconceived It is the persistent conflation of the
aesthetic and the artistic which is the straw man: the traditional assumption
that beauty (nr, worse. Beauty) is the central issue is integral to it. Despite this
still-prevalent assumption (perhaps especially 111 comtmental Europe), goes-
(inns of beauty are usually irrelevant to artistic appreciation). Imagine going to
musk concerts, plays, art-exhibitions. etc with so Imeorle who sas he appre-
( Lacs these ans. et w In I, V hen asked tut' his ()pinto In of a work, always
rephes 'It is tor is not I beautiful', ot sonw similar comment. We ask his opin-
ion of s.hakespeare's Auz,t /mtr and Dostoievsky's The Brothers Karnmazor,
and again he rephes 'They are beautiful If this were the only kind of re-
sponse he made. that would ( or ntute good gniunds lor belie% ing that lit-
/eh-km/ the Aida) for artistic appieciatnni One wookl be bewildered, tor ex-
ample. it, following a powerful pro Kluoinil III Shakespeare's Measure for
Measure. OM.' \\ (qv I( I be asked whether the play was beautiful. That may be
an intelligible question about sonic works of art. Ion- instance ballet. but fog
litany it to. inikl make link' on no sense hen those w itbi .1 high regard NM"
Fran( is Bacon's %co irks art- unlikely In regard them as beautiful Indeed, many
artists would, tustitiabk.. regard it as insulting to have their work discussed in
terms III lit...um. It has been said that l_',iiii I w hat the bourgenisie pays the
artist for

Arlis11( appreciatinn is rather revealed in the ability, Inr instance. tn dis-
t IVO,. ret ngm/c. and proiN ISd 1.110 and pelt eplive inlerpretatt( Ins, and to) gni.'
reasnns ha what nne values in a work In many cases aesthetic lodgments 111.1%

amount sunpl% to individual preference or subleetwe taste, as. for instance, in
the choke ni ite Cre3111. linuse-decoratinns et( These mav involve little or no
rano mat ur cognitive content. In other cases. sod) as gymnastics and other
-trims. valid aesthetic tlidgments dn require relevant understanding Yet since
aesthetic lodgments (an often be plaustbly regarded as expressions of inert.
subietti%c referent c, to, fail to distinguish the aesthetic and Ow anisti, ma)

innive in the pernlutatsly prevalent misconceptuin that amstic appret
no in Is aim, .1 matter (11 lucre nnn-ratinnal, subtective taste nr preference. (ii kit
Artist it %Aires are merely a matter of individual psst hoilog%

Thus. the !allure to, retoignue the impirtance of the distinchnn between
the acstlictR .111d the mush( may comminute largely in the trivial;/ano In ()I the

oterinal edm %Ale nt the arts

ImAltria
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idues in Education and Education in Values

The Objectivity of Values

Artistic appreciation and creation are fully objective, in that artistic judgments
are supportable by reasons which refer to one's understanding of qualCties of
the object. An objection is minwtimes raised which is closely related to. or part
of, the deeply embedded misconception considered above. namely that even
though judgments of waning and interpretation may be answerable to ra-
ticinal discussion, these are irrelevant to the central issue, will( h is that of value
judgments

Rut this objection is contused, since obviously one cannot make an intel-
ligible value judgment unless one understands the work. Evaluation is insepa-
rable from understanding Fiir instance, one's es,aluatiiin may change. even
radically. if one comes to recognize that a work contains ironic en" other subtk-
ties which one had previously failed to appreciate liire obyiciusly. some
evaluative judgments are incompatible with cenain interpretaticns

Nfore impcirtant, this reveals one o! the most wide-ranging aid pernicious
assumptions of the traditional subjectivist doctrine, namely that value judg-
ments are necessarily merely subjective. This misconception is ".urprkingly
persistent For even cursory reflection reveals that if it wer true that valut..
judgments were mere subjective expressk ins of indivklual preference or ps-
( hology, then no education at all, in ani, subject. would he pc issible EIJI- to

learn any discipline, including, for example, in the sciences and mathematics.
is to learn to discriminate what counts iibjectively as good or bad, valid or less
valid, within it. That is, to be educated in any subjec t or area of knowledge is
to learn to grasp and use, practical).. as objective cnteria of value One has,
for instance. to learn what counts as better in w cit se reascining or evidence.
and clearly this is to evaluate. One timid not have even the slightest under-
stonding of ny subiect without learning to evaluate IA its criteria.

It is of ihe utmost importance, ti()I only for the arts but for morality and
education gencially, to eradicate the remarkably prevalent yet seriously dam
aging nasuincephoi. Chit value judgments are purely subjective. For example.
in discussion people often say 'Oh, that's just a value judgment', as if that is
the end of the matter, in that v,ilue judgments are assumed nnquestionaloly to
lie expressions of mere subjective preferences. to which die ni mon ot
live reasoning has no application. Yet. on the contrai.y. so far font being the
(qui of the nivel. the expl.wsion of a value judgnwnt is only th..
lii c. )1 4. rkir.44:. I Me ( An Mid i haractenstic ally dnrs gila. reasons to support

Une may Iv mistaken, thew may be dif1erenc&' Ill opinion. but such pts-
,Ohilities necessarily presuppose obit.% tivt.' criteria v, luc h «111%1111th the NellW

4( l lidleren(cs and the reasiins offerec I in stipp, in
hat creates «insick.rable onhision ii +init. and unnecessan ippositic in

to, the now in that ahies can be objcx tive i .1 pt 1 MINt. int (To on aln int

Ow( tivitY In arguing that nil edui anon makes sense it .111, whether in the arts
(.144,4 51. Op lilt 4h,4.'t tit 4: 4 mem ',due, I am certamIt not

c on:ending that thew ate nil essarilY iliac. r tit the ci Inuit\ hat I

8,2
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alues in the Art.+

run saying. to repeat, is that the objectivity of value ludgments consists in the
possibility ot giving supporting reasons by referencc to one's understanding of
quahnes of the obiett Rut this answerability to reason dile, not in the least
imply a single definitive interpretation, (Ir evAlll'At ion The st:teilics Arc rightly
accepted unquestionably As luth ,hcui t disciplines Vet fundamental changes
of conception ;11111 dittllenL L it interpretation Mc LAI e cn in the Most soundly
established scientific theones The distinguished mathematician and astrono-
mer Bondi writes:

iegaid thc. \ kVA: )1 the w old Lk L as Misleading NA MJS(' IR I is

All 1111441re word w Inch siikzUests sow...dung hard and him (Veil
11.AM expennients that teI nterpieted in a particular way in their

cid% we now interpret q chit terenth the\ w(re 1 !aimed as
lit I. in 014 )V.

I he philosopher ot si lilt 41, makes .1 similay point

I it w oi Id is not a I.xed. sohd jira of ohiects. lor u cannot be fully
sepatated from our perception ot it It shifts unclel tun gait.. and the
1,1,,\\ lecl:ge that it 1,1elds i,as Itt bc. IA las I 111-31

, Lilt ni 1,1 ip1111,,n, tit tin 'IIPP"Iling
Atualh. Hukcs I'M sense on A silbleClivist base. It ou and I

disagice. there Is A IN isitill11 hich one of us asserts and the other denies, and
an implic it agreement At'vm i! IIIII. 11% cli lArits j a icAsun hit h sop
ports one )1 the other Without such a background )1 culturalla shared grounds
ot Li(11 )11,Ahti there etniId he no sense in the mut( ni ol disagreement, (11- differ-

nscs 1 ipilth)ri an a suhlecircisi basis a disagreement woukl amiumt merely
to personal preferences passing 1.1\ cac II other and that could not wunt AS
disagieement it an I Iisagreements. and changes ot interpre: :non. are

)4 thy s) lenses n I despite hut because ry.theur Iuhl obiective nature
The (illiveti\ e criteria (if am discipline. inc luting the .irts and sciences, (M1s11-
it ite ha( Ilant, as ',unhurt Or the cu intending positions, and
therefore the noticin disagreemen; wictikl make no sense w illu put sus I i
Ihri

persistent source tif « Wthisitn. then, which distorts ay..' character of
knirwledge generall, is All nit. ()lit:wilily rigid assumption about the nature of
I &lie( tivity file deep- rooted u. )nvic twit is that I &lc( twit, COrWeillS
.111(1 universal facts hi is a souk ot the prvalent assumption that the arts,

nvb. ...idle, t,.. \ ))h\ Iowa \ ni Ii
ahs, dute and uoncisal The most damaging aspect of this %elf-defeating as-
suMplit in Is l iii ii ( hc Rick All% AssCll lIiltthtt. Id% I .1. explicuk 11\
arts eiluitatots ;ind theonsis es ' It is small iN 40(1 ihi.it Ow Ads Arc
marginalved echot ati)ni and so, iti \ and that anistit Alm.s ate dismissed
as ill 11, t'. arts protagonists themselves pux laun a

'JO
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doctrine which carries the inevitable consequence that there is no legitimate
place for the arts in education. Yet, sadly, even among arts teachers and
theorists, the unquestioned assumption that artistic values are subjective dies
hard indeed, it shows no symptom yet even of a terminal u.sease.

This deeply confused assumption is part of what I call the Myths, of two
supposedly distinct and inimical mental realms or faculties on one hand an
cihjectie tin the incoherently narrow seliNer/cognitive/rational realm; and on
the other hand, a subjective,leeling, creative/personal realm. Value judgments
are supposed to be pan of this latter catewiry of the subjective.

To put the point briefly. this subjectivist Myth presupposes a grossly
oversimple conception of objecti ity. which both c aricatures the sciences. and
consigns the ails to marginalized triviality It 'vas to be clearly recognized that
the sciences. unquestioned paradigms of objectivity, are emphatically no/
concerned with absolute, universal. imagination-free, value-aseptic facts: the
arts are em: haticall) mit concerned with non-rational, non-cognitive, occult,
subjective feelings. The sciences necessarily involve imagination and value
judgments, as do the arts the arts are as obje( tive and rational as ilk' sciences

Rending Meaning: In

A common mistake, which contributes to the assumption that artistic values
must be subjective, is to take it that any values attributed to a work of art are
merely read in. This would render unintelligible any possibility of valid inter-
pretation and thus I artistic meaning Yet, on the contrary, what o institutes
a valid interpretation is that it is not read in. hut is objectively supported by
relerence to features of the work To say that a judgment of artistic value is
read in to the work is to discredit that judgment: to the extent that it is read
in it is inval(d. To be valet illuminating arta enriching, a judgment has, for
instance to be upponed Ir. the text, the score, the painting, the performance.
In this respect there is .;.1 exact parallel w ith the 5(

%%here a valid conclusion has to be suppurted hy the evidence
An important aspect of education in the arts is learning to recogMze and

eradicate readings in. and devel, 'ping the abilii', lin making and appiec wing
increasingly perceptive. ()brume interpretations and evaluations of the works
of Afi

(. Unit

A !c'l,itet nil eiji iahl ()minim misconception is to assume or contend that
.fflistic %Alm., «insist in pers( mai assort:melts It is true that m some cases

hint 111, ni.n N. pink h ,ifilsl 111C.MIng And Lbvi-
tnislv not nnv:twx !anon an be rule% ant That I may feel sad when I hear the
loyful first movement ol a schuhvn siring quanct. because of its ,e.sociations

Nr,
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tedues in the Arts

with a violinist-friend who died years ago, is completely irrelevant to its mean-
ing and artistic value. Such a response, indeed, could not count as a response
of eirli.qa, appreciation, since it woukl not be identified by, or logically related
to, obiective features of the musk. Indeed, if it be supposed that all meaning,
whether artistic or linguistic, consists entirely of individual associations, then
there could be no meaning at all: even cursory reflection reveals the suppo-
sition as senseless.

In most cases personal associations are mit necessary for the appreciation
of artistic meaning and value. Sometimes associations may he required. i5, kir
instance, in a cartoon lampooning Mrs Thatcher. But in mist cases such ass(
ciations, which require prior experience. are not necessary. It is of the utmost
importance educationally to le.)gnize that chyle I-. a huge range of values
which can be acquired through involvement with the arts. Clearly, children
learn to understand and respond to numerous Me situations through sumes.
literature, play-acting and so on well before they have encouna.Ted similar
situations in life Artistic. moral and other values Mt: it in sudi learning.
main!y. at first, through immediate response, and then thniugh reflection This,
as I shall argue later, is the most piwerful educational potential of the arts Part
of the reason for this powerful learning-potennal is precisely that associations
are not necessary kir the appieciaMin of values

It is true, and imponant. that a general experience of life is necessary for
adequate appreciation of very nuns woiks tit. au. V4, hut. Ii is %kis) very yt 'Ring
children are incapable of appreciating Shakespeare of Tolstoy Moreover, there
rimy be no sharp distinctum hetween relevant ass( iciation atli I ,eliet ii hte-
expeuence Nevenhek-ss. in general, personal associations arc not necessan
tot the apple( iation and karning of the values involved Ill artseducation

.A related ten(klk V is that the ithlividualit resp inse, which is
slit h :in important diaractenstic il imolvement with the arts. n...:cessalilv tnt-
phes the sublet tivitv of values For example. a good teacher is c oncerwd, as
tar a, ',kith V. hat IN tight liii ( a sitidtgit. and V %fit the tmist fruitful
and enni hung develi ipinent It e.k h student's inclikittual And potential
Yet, SI) ii from there hting Mils( : NAV, etAll this (- hit !nth% idtiallty.
.111d the wasp of ohiectiNe criteria ol calm!. r is !he uhtectie t Mena which
give sense to the minim of individual calm: and potential

With respect I() mor,d value Hamh-ough makes the 1)4 Pint

`,r-r-t

The tau that a tailor p 'eds to make a ditteient stilt
us clik.s not mean tf. it there .tre m rights and wrongs almnit the
iplestion uhuther V mr suit or Mine is goold fit On the cImtrary . it
is precise!) het Aust. he seeks ti I pwVitic 10! each 14 las i stilt that %%Ill

right fit that the tail, it must lake ai ;milt uhdii iodic Rhialitics

-
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Values in I:ducauon and Lducalron m

of build In pursuit of the objectively correct .solutkm of his practical
pniblem he must be decisively influenced by the relativity of the fit of
diAhes to wearer ... Similar examples may be indefinitely multiplied.
Children of different ages require different amounts and kinds of food,
different patients in different conditions need different drugs and op-
erations . .

mustances oblectively Ate! caes 19-9.33).

Indeed, because of the 'itrinsic complexity, scope, and need for very sensitive
individual judgment, the necessity for rigorous objectivity may be even greater,
and may pose greater difficulty, in the arts than in (Mier subjects. Without

realiiing ii, the teacher may be tempted to relax into the self-indulgence of
implicitly imposing lier or his own kinds of approach to art. But to do so may
limit the student's indivklual devektpment. To help each student to develop

her or his indwidual potential makes stOngent demands tin the teacher's ability
to make rigi irously. oblective value tudgmenis

The connisk in here arises from a commendable emphasis on, Ina a mis-
« inception about. the importance ot individual response in arts educatkm.
The appreciatil in of artistic value is certainly an individual matter, in that to
appreciate fully a work of art one must have experienced and thought about
n tor oneself But so far ;Tom implying subjectivism. that amounts to a repu-
diatk m of subteen% kin. For what can experience and thought amount to here
if a is not ot and about the work? The response is not simply a subjective
experience: it does not depend exclusively upon the attitude or psychology ol
the individual spectator or amst Thu becomes particularly clear when
(me considers working out one's own evaluations ot art To focus on one's

evaluatk ins, identified by one's understanding of the work, underlines the
point that the work mUst be independent of the spectator. Individual differ
ence ut evaluative responses necessarily 11.1Ve. and arise from. limits. These
limits are what give sense to the notion of evaluation lic..yond certain limits,
one's response could not count as an expression of individuality. but would
rc.A cal a I.1( I. of understanding Th/ anytinng can count as an evaluative re-
sponse to work of art. tt(+1 (1010,Mg can count as a reason lor evaluation

lentral point Ilith regillres msider.thly ilk ire elucida-

tion, it is a pru iii nindly misconceived dichotomy a dichotomy which is cre-
ated bs . or an expression HI subtectivism -- ti i regard artistic values as either
oblectively in OW Work of 311, or subjectiveh y. in people The persciinal. indi-
% !dual invoheitielli and response c harm tenstic of the appreciatil in of artistic
values is the apprec iation (it ()hie( live i lui.tlities of the work

Art and Life

The foregoing disc ussion raise .1 !millet. ciducationall% nc. IA. aspect (it the

aesthetic aitistic iistiiit 111111. \OM insepaiable relationship ()I the
once main strands uit my 1 liaptet I cl ti% ijiii oat Ii thy in ITV (

Hro
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again the «immon misconception that the aesthetic and the artistic are aspects
of the same aesthetic concept. For instance. Beardsley writes that.

many natural obtects, ..uch as mountains and trees seem to ll.ict' a
value that is closely akin to that of artworks. This kinship can easily
be explained in terms of aesthetic value .. 1979:7-16).

This seems to me such a remarkably implausible thing to say that one nnme
diately suspects the influence of a deeply embedded, unquestioned precon-
ception. For how, otherwise, could it be seriously supposed that Bach's Go ldbeig
litriations, Ibsen's Doll... House. a Japanese Noh play. and an Indian raga
are closely akin to mountains and trees? Is there a kinship between the oak
trees in my garden, and the film Schindler's List? Can this supposed kinship
be explained let alone easily? The striking thing is that it never is
explaMed. except by ob.. lously unsatisfactory resort to vague metaphysical
notions such as Forms ot Beauty, a mysterious transcendent Aesthetic and so
on 11 ...re is just an unsupported assertion no reasons are offered for a very
unplausibk lann Clearly. this is :I consequence of Iniarre cros,Ing of concep
tual wires, ie. two concepts are being confusedly run utgethei. Aesthetic ap-
preciation of nature cannot intelligibly be regarded as falling within the same
concept or category as artistic appreciation of a puff( irmance of Chekov.s The
Chem. ()rchard of .famcs .lovce's The Dead, 1 c ieorge
or of the Brahn.s l'udin Concerto Yet the distinction. akin nigh obvnnis when
pinned out, is almost universally ignored by arts educators

The distinctuni is very tar from being a mere quibble Implicit in a, and
in the examples I have adduced to reveal it. Is by tar the most intpcntant issue
tor the value of the arts in education To put it starkly, bv contrast with the
aesthetic, it is a central feature of the arts that they an have a sublect matter
h ii example. through his work, an artist can give expression to an immensely
vaned range id (Ann_ coign), of aspects of life generally c Awtousiv, it would
make no sense to attribute thus pc issibilit to aesthetic judgments of nature
flowers. autumn leaves, mountains and birds( mg. In twevet beautiful, cannot
intentionally raise questions Auto! sok ial issues Thus a further danger of
conflating the two concepts is that it contributes to the mnion that the arts are
entirely autononn nis, CM off from the life of society, isolated from significant
human concerns nurse, not all works of art can intelligibly be said to have
a sullect matter But it Is a central and imp want possibility of all the art forms
It is this t. harak ter! st c of the arts winch explains their powerful significance in
almtlsi all siwiettes Througfunit the centuries, for instance, the arts have raised
sertunal, influential. q:co prhmundll. :11,.turbing. quckAttnr, mit iitoi.tl. Stp.!.d,
relign Ms and IN ihitic al issues. That is. a central aspect of the values intrinsic to
the arts is their inseparable [claw unship to and influence I m the life of SMietv

This characteristic of the arts is poignantly illustrated by the reported visit
to Pic ,i'0.1) lf a German officer during the occupation of France during the last
v, cd I tuernna. hich had painted as an expression of his
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rel'ulsion at the bombing of the httle Spanish tow n of that name by the Ger-
man fascists. Impressed by the painting, the officer asked Did you do that?',
to whidi Picasso replied 'No. you did

In view of this deeply significant possibility, is it not remarkable that there
is such a striking ambivalence about the arts? On one hand, as we know to our
cost, the arts are commonly regarded as peripheral, expendable in education.
It is assumed that they are merely for entertainment, ergo\ limit 01 cathaisis,
from which nothing of significance can be learned. Hence the arts are mar-
ginalized in the curriculum.

Vet, on the other hand, the powerful possibilities of learning from the arts
are clearly conceded in the frequent nervousness about the ars exhibited by
autlawitarian regimes. It is all too c(mmum for artists to be censored, banned,
ituprisoned, tortured and executed. lt ht., 11 there is nothing of significance to
be learned from the arts? Mathematics and the sciences, the core subiects. do
not normally frighten such regimes.

Does this nut show unquestionably that the values implicit in the ..rt, are
ot profound human significance, and thus that the arts should he given a tar
more central place in the curriculum?

It may be, as I argued earlier, that the conflatiim of the aesthetiu and the
artistic contributes to this trivializing of valucs, ;Ind to the emasculation
of their powerful educational potential. It should be emphasized, too. that I

use the term education in its broadest sense, since through involvement with
the ans (me can continue to learn, in a deep. humanly important sense, ail
one's life

Opening Horizons

I am convinced that the most milsiftant contribution of education, in all :ryas
of the c urrk.ulum. is not s MLR h Ii hdp liddlcn and students to acouire facts
and useful skills. important though those aspec Is may he. as progressively to
offer an opening of horizons of feeling, understanding in a personally mean-
ingful sense, and equally meaningful discriminations of value 01- comm.., it
may be misleading to imply that these aspects arc separ..te. ! argue dirough-
mt my recent kiok (Best, l993a'o, the feelings characteristic of the arts land

the emotil ns gencrallv are inseparable fn int undi. rNt.iiKlintzs and 4:\ aluaiii ills
artistic feeling iN understanding and evaluation

In pening hiinzons in this way., the respmsibilitv ot the teacher
hardk be iiverstated For it may well be that teachers offer only concrete
alternative p.issibilities -if %Ales v. hit Ii t and students ever meet All
tno (then Ow dukfs fainil,. sot al circle and peer group v% ill be equally in-
fected lw popial.a, contornnst cliches of flu iught and evaluation 1).11 Law
lulu V t% wk. educatym In mi the start has taught us a certain range of

v, hit I, I fed ,witi V hit not It tech OinsequentIv c experierk e 'fake,
Itintl,11(211, Liked lechno The woild is All gtinum sAith (hem' I Wit, ci~o

ti
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Lawrence was referring not so much to Formal education as to the forma-
tive influence of the whole ethos of society. whose attitudes and values are
taken in much as one breathes the surrounding air. In our day, television. the
popuL.tr press. much pop music, chat shows, the banal twitterings of disc
jockeys and so on purvey an infectiously smothering cloud of shallow cliche
emotions and stereotyped mirm values. It has been said that Barbara Cart land's
romantic novels positively impede an understanding of the human condAion.
13y «intrast an enlightened approach to the arts can have a vitally liberating
potential

It should be emphasized that in referring to the important question of
opening horizons I mean mit simply detached, abstract thought. but the open-
ing of real living possibilities. That is, the learning involved will be not so
nick II, if at ll, ievealed in statable principle as in a change of values expressed
in actk in. in the attitudes which implicitly inform the way in which one lives.

The .2mancipauiry potential of the arts has never been nuire vitally needed,
in view of the shallow. puisonally restricting utilitarian values which are beir,g
imposed so these days This creates a general ethos in which the only,
or at least the predominant, values are materialistic Education, at all levels,
is deeply infected by a miasma of mean-minded managerialism, often to the
exclusion or severe limitation of a concern for significant learning students
are explicitly referred to as products. and schoolchildren as 'units of income'

The an., offer great scope for i)pening real possibilities of more humanly
meaningful and co. thzed %aloes ing.

other school sully...cis. for example history. if well taught, can have a
similar personally meaningful, liberating influence. But the scope of the arts is
much NA kILt. since the arts can take as their subject matter almost any life-
issue.

This uriderlines the importance and Hist-pal-al 'e significance of the first
theme of this hapter, namely the ollec; way ot values I-11r it is only by devel-
oping the capacity to see, and understand objectively. in their own terms.
other values that we can expand our horizons. Subjectivism woukl imprison
us Ines( ipalily in our prejudices. preoinceptions, associations. Coriolanus rWs
'There is a world elsew here. There are w nlds of values elsewhere which can

availab'e to us and our students. I), it only through an objective expansion
ot nir horizons of :magmative understanding

simme 196K 1611 points out how tragically oftel we intrnt what
tither people are thinking and feeling. That ;s, we constme their tluni.thts and
k'el.rig tr (elms of our own. we impose (nir subjective values upon them
because we have not developed the imaginative. objective capacity to rinve
out ft( mrn mur own prer:oncepikiim in order to apprecflde what thev. the other
pc. ople. think. fuel value cons crsan( mn 110_onic., a dialogue between (eaf

There is, ot course, nothing autinnane about the liberating influence of
the arts It. as I aigue, the rts can powerfully educate values, then the% can
bv .1 tur iii imaging &sink tis c as ss ell as consinktwe atfitucie Nfoici ,

t)
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some art is cliché-udden, bland, supeificialind thus serws meiely to win-
force the U ivial values Nk hich are so piek.dent in society, such art does nothing
to open for students a greater integrity of deeper. more discriminating values,
more truthful understanding of life.

In short, the value of the education in the values which can he learned
from the arts depends upon the character of the arts taught, and how they are
taught. There can be no substitute for sincerely committed, high quality, highly
educated Leachers. With such teachers there is profoundly meaningful and
varied potential in the arts for the education of values, and thus for expanded
and enriched possibilities of being.

There could lie fl ) more imp utant aim in educatuin.

Notes

1 This misguided notion of generic arts cames the inevitable logical consequence of
a single general artistic understanding, Le. which can be achieved by any of the arts,
just as the same muscle can be developed by means of any of various exercises.
When 'ptIILd )tit cleat lv like this the contention i.an clearly be seen .IN senseless,
but ako clangenius, since it would legitimize a reduction in arts provision. That this
is no idle danger is revealed by the fact that the Principal of one (ollege was
considering closing the art department on the grounds that the students' aesthetic
education could be catered fiir in their dance. And, in the rationale of a proposed
degree for arts teachers, another institution stated. 'the days of the separate arts
subjects are numbered The generic arts doctrine of the Arts in Schools Prgject was
ited in justification. For a more detailed refutation ot the misconceived ruitton of

the arts as a generic winniumtv. see Best (1992a. 1992b, torthcoming).
For a more tluirough discussum of this imp irtant but widely overkioked distinctu
see Best (1993a: (it. 12). For an alternative act( tutu, see ML F1'e's splendid book,
I itileistaikiing flance i1992 ch

3 See Note 1 for a similarly unintelligible assumption ot a general faculty or under-
standing Aesthetic cilia-atrial construed ( understandably i in this way is. of course.
even more senseless and dangerous to the arts (see Best. 198)).

4 See Best (1993b, 1995), where I expose a clear example of iin arts educator who is
st) immersed in subjectivist ways of thinking that he cannot recognize them. and the
self defeating contradictuins they impose on his ,,wn work

C See Best (1993a Ch. 1) for an account of the Myth, which continues to impose
disastrous dalllage on education generally. 1-1(4 ()lily on the arts

6 This statement needs some qualificatutn See lk-st I 1993 Ch 121
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Chapter 8

Food, Smoking and Sex: Values in
Health Education

Michael Reiss

ABSTRACT .cc-bool health education generally fails to consider
the values it wishes to promote and those that it actually does. After
examining education about food, smoking education and sex edu-
cation. I suggest that only a limited amount qt health education
takes place in schools. Rather, what we have is a fOrm of
health training in which little consideration is given to how the
intouled outcomes of such !mining relate 10 the aims qf education
generally. Health training can do a certain ainount good: more
often, though, it has little effect. At its worst. health training can
lower self-esteem (Ind increase disaffection with schooling. It can
even lead to poorer health, partly because a person with louvered
self-esteem is, other things being equal, less healthy. and partly
because unhealthy belnwiours may be adopted by students as a
um. of distancing themselves floni the values espoused by their
schools

Justice is loveliest, and health is best,
But sweetest to obtain is heart's desue
Inscribed on the entrance of the temple of Leto al Del(is

Qty tied IA Aristotle in Me Ftlocsi

Introduction

Everyone is in favour of better health. but what precisely should be the aims
of school health education and what values should health educatum seek to
espouse and promote? In attempting to answer these questions. I will first
outline the values one might expect health educaticin to seek to foster. I will
then examine instances of health edu(atitm in the 1K, paying particular :men-
non to education about food, to smoking education and to sex education.
These three areas of health education have been chosen because they raise
somewhat different values related issues and at the sanw tune me signifirant
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components of sdlool health education I am inteiested in seeing to what
extent such programmes exhibit the fundamental values one might expect
them to. My overall conclusion is that only a limited amount of health educa-
tion takes place in UK schools. Rather, what we generally have is a form of
health training in which little consideration is given to how the intended
outcomes of such training relate to the aims of education generally. At best
such health training does a limited amount of good, more often it has little
effect, failing to interact significantly with pupils; at worst it lowers self-esteem,
increases disaffection with formal education and leads to poorer health.

What Values Might we Expect Health Education to Foster?

We can approach this question from two directions. First, by considering health
education as a subset of education; second, by considering health education
in relation to the values encapsulated in medical and nursing ethics.

By considering health education as a subset of education, we might ex-
pect it to promote such values as personal autonomy, respect for persons,
impartiality and pursuit of truth (Peters, 1966; Wilson, 1990; Halstead, in this
volume). Because the whole subject of values in education is considered
throughout this book, 1 shall not examine these in detail here, though their
significance for panic ular instances of health education will be considered
later. We can note, though, that we might expect a debate within health edu-
cation aliout the extent to which absolute values exist or whether they :are
culturally specific; about whether schools should advocate a particular set (if
values or enable pupils to develop their own; and about how schools should
hest address a plurality of views among parents.

By considering health education in relation to medical and nursing ethics,
we might expect it to operate within a framework of respect for autonomy,
noninaleficence (not doing harm), beneficence (doing good) and justice. These
are the four main ethical positions front which medical and nursing practice
are generally examined (see Beauchamp and Childress, 1989).

Now it is enct mraging, and hardly surprising, that there is a considerable
degree of correspondence between the core values espoused, at least in theory,
in the two disciplines of education and medicine. From an educational point
of view the only one of the tour main medical ethkal positions which perhaps
sounds a little strange is that of nonmaleficence. It could be argued that this
is because doctors and nurses have been more aware than teachers of the
harm they may do to those in their care, and that educators would do well to
include this apparently more modest aim amongst theirs.

Education about Food

Ii nught be thought that health education about food is relatively uncontrover-
sial. Aher all, it might be posited, surely schools should simply be providing

1
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healthy food and encouraging pupils to develop healthy eating habits. There
is some truth in this assertion, but it oversimplifies in at least four main ways.
First, it fails to acknowledge the uncertainty that e.ists as to what precisely is
healthy Jbod and what are healthy eatir.g habits. Second, it fails to recognize
the fact that the functions of foods and eating are not simply to maintain
physical health. Third, it fails to appreciate that many of the values placed
around fi )(ids and the eating of them are culturally constructed. Fourth, it fails
to address the fact that apparent instances of unhealthy eating are patently not
being rectified by the current provision of education about food.

Let me illustrate these problems with some examples. We can start with
the recent publication of a major piece of research in primary schools by a
group of leading science educators involved in the Primary Science Processes
and Concept Exploration Project (Osborne, Wadsworth and Black, 1992). As
part of the study children in primary schools were presented with a range of
foods and asked to identify those whic.i they considered to be healthy. How-
ever, the vie- the researchers are of more interest than the children. The
researche ategorized the food into three groupings - healthy, indeterminate
and unhe,nithy

Healthy fo()ds were considered to be lettuce, orar4, , apples, juice,
rice

Indeterminate foods were meat, bread and potatoes. Whilst they can
form part of a healthy diet, fatty meat, white bread and chips all have
particular health problems associated with their consumption.

I'nhealthy foods were sugar, chips, coke, burgers, crisps, sweets and
biscuits. (Osluirne, Wadsworth and Black. 1992.33)

The fundamental problems with a division of foods into healthy and
unhealthy ones even if we assume, for the moment, that the aim of health
education is to promote physical health is that such an approach fails to
realize that the physical health benefits of a food depend on its overall con-
tribution to a person's diet and on the individual characteristics of each of us.
There is something patently absurd (one might have hoped) about identifying
only lettuce, orange, apples, juice and rice of the named foods as healthy.

The value of a food depends not just on the tood but on the one who eats
it. For example, people of average weight who take a reasonable amount of
active exercise are unlikely to be harmed by burgers and chips, even if eaten
regularly over many years, unless they have a quite rare congenital disorder
which causes them to have abnormally high blood cholesterol levels irrespec-
tive of what they eat. To cite a more extreme case where the particular char-
acteristics of the perm ni eating the ff >od are paramount. most of us enjoy peanuts.
but they can be fatal to someone who suffers from anaphylaxis, a condition
tn)m which a few people die each year in the 11K.

It should not he thought that the example of education about food I have
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quoted is atypical A peat many biology and science textbooks similarly cat-
egorize foods as healthy or unhealthy. It might he objected that these are
biology or science, rather than health education, publications. Unfortunately.
the value of this distinction is dimmed by the empirical observation that chil-
dren usually learn far more about food in biology lessons than they do in
health education, PSE or PSHE lessons (personal observation; cf. Whiny, Rowe
and Aggleton, 199-1).

A related problem of much teaching about foods is that it fails to acknowl-
edge the academic uncertainty that exists about the subject. True, good evid-
ence exists to show that a shortage of certain items in our diet can be harmful
- for example insufficient vitamin A can lead to blindness, insufficient vitamin
C results in scurvy, insufficient protein leads to kwashiorkor and insufficient
energy intake results in marasmus (starvation). However, the evidence that an
excess of certain items in our diet can be harmful is far less clear cut. Take, for
instance, the assertion that a high level of saturated fats in the diet is associated
with an increased risk of coronary heart disease. Yes, there is now good
evidence that, in a number of Western countries, including the UK, people
who end up with coronary heart disease are more likely to have high levels
of saturated fats in their diet. However, this does not mean that cutting down
on the level of saturated fats in your diet will necessarily decrease your risks
of suffering from coronary heart disease. In particular, if you exercise suffi-
ciently and are not overweight, you can probably eat saturated fats to your
heart's content.

So far we have not challenged the assumption that education about food
should promote physical health, or, to be more exact, knigevity. On reflection.
however, it is immediately clear that it one of the major aims of education is
to enable people to maximize their longevity, we should also try to stop them
from participating in a wide range of leisure activities (including swimming.
mountaineering and skiing), travelling by car, choosing dangerous careers or
acting selflessly (for example, rescuing strangers from fires). Incredible as it
may sound, much of school health education fails to acknowledge that life
consists of rather more than trying to live for as long as possible. This is
despite the fact that almost all the health education materials regularly used in
initial teacher training and INSET include open-ended exercises in which
participants debate the concept of health, almost invariably concluding that
health is more than the absence of disease (for example, Williams, Roberts and
Hyde, 1989).

Now this is not, of course, to deny that while the quality of life is impor-
tant, enjoyment of good health requires that one he alive. Given this, it is most
unfortunate that those eating habits that possibly do most to lead to premature
death and to decrease the quality of life are still rarely addressed in school
health education. I refer to anorexia nervosa, bulimia and other eating disorders.

Anorexia nervosa is a condition in which people do not eat enough even
though they have access to food. From a national perspective, 90-95 per cent
()I all sufferers are female, usually in the 15-25 year age range Often a perm m
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with anorexia is extremely interested in food hut an obsession with her figure
caw her to eat less and less and to lose more and more weight. In the DK
pro, iy one in 200 women aged 15-25 will suffer from the disease. There is
not a single cause, but expert counselling often reveals deep-seated psycho-
logical problems for the person or her family. Anorexia starts a defence against
these problems, hut then gets out of hand. Sonic 50 per cent of people with
anorexia recover within two to five years.

Estimates as to the total frequenc, of eating disorders are uncertain but
the majority of women spend a large proportion of their lives linen g
unsuccessfully to diet, while probably over 10 per cent have what may De
described as serious eating disorders. For anyone who goes on to develop an
eating disorder most school education about food is, at best, completely irrel-
evant This is because such education is predicated on an assumption that
factual knowledge about food is sufficient to result in good eating habits.
Accurate knowledge about food is, of course, necessary, hut in no way suffi-
cient for healthy eating habits (cf. Booth, 199,4). It is also salutary to note that
Dee Dawson, who runs a residential clinic for anorexic and bulimic teenagers,
believes that the way the UK media reported the specimen meals !isted in the
1994 Committee on M«lical Aspects of Food Policy recommendations will
lead to more cases of tcenage anorexia (Young, 1994). 't is still the case that
school health education about food is far more likely to stress the conse-
quences of overeating that the harm resulting from what might be called
iniseating Presumably this is in large measure because It is easier to teach
about overeating than aboz-t avorexia, bulimia or compulsive eating (cf.
Buckroyd, 1989).

Two final problems with mudi health education about food are that it
fails to acknowledge the cultural significance of food, and that it overestimates
11w power of the individual to change her or his eating habits The cultural
significance of food m.r.ifests itself in the way what we eat reflects our eth-
nicity, our nationality, our religion, our social class and our age. Further, most
school children have little control over what they eat. Gill Combes has pointed
out the extent to which health education is highly individualistic in its empha-
sis on individual responsibilities, attributes and skills necessary for achieving
health (Conthes, 1989). This is particularly true of a person's eating habits. Few
of us eat most of our food on our own. Are 1.4-),Fear-olds supposed to tell the
adults giving them their food at home that the whole family is to change its
diet? The notion is unrealistic, particularly when the diet preached in most
health education textbooks requires access to large amounts of fresh fruit and
vegetables, involves meals that take quite a long time to prepare and generally
appears upper-middle class.

Smoking Education

In many schools the bedrock of health education has been smoking education.
Smoking education is more ac t. urately termed anti-smoking educalion* since
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the aim is, almost without exceptior , to stop pupils from smoking. Consider,
for instance, the recent Health Education Authority book Smoking Policies in
Schools (Health Education Authority, 1993). This publication does not dither as
to its aims:

In December 1989 the largest-ever integrated attempt to tackle the
epidemic of smoking among young people in England was launched.
The programme, coordinated by the Health Education Authority with
the Department of Health and the Deparunent for Education (formerly
the Department of Education and Science), aims to reduce smoking
significantly among young people. (Health Education Authority, 1993:7)

No waffle here about the aim being to promote student autonomy; the aim is
straightforwardly one of beneficence. Similarly, at a National Health Education
Conference in November 1994, I heard the speaker at a Keynote presentation
state that smoking. unlike alcohol or sexual health was 'a black and white
issue'. Her declared aim, as a full-time professional worker in health promo-
tion, was to reduce the number of deople smoking. Health promotion, with its
stand of beneficence, arose as a movement alongside traditional health edu-
cation. It is concerned with the creation of a physical and socio-economic
environment which fosters health. Although there are various interpretations
of health promotion, a common central feature is the belief that health im-
provement requires political action to effect structural changes (Tones, 1986;
1991). There is currently a major move in Europe towards health-promoting
schools.

However, a number of objections can be raised to beneficence being the
over-riding aim of smoking education. First, is the aim of beneficence compat-
ible with the wider aims of education? Second, how unequivocal is the evid-
ence that smoking is bad for your health? Third, what are the value judgments
implicit in the promulgation of this doctrine? I shall address each of these in
turn.

Is Beneficence Commitibh, with the Wider Arms of Fducation?

Beneficence is indeed compatible with the wider aims of education, prAided
it is seen a an interim stage. Just as a parent determines much of the behav-
iour of a young child for its own good (instructing it not to touch a stove, for
instance), so a teacher, acting in loam parentis. may validly instruct a pupil for
his or her own good. However, beneficence needs to recede in prominence
a, a child ages. People do not remain at schools for the whole of their lives.
Part of the role of a sc hool i to enabf: its charges to live in the world beyond
school. The 1988 Education Reform Act asserts that the curriculum for a main
tamed school needs to prepare 'pupils for the opportunities, responsibilities
and experiences of adult life (Great Britain, Statutes, 1988 .1). This entails,
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THE AIMS OF FOREST

1 To maintain the right of adult individuals to freedom of choice and in particular their
rights to personal pursuits such as tobacco smoking

2. To assist in edocating the public, smokers and non-smokers alike, on all aspects of
the smoking and health controversy.

3 To resist all unwarranted interference in this field, and in particular to counter biased
a1legations and exaggerated propaganda from whatever source

4 To protect the travelling smoker from unfair discrimination in public transport and to
ensure adequate provision of smoking accommodation of .milar standards to that
provided for the non-smoker Equally to uphold and acknowledge the rights of non
smokers through courtesy and consideration.

5 To make representations as and when necessary to government at all levels and
other organisations on behalf of the tobacco consumer

6 To maintain the independence of FOREST to express views to this end.

Figure 8 1 The aims of FOREST (Freedom Orgamsatior for the Right to Enjoy Smoking
Tobacco
Source Application Form of FOREST, 2 Grosvenor Gardens, L ondon SW1W ODH

inter alia, allowing pupils to explore, in a safe educational environment, the
reasons why people do certain things. Ironically, many school health educa-
tion programmes give pupils more of an opportunity to look in a balanced
way. at the reasons why some people use solvents and other illicit drugs than
at the reasons why some people smoke

Is Smoking Bad firr Your Ikalth.-

That smoking is bad for your physical health is agreed by the oY erwhelming
majority of doctors and health education experts. However, it is worlying that
what evidence there is on the benefits to one's physical health of smoking
never appear in school materials. For example. consider the book pubhsned
by the Health Education Authority (1993) which lists five pages of resources
Included amongst these are such titles as '7ineards a smoke-five generation ,

'Seven ages of moron'. 'flow to become an ex-smoker and 'Smoke-free humpe
series'. None of the publications listed argues the other side of the case

The main organization that exists to protest against what it describes as
the 'anti-;moking industry' is FOREST (Freedom Organisation for the Right to
Enjoy Smoking Tobacco). Its aims are given in Figure 1. FOREST is an organ-
ization, part of whose funding comes from companies involved in the nunu-
facture and sale of tobacco. It is not, on its own, an impartial organization. but
its resoutces, when used along those produced by ASH (Action on Smoking
and Health) and other anti-smoking organizations, can help to ensure a more
balanced education.
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One of the arguments put forward by FOREST is that there is increasing
medical evidence that an inverse relationship exists between the risk of devel-
oping Alzheimer's disease and the number of cigarettes smoked. This would
mean that nicotine intake, though associated with a decrease in life expect-
ancy, may he associated with an improved quality of life before death. Articles
describing the benefits of smoking to physical health have now been pub-
lished in a large number of reputable, refereed journals including The Lancet,
British Medical Journal, British Journal (?f Psychiatry and New Scientist.

My intention in all this is not, of course, to argue that school health
education should advocate smoking, but that it has a duty to he accurate about
the health consequences of smoking. I fear that some people do not like the
fact that what may once have seemed to he totally unambiguous namely that
smoking is bad for physical health is now less clear cut

What are the Value Judgments Implicit III the Ilessage that you
S'hould not Smoke.'

It might seem odd to suggest that the message 'you should mit snicike. is
value-laden. However, it is for a number of reasons. For one thing. in asserting
this, schools are passing judgment on tlaise people, including parents and
guardians. who smoke. For another, sinoking is increasingly a working class
phem iniemin Diatribes against smoking, particularly when delivered by mid-
dle-class teachers, are increasingly likely to be unconsciously perceived as an
attack on the values ot the home. Graham (19-70) and Combes ( l98()) have
explored exactly why it is that sonic people smoke. They argue that smoking
'can serve a healthy function (Combes, (98971 I For example, in Graham's
study:

The smoking ot one, or several cigarettes. appears as a way of delin-
eating periods of the dav as both a time for relaxation (putting the feet
up) and a time for social intercourse (having friends in I These are
times when the harassed mother can temporarily escape from the
exactions of full-time motherhood. During such interludes, the chil-
dren ale expected to entertain themselves, for the mother is not on-
ented to them but to herself or to her peer group. The existence ot
these peric,ds w as «nisidered essential IA the individuals if they are
to keep 'their strength up and perform their role with equanimity.

(Graham. 197o.103i

(nher words. even if smoking is physically unhealthy, It 111:ly not he un-
healthy

None of this shoukl he taken to negate the health arguments against
Passive smoking. In Mardi 1988 the I h Government's Independent Scientific
Committee on Sin( tking and I health ki ink luded that several hundred of the king
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cancer deaths in non-smokeis could be attributed to passive smoking. In ad-
dition, the irritant effect of tobacco smoke is wklespread while there is some
scientific evidence that passive smoking increases the risk of coronary heart
disease in non-smokers. I am unaware of any arguments to suggest that health
(in the broadest sense of the term) is improved by passive smoking; indeed,
most non-smokers dislike tobacco smoke. There are, therefore, convincing
ethical arguments for asserting that smokers have a responsibility not to smoke
in the presence of non-smokers, while employers have a responsibility to
provide a smoke-free environment for their workers. This is not the place to
go into the practical resolution of these issues, hut it is worth noting that all
workplaces in the European Union must provide smoke-free rest facilities by
199().

Sex Education

Of all the topics within health education, sex education is perhaps the one that
is most obviously value-laden. For years criticism that too much of school sex
education takes place in a moral vacuum has come from a number of corners.
In particular. ieligious groups have frequently been suspicious of much of the
sex education taking place in schools. For example, an agreed statement by
members of six major UK religions concluded:

The religious perspective on sexual behaviour and relationships should
be fully and properly presented. Often it is either disregarded or treated
in a casual manner. For example, homosexual acts are sometimes
presented as something entirely natural without any mention that from
the religions point of view they are regarded as other than normal
and physically and spiritually harmful ... Sex education should al-
ways he set within a clear moral framework. Too often the sex edu-
cation given in schools conceals value controversiality and under the
guise of openness imposes determinant values on pupils at variance
with their own family and religious beliefs.

( Ashrat, Mabud and Mitchell. 1991:()

So what should be the overall aims of school sex education? Three main ones
can he suggested: the development of personal autonomy, the promotion of
responsible sexual behaviour, and the internalization of accepted norms. I

shall look briefly at each of these in turn.

77)e Development qf Personal Autonomy

I larris (1971) and1(ines (1989), botli writing flinn a philosophical perspective,
have argued that sex education should promote rational sexual autonomy. It
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is generally agreed that rational personal autonomy is exhibited by people
who act intentionally, with understanding and without external controlling
influences that determine their actions (cf. Haworth, 1986). A considerable
amount of schml sex education ciok.s indeed aim to realize these conditions.
Good sex education can increase relevant knowledge, help students to make
their own decisions about their sexuality, help them develop assertiveness
skills and bolster their self-esteem (Reiss, 1993).

"The Pronwtion of Re.sponsible Sexual Behaviour

Construed narrowly, autonomy says nothing about liow we should behave to
One another. Most moral philosophers, particularly since Kant, hold that others
should he treated as of equal worth to oneself, and one of the aims oil- sex
education is often held to he the pmmotion of responsible sexual behaviour.
However, precisely what constitutes responsible sexual behaviour is more
problematic. One can say that sexual relationships should be caring and non-
exploitative, but how preci do such worthy words trat,slate into specific
behaviours and lifestyles? For instance, are only monogamous sexual relation-
ships responsible? And what about sexual relationships outside marriage and
homosexual relationships? Any answers involve making value judgments. It is
perhaps for this reason that few sex education materials written from a secular
perspective give answers to such questions. Rather they prefer to raise the
issues and encourage informed discussion

77.)e haernalization oJ Acceptcd .Vorms

Some schools see their aim to be to encourage pupils to adopt particular
values. For example, many Roman Catholic schools intend their pupils, inter
alia, to hold that sexual intercourse should be practised within marriage with-
out the use of artificial contraception. A school with a particular religious
affiliation is not, of course, disqualified from the need to prepare its pupils for
life in a society where many people do not share its vicws. However, it has
been argued that a school that adopts a particular relious framework foi its
moral ethos can still embrace such liberal educational values as the develop-
ment of autonomy in its pupils (McLaughlin, 1992). At the very least, though,
the promotion of a particular religious viewpoint opens a school to the risk of
unjustifiable indoctrination. On the other hand, of course, a school w, hi h
operates within a predominantly agnostic framework may equally run the tisk
of unjustifiably indoctrinating its pupils. Just as health education can, often
unwittingly, be racist (Pearson, 1986) or sexist (Baker and Davies, 1989). so It
tan be what might be termed reNionist.
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What Happens in Practice?

The reality of sex education in the UK generally differs considerably front the
ideal. Surveys of young people show that most schools provide little effezlive
sex education beyond a minimal biological knowledge of conception, contra-
ception and physical changes at puberty (Allen, 1987; Ray, 199-t; Shuster and
Osborne, 1994). Reasons for this prosumably include the uncertain place of
sex education in the curriculum, the absence of a widely agreed frainewolk for
sex education, pressures on the timetable, a lack of confidence among many
teachers in dealing with controversial and sensitive issues, and a plethora of
apparently contradictory advice from national government.

Conclusions

Too much health education fails to examine the values it intends to promote.
Katherine Weare points out that educaticm differs in cm training in that training
can he characterized as encouraging people to acquire a set of pre-set beliefs.
habits and values. (it anted this, much of what is presented as health education
is. in reality, health training ( Weare. 1992). Health training can do a certain
aim iunt of go(K.I. more often, though, it has little effect and fails significantly
to affect pupil attitudes or behaviour An occasional lesson parading the vir-
tues of fibre or the vices of cigarettes generally achieves little. At its worst.
health training may lower self-esteem and increase disaffection with schooling.
ft can even lead to poorer health, partly because a person with lowered self-
esteem is. coeris paribus, less healthy. arld partly because unhealthy behav-
iours nuy he adopted by students as a way of distancing themselves from the
values espoused by their schools

Teachers of health education need to reflect on the values they seek to
promote. It is easy to say that schools should enable their students to develop
the values of personal autonomy, respect for persons, impartiality and the
pursuit of truth. but how can this he achieved in health education? Teachers
of health education need to he factually well informed about the area in which
they are teaching. able to implement a range of teaching methodologies to
enable learning, and capable of analyzing the values they seek to promote. A
demanding set of criteria! And yet, unless these criteria are met, health educa-
tion is unlikely to be both effective and morally justifiable.
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Chapter 9

Richard Pring

ABSTRACT: An examination of the rahws undeipmning govern-
mental education pf day m recent yeaiN draw: attention to a
potential clash of values betuven the pursuit (!l" intellectual excel
lence and the emphasis On mcational pieparatum. After a critic-al
examination of both sets of rabies, the chapter aigues that there is
a need to look mom fUndamentally at what it means to educate
the whole perso/i and sii44ects that this may hest be achieved
through the incorporation of vocational ralioN within liberal
education rurally. the aigument is placed in the wider percp,ctire
cf a soCita phdoSOphi Which. Sadly. mtlitateN rigatrw the liberal
values u.hich are intrinsic to education

Introduction

There has been a deeply rooted feeling that schools are failing children and
the community This is reflected in the behef that schools are not preparing
young people adequately tOr the world of work, that students are ill-prepared
psychologically tor an unpredictable future; that standards of academic attain-
ment are too low, and that too many lack even the basic skills of literacy and
numeracy. So many dissatisfied people add up to a strong pTessure for reform.
I fence, the range of educati(mal kgislati(m ,,ver the last fit-teen sears, the most
significant of hich was the Educaticm Reform Act of 19M

In the late 1 ()Nis, the Black Papers argued that standards in schools were
falling and that there was a need to return to more traditional values which
had been neglected in the pursuit ot equality thniugh the creation of compre-
hensive schools. The equably of the many had undermined the quality of the
few Social aims had replaced those of intellectual excellence. The Black Pa-
pers represented one kind of traditional value values located in the subject
traditions of the sciences, arts and humanities w hich embodied a notiim ot 'the
perfection of the intellect'. Standards were protected in well-established sub-
wets, performance in which was assessed lw fornul examinations (see Cox
and I) son, 1 969I

Academics were uc n al( me in expressing concern cr ,,tandard-. Ernplc)yers
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were critical, too, though they appealed to other measures of success, namely,
relevance to the world of work. (!tilitr should have a place in schools, and
what is taught should relate more closely to economic needs, as these are
defined by employers (see Confederation of British Industry, 1989).

Criticism did not go unnoticed by government. Future policy was re-
flected in the speech of the Prime Minister, Mr Callaghan, at Ruskin College
Oxford in October 1976. The theme was about the 'preparation of the future
generations for life'. Education needed to be more 'relevant': first, in the pro-
vision of the basic skills which many school leavers lacked but which industry
needed; second, in the development of a more positive attitude towards indus-
try; third, in greater technological know-how; fourth, in the development of
personal qualities. This speech set the tone and the agenda for the reform of
education and training which has proceeded apace during the last fifteen
years. Thus, in introducing the second reading of the Bill for Educational
reform, Mr Baker felt able to say:

Our education system has operated over the past 40 years on the basis
of the framework laid down by Rab Butler's 19+1 Education Act, which
in turn built on the Balfour Act of 1902 We need to inject a new
vitality into that system. It has become producer-dominated. It has not
proved sensitive to the demands for change that have becom.2 ever
more urgent over the past 10 years. This bill will create a new frame-
work which will raise standards, extend choice and produce a better
educated Britain (Hansard, 1987-88:771).

But already we can see a potential clash of values: between, on the one
hand, stress upon intellectual excellence indifferent to vocational preparation,
and, on the other, emphasis upon relevance to the workplace; between, on
the one hand, importance attached to liberal values, protected within an inde-
pendent academic tradition, and, on the other, a shift from producer domi-
nated control of NN'ILII should he learnt to that of the consumer or, indeed, of
government; between, on the one hand, the status accorded to theoretical and
intrinsically worthwhile studies and, on the other, the need for more practical
and relevant programmes of learning.

It is this p()tential clash of values which I wish briefly to explore in this
chaptei - in particular, how different traditions, representing different sets of
value, might be reconciled. Such a task takes us into t he area of ethics certainly

after all, we are questioning what knowledge is of most worth; but it also
raises questions in s()cial philosophy concerning the authority with which
different people seek to control the educati(m and training system. It is not
simply a matter ()1 what is w(wthwhile. It is also a flutter of who decides what
is of m)st worth.

Th..: chapter, therefore, is divided as follows. First, I spell out what seem
to he the educational values as these are espressed within a particular tradition
of liberal education. Second, I look critically at these in particular at 14-ie
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rather narrow interpretation of liberal education which leaves so many inedu-
cable. Third, on the other hand, I argue against the vocationahzing of educa-
tion which is reflected especially in the reforms tor those who are classed as
less able. Fourth, there is a need to look more fundamentally at what a means
to educate the whole person - where the 'hest that has been thought and said'
might be reconciled with the vocationally relevant. Finally, I shall place all this
in the wider perspective ot a social philosophy which, sadly, militates against
the liberal values w Inch arc inuirr-Ak to education

Liberal Education

Lord Quinton, in his Vit. tor Cook lecture, describes what in his view is the
relation between culture, education and values. By culture he especially refers
to high culture', namely, 'the summit (if intellectual achievement, measured
by established intellectual and literary values' (Quinton. 1992: 14). In this, IR
refers with approbation to what Arnold describes as 'the best that has been
thought and said and to Eliot's 'interest in, and some ability to manipulate,
abstract ideas'. The job of the teacher, as educabw, is to introduce the learners
to this world of ideas and to initiate them into the hest that has been thought
and said

There is, in other words, an independent educational tradition, the result
of critical thinking, scholarship and research, which transcends economic or
political need. Rather than serving the worthwhile life, such a tradition is
constitutive of it. And the teacher, in introducing the young learners to that
tradition, will value a canon of literature and art which that critical tradition has
picked out and selected as illustrative of the best. 'That canon defines what
one ought to have read and understood, at least in reasonably large part, if one
is to count as an educated person (1992:11). We need to explore a little this
idea of liberal education, especially as Quinton sees it to be endangered by
those who impose more instrumental purposes upon education either those
or meeting econininc needs or those ot prontriting social goals such as that of
a more equal societ%

One major criticism of the liberal ideal :s that it pnimotes a particular set
of values 'the besl that has been thought and said' - which is not shared by
a great number ot people. Who is authorized to sav what literature everyone
should value or what history everyone should study? One of the dangers that
Quinton identifies to his idea of the educated person is a kind of cultural
relativism in which the teacher is deprived of authority in promoting what is
objectively Wc hw

One way of defending such values those values pertaining to the studies
which everyone should pursue if they are to be counted amongst the educated
- is to locate them among the necessary conditions of acting and thinking as
a distinctively human being. Thus the intellectual disciplines at their best not
only help to develop the capacity to think and to reason. they are constitutive
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of that capacity. To think at all is to think scientifically, historically, mathemati-
cally, morally, aesthetically and so on. To introduce children to particular
literatures is to introduce them to a way of thinking, reflecting, criticizing,
appreciating constitutive of what it means to think. And to ask the question
'Why are these studies worthwhile?' is tantamount to asking seriously why one
should learn those things which enable one to answer the questions which
puzzle one.

Hence, essential to the liberal tradition is a belief that certain studies and
activities are intrinsically worthwhile; they require no utilitarian justification;
they partake in a tradition of critical thinking, which is constitutive of the life
of the mind we have inherited and which raises us above the purely animal
mode of existence, making us distinctively human. Such intrinsically worth-
while activities do not depend for their value upon the pleasure or support
which they receive from a consumer. Standards are not defined in terms of
popularity in the market place. Indeed, education must be producer domin-
ated, because the producers are the experts, the authorities, able and author-
ized t() define wlut count as standards within the different forms of knowledge
or intellectual disciplines or aesthetic traditkms

Education, therefore, has been understandably producer-dominated. The
universities particularly have defined what areas of knowledge and under-
standing are important for young people to learn and what, within those areas.
needs to be selected. It is in such places that Oakeshott's 'conversation be-
tween the generations of mankind takes place, directed only by the conver-
sation itself (see Oakeshott, 1972). l!niversities. and schools guided lw the
universities, initiate the next generation into that con \ .ersation enabling it to
listen to and to appreciate the voices of poetry and of philosophy, of science
and of history. Tlie selection of what should be contained within the conver-
sation. and the definition therefore of what is worthwhile, are pan of that
conversation. They arise. not from the fiat of a Secretary of State worried about
the usefulness of what i.s learnt, but from within a tradition of scholarship and
critical enquiry. Indeed. the best that has been thought and said is that which
has survived such critical scrutiny.

We need however to remember the chief characteristics of this idea of
liberal education There are authorities. sustained in the main lw universities,
which define and maintain tlicise studies which are intrinsically worthw bile
and the intelligent pursuit of which constitutes the educated perm m. The value
of such studies has mithing to do with usefulness. Indeed, they are best pur-
sued in a context separated from the distractions of the world of business and
economic activity. There is a time and a place to enjoy the world of romance
before one enters the world of precision and of earning a living.

Problems with the Liberal Ideal

The liberal ideal is attractive It challenges the purely instnimental lew of
education in YY hich the value of what is studied is defined solely in terms of
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e«momic oi social usefulness It foc uses upon w hat is distinctively human
the capac it} to think, to reason, to ieflect, to value and to appreciate Fcluca-
min is the initiation into those fotrus of thought \Nhich enable one to like this
chstinctneb, human life It tequires no further tustmcation I !nivel smes thew-
fore should never be m hock to gmernment 1 he spint of ..otacism and of
scholarslup must never he twisted by economic or social piagmansm The
research agenda must arise flom problems within the disciplines not horn
problems which others (governmeot, say) require answers to.

I do not want to reject this liberal ideal. Indeed, it expresses an important
truth at a time when the independence of that tradition of critical enquiry, of
scholarly pursuit of the truth wherever that pursuit might lead, is being chal-
lenged and put in jeopardy. And yet, at the same time, I wish to be critical of
it. Quinton. reflecting upon the expansion of higher education and no doubt
upon the shift in standards as these accommodate a wider range of academic
achievement, says, 'If what has hitherto been taught only to a few is the best
there is, why should it not be made available, as numbers expand, to a larger
number./ I 1992:16 ).

There are two reasons why this liberal ideal, and the values which it
embodies, have prmoked criticism. First, despite the broadening and empow-
ering influence which it claims, it is still seen by many to be, in fact, rather
narrowing. The emphasis upon traditional subject areas, upon the value of
particular content irrespective of whether the learner finds value in it, upon the
authority of the teacher rather than upon the interests of the learner, has led
to the disdain fOr the practical, the doing and the making. There is the kind
of dualism, which Dewey (1916) argued so strenuously against, between theory
and practice, between the academic and the vocational, between thinking and
doing In focusing upon the world of ideas. it has ignored the world of prac-
tice - the world of industry, of commerce and of earning a living. Partly in
criticism of this liberal ideal, the Royal Society of the Arts (RSA) produced its
Capability Manifesto:

There exists in its own right a culture which is concerned with doing
and making and organising and the creative arts. This culture empha-
sises the day to day management of affairs, the formulation and solu-
tion of problems, and the design, manufacture and marketing of goods
and services (RSA, 1980).

The second and connected reason for criticizing the liberal ideal is that it
writes off so many young people as failures. indeed as ineducable - those who
do not come up to the standards which define the educated person within the
academic traditions of the specific subjects. Such young people may well have
their intellectual curic)sity; they' may well take life seriously as a moral under-
taking; they may demonstrate a great deal of practical intelligence and wisdom
in personal relations. liut, in failing the initiation tests of academic success,
they are not regarded as educated. Their voices are not acceptable within the
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conversation between the generations lo paraphiase Quinton, the expansion
of education lies in giving to the many what once was the prerogative of the
few - without much adaptation to the needs or interests of those who are less
capable of or who are less motivated by academic success.

The consequence has been in the past a division between the few who
have been selected as capable of receiving a liberal education the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake through an academic curriculum - and those who
enter adult life either on job-related training schemes or as unskilled workers
prepared only for relatively unskilled work. The former are capable of being
educated; the latter are not.

But this is seen to he unacceptable. First, the country cannot afford to
have so many rejected as ineducable. A highly competitive economic world
needs a more broadly educated and capable workforce. Narrowly focused
training is not good enough. But, second, each person has the capacity to
develop intelligence to learn how to think more effectively, to feel more
-ensitively, to engage more practically, to relate to others more wisely. We
need a broader vision of liberal education which does not reject as unimpor-
tant such capacities.

Vocationalizing the Liberal Ideal

One solution has been to vocationalize the liberal ideal. The Department of
Employment's 1981 White Paper, A Neu. Initiative: A Programme fin-
Action, set the agenda:

The last two years of compulsory schooling are particularly important
in forming an approach to the world of work . . The Government is
seeking to ensure that the school curriculum develops the personal
skills and qualities as well as the knowledge needed for working life,
and that links between schools and employers help pupils and teach-
ers to gain a closer understanding of the industrial, commercial and
economic base of our society. 1981: para. 12 )

And many of the developments over the last few years have implemented that
agenda, striving after greater economic and social relevance in the curriculum.
But the implications of this have not been fully grasped. Certainly there is
much sense in raising questions of relevance and utility. One of the many
benefits which people want to see from education is that of being able to earn
a living. How one works, and what occupation one works in, affect profoundly
the quality of life. But vocational preparation is not in itself the same as being
educated.

First, vocational preparation is often associated with preparation for spe-
cific jobs, one acquires the competences needed for doing a job effectively. As
such that preparation does not have to pass any educational tests it need not
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empower the individual to think or to reason or to evaluate. Indeed, a good
vocational preparation for certain jobs may require just the opposite, namely,
tlw termination of curiosity, the dulling of creativity, the unquestioning accept-
ance of authority.

Second, the goals of learning derive no longer from within the different
disciplines of enquiry but from an analysis of the jobs which have to be done.
The authorities are not the academics or the teachers; they are the employers.
Vocational teachers, therefore, dcliv r someone else's curriculum; they are the
experts on the means to the achievement of goals, not on the goals themselves.

The distinction between educational and vocational aims is ;mportant, the
former referring to those activities which are intrinsically worthwhile, the latter
to those which are economically or occupationally useful; the former referring
to an engagement between teacher and learner, the outcomes of which cannot
be clear, the latter to outcomes which the employers have specified. These
differences are not necessarily incompatible. A uscful activity, such as making
an anefact to sell, can also be educative, developing skills and critical powers
which help constitute a worthwhile form of life. Activities which produce the
out( omes defined by employer,- might nonetheless be chosen bv teachers
because, as well as leading to those outcomes. they also embody values which
are educationally justified. The well-trained carpenter may be so taught that he
or she comes to appreciate aesthetically the artefacts produced.

Nonetheless, there are dangers that, in the pursuit of vocational relevance.
the values of a liberal education might he undermined. A concern for the
economically useful can jeopardize those activities which, however education-
alk valuable, have no obvious occupational relevance. It is not withoat signifi-
cance that, in the reform of the National Curriculum, the humanities and the arts
have become optional from the age of 1-1. whilst the sciences and the math-
ematics remain compulsory. And vet is it not through the arts and the human-
ities that young people are encouraged to explore what it is to be human and
what constittites a w(wthwhile form of life:,

More significant, however, is the shift in language through which the
educational enterprise is described and evaluated. The language of vecilic
outcomes enters the account of education such that the transaction which takes
place between teac her and learner becomes instead the relatii in between in-
put invested and output evected Education bec( miles one amongst several
,:ommodities competing for customers on the open market. Value is measured
by per!:irmance indicators spelt out in terms of economic relevance. Ques-
tions about educational goals give way to questions about means to non-
educational ends. Academic judgment submits to bureaucratk audit. Knowledge
and understanding, imagination and creativity are reduced to the standardized
language of competences tliereby glossing over key distinctions in the descrip-
tion of the life of the mind wl.ich education aims to foster leachers no longer
deliberate about the aims of education as part of their pnifessional respons-
ibility; instead they deliberate about the means to achieve externally imposed
ends as part of their craft
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The seriousness of this shift of language is yet to be acknowledged
namely, the adoption of metaphors from the world of business in place of
those which have normally described that transaction between teacher and
learner as together they try to make sense of, to find value in or to examine
critically. Hence, the effort by the National Council for Vocational Qualifica-
tions to reduce the complex life of learning to lists of competences. Hence,
too, the attempt to separate the pmduct from the proce:-; learning, assess-
ment from the curriculum.

Making compatible the educational and the vocational aims of learning
should not require the impoverishment of education itself. But it does require
revisiting what we mean when we talk about educating the whole person.
Possibly the problems we encounter arise from an unexamined idea of edu-
cation. And it is significant that the reforms of the curriculum have been ac-
companied by so link. exploration of these deeper ethical questions.

Educating the Whole Person

Educatkm is an evaluative term. We talk about educational activities or edu-
cated people. In doing so. we claim that those activities or those people are in
some sense good, that they meet certain criteria which merit approval, that
they are deserving of praise, that they embody certain values. In other words,
education refers to the development of valued activities and persons.

Those values relate to what we regard as distinctively human. There are
many other sorts of values many activities to which we attach value (such
as eating and drinking and lying in the sun) which we do not necessarily
regard as educational. The pleasures that they bring are not valuable from a

distinctively human point of view. The qualities which they engender are not
regarded as forming the person in a distinctively human way.

But other activities are. These are generally activities which help form the
intellect and the capacity to think and to reason. Such activities are education-
all, valuable if they lead to the person being able to think and reason more
effectively and intelligently. The educated person is distinguished by a well
formed mind. able to engage knowingly and intelligently with a range of
problems.

R.S. Peters, therefore, defined education as the initiation into worthwhile
activities, such activities being worthwhile because they provide a 'cognitive
perspective', a capacity to know. to understand, to engage critically and intel-
ligently from a broadly balanced point of view. Certain activities are educa-
tional because they, rather than others, provide this perspective. Other activities
would not be educational because, if anything, they dull the mind and lead to
boredom, limit the capacity to think and narrow the person's vision; they
hinder the critical faculties (see Peters, l96().

There are several points we need to remember at this stage. First, educa-
tion is an evaluative term which applies to activities. Second, the evaluation of
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these activities is parasitic upon our idea of an educated person someone
who possesses certain qualities of which we approve. Third, these qualities are
what makes the person distinctively human and yet which need to be learnt.
Fourth, such qualities such distinctive human qualities are normally asso-
ciated with the capacity to think, to know, to understand, to reason.

There will always be disagreement over the idea of an educated person
over the precise qualities that we should promote and over the kinds of

knowledge and understanding which we should regard as important. And
these controversies are deeply embedded in ethical questions which are the
very stuff of philosophy. The answers will reflect particular moral traditions,
particular ethical standpoints. For that reason any educational system must
always be able to accommodate disagreements about ends to be pursued. It
must always find room for different moral traditions and provide support for
their respective understandings of the educated person. Education must never
be handed over to government which too often seeks uniformity when there
are no grounds for consensus, and which too often promotes an idea of the
educated person determined more by political and economic than by moral
considerations. Indeed, there is a danger that government may fear too much
education in this broadly liberal sense. After all, there may be limits tc the
number of people that society can tolerate who have the capacay and dispo-
sition to reflect seriously about political issues and about the economic and
social goals which government establishes.

Being human and becoming more so is what is picked out by the concept
of the educated pcison. What then are these distinctively human qualities
essential to being more fully a person?

First, a person is capable of knowing, of understanding, of reasoning. To
grow as a person is to acquire those differentiated forms of knowledge through
which experience is organized and made sense of. To be a person is to have
a mind, and to have a mind is to have the capacity to enter into the different
forms of knowing through which each of us is able to understand the physical
world, the world of personal and social relations, the world of moral ideas and
moral ideals, the world of beauty and of imagination. In the absence of that
capacity characterized by concepts, ideas, forms of judgment, modes of
enquily then the capacity to act in a distinctively human way is extremely
linnted

Second, one distinctive form of understanding is that of appreciating oneself
and others as persons as distinct centres of consciousness with the capacity
to think, to reason, to criticize, and to feel. This is by no means a trite point.
tiuch a form of understanding can be poorly developed. Too often one lacks
the imagination and the disposition to appreciate things from another's point
of view. A narrowness of experience and of vision precludes an awareness
that others might not see things and feel ahmit them in the same way as
oneself. One might lack the concepts and ideas through which a more impar-
tial examination of an issue might be conducted. Furthermore, even the under-
standing of oneself as a person might he very limited. Young people, for
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example, may have little capacity to reflect upon their own understandings,
reactions and feelings. And they may have little respect for those understandings,
anyway, not having confidence in them, believing that they are of no account.
'Know thyself' is an educational imperative a distinctively human ability
which needs to be learnt through criticism, support and engagement with
others.

Third, person:. are able, if appropriately encouraged and supported, to
exercise control over the general direction or their lives - to contemplate the
'ends worth living for', as well as the means of achieving them. Such a concern
for the quality of life provides a moral dimension which is distinctively human,
but which needs to be learnt through exposure to 'the best that has been
thought and said', through critical discussion about forms of life and the values
inherent within them, through the formation of habits and dispositions which
embody those values, and through role models and examples. This moral
dimension requires strength of vision and strength of will the formation of
the mind both in terms of the capacity to think about ends to he pursued and
in terms of the determination to pursue those ends despite distractions and
obstacles. Such a moral dimension rises hove the do's and don't's of moral
rules, it is concerned too with the Ideals whLh inspire and motivate, and it is
connected to a sense of personal worth and dignity which enables young
people not to be limited to immediate satisfaction but to have confidence in
aims which transcend the mere pursuit of pleasure and usefulness.

Fourth, persons such as I have described whose ability to know and to
understand the physical, personal and moral worlds requires nurturing and
support - exist necessarily within a social framework. The ideas that we have,
the language we use, and the values whereby we live are initially acquired
from others parents, peers, the school, the wider community. Too much
stress upon individual autonomy has tended to conceal from educational dis-
course the essentially social nature of being a person, and the obligations,
therefore, of people to contribute to those social relationships if they are to
receive the support for their personal development which they need. Such a
social context embraces not just those people with whom one interrelates on
an immediate and personal level, but also the institutions, which are the prod-
ucts of previous generations' struggles and achievements and which incorpo-
rate their own values. Such a social context includes, also, the products of the
deliberations of others long since dead - in hooks, film, art and ritual. Being
a person entails a participation in that social context, and to he more fully a
person is to engage with it critically, actively. It requires political and social
awareness. And it requires those social skills which enable that participa-
tion to take place. A hilly human life requires participation through delibera-
tion and decision making in those social conditions which shape the life of

In sum, therefore, to be a person is to have those forms of knowledge
through which one is able to understand the world and make sense of expe-
rience; it is especially to be able to recognize oneself and others as persons -

Li
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as distinct centres of knowledge and feeling; it is to have the capacity and dis-
position to take responsible control over the direction of one's life, especially
the values worth pursuing, and vet, at the same time, it is to have internalized
the essentially social context of those individual capacities - recognition in
theory and in practice of the interdependence with previous and present gen-
erations in the acquisition of those differelit forms of knowledge, of the under-
standing of one's own humanity and of the moral traditions through which
one is enabled to deliberate about ideals and qualities of life to be pursued.

It is difficult to divorce such a view of the educated person from one who
is vocationally prepared, because the sort of work one does is such an impor-
tant part of the kind of life one is choosing to live, the power one has to direct
that life towards particular ends, the capacity to exercise responsibility and
wntiol over one's own affairs and the contribution one might make to the
social and economic welfare of the wider community.

It is the aim of liberal education to do just that to initiate the young
learners into those t-orms of thought aid feeling through which they might
make sense of the workl and act responsibly and knowingly within it, and
through which they might find their vocation in life. But in doing so such
education must attend to the full range of qualities and understandings and
skills which, through learning, enable young people to become persons in a
fuller sense. Furthenmre, since being a person is not confined to the academi-
c:nil; able, and since the qualities and understandings and skills stretch beyond
those which characterize the academically successful, liberal education must
he more than an initiation into the concepts and principles and modes of
enquiry of a few selected subjects. It must address those personal and social
qualities which enable the young person to live productively and responsibly
within society. It must in that sense he vocational. There is more to being
educated that is. to being formed as a serious and intelligent person than
reaching the attainment targets of the National Curriculum.

Foremost, certainly, is the importance of intellectual development the
capacity to think, to reason, to understand, to be critical. Such a capacity needs
to reflect the logical structures through which public understanding of physical,
personal. social and moral experience is organized. How( ver, this must not be
confused with the acquisition of 'inert ideas', disconnected from the personal
thinking which is effectice in how one sees and acts upon the world. Teaching
is a matter of making intelligible and significant those ideas, let us say, in
cience or in the humanities, which come in an impersonal form. Teachers are

the mediators of a cultural tradition to young learners who are, as it were, on
the outside of those public traditions. They need to be initiated - and that,
more often than not, is made possible through the transaction w hid, takes
place between teacher and learner. Intellectual development requires making
perconal the understandings which are embodied in different intellectual dis-
ciplines but which too often are presented in an impersonal form.

However, that intellectual development must not he confined to theoreti-
cal and academic learning. There is practical intelligence - the ability to 'do'
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effectively and wisely, the know bow which cannot be captured in the k,now that
of propositional knowledge. Such practical inteli;gence needs to be developed
in the doing, rather than in the abstraction from practice, though critically and
reflectively. One learns bow to be a politician or a parent or a worshipper,
helped no doubt by reading, but first and foremost through the endeavour,
critically supported by others, to be a politic"in, parent or worshipper.

Such an education would develop self-ieflecuon the capacity to exam-
ine one's own motives and ideas, to understand oneself as a person, to exam-
in values which guide one implicitly and to ponder alternative goals. Such
a capacity doe:, not come easily, since it struggles against the easy distractions
of a busy social world. It is a capacity which needs encouraging and nurturing.
It requires, too, a belief in oneself a sense of being worthy of self-reflection.

There is a need also to develop in young people a social and political
awareness such that they learn how to participate in those institutions and
communities which shape their lives and affect the sorts of people they be-
come. It is a matter of shifting the balance from individual excellence to one
defined in terms of active and intelligent membership of communities, in which
their identities are formed.

This more vocationalized education is to be contrasted, on the one hand,
with an academic tradition linking liberal education with a narrow form of
academic success, which excludes the majority as ineducable or as failures,
and, on the other hand, with a narrow form of vocational training aimed at the
acquisition of job related competences. Rather does it focus upon the qualities
and capacities, the skills and the understandings, which enable all young people
to live valuable, useful and distinctively human lives. Such an education is not
a pipe-dream. Many teacheN, concerned with the education of all children,
not just for the academically able, have striven to translate such educational

ims into curriculum reality. The Technical and Vocational Education Initiative
was one such attempt within a tradition of prevocational educati xi. Sadly, it
is a tradition which has been ignored in the various reforms of the curriculum.

The Social Context of Education and Training

I have implicitly identified three competing traditions: an academic, a voca-
tional and prevocational. Of course, tins is a simplification. The academic
tradition can be taught in a vocationally relevant way; the vocational tradition
can he liberalized But on the whole the influence of such distinctive traditions
is reflected in the three track system which is emerging post-16 and which
some would wish to start much earlier represented by A Level for some,
(general National Vocational Qualifications for others and National Vocational
Qualifications for the rest.

These different traditions reflect different values concerning the nature
and the purpose of learning. But the most important question lies not in
whether those are the right values but in who should decide what those values
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be. In the liberal tradition, as that has been briefly described, such
people would be the academics, those who had already been initiated into the
conversations which constituted the different intellectual modes of enquiry. In
the vocational tradition, it would be the employers who supposedly know the
competences required for doing a job well. But who are the authorities in the
more broadly conceived education where we seek to develop the whole person,
not just the academic qualities? Has the government any special wisdom here
such that it can define -...hat successful learning is to be?

The teacher is essentially the mediator of cultural traditions - in the sci-
ences and in history, in poetry and in philosophy, in the arts and in religion

through which the important questions, which all persons ask or are capable
of asking, are explored. Too often that culture remains imperson..1 - stuck on
as if with sellotape, of no personal significance to the young learner. But it is

the job of the teacher to help the young learner to see significance in such
texts and artefacts and to he more understanding of and responsible for their
own lives as a result. The teacher therefore must have expertise in that which
is to be communicated and in the mode of understanding and motivation of
those to whom those cultural traditions are being transmitted. Such an exper-
tise lies in enabling all young people to find value where there is lack of
interest, inspi.ation where once there was boredom, meaning where there
once was ignorance.

The control of education, therefore, cannot ignore the expertise and the
authority of the teachers and the academics, since it is they who, profession-
ally, are participating in the deliberations about the quality of life as it pertains
to learners and as it has been explored through literature and history, through
philosophy and the arts. As Morrell argued in his reflections upon the estab-
lishment of the Schools Council:

ointly. we need to define the characteristics of change relying,
whenever possible, on objective data rather than on opinions unsup-
ported by evidence. jointly, we need to sponsor the research and
0-:..velopment work necessary to respond to change. Jointly, we must
evaluate the results of such work, using both judgement and measure-
ment techniques ... jointly, we need to recognise that freedom and
order can no longer be reconciled through implicit acceptance of a
broadly ranging and essentially static consensus on educational aims
and methods ( Morrell, 1966).

Morrell rightly identified the problem, which gave rise to curriculum explora-
tion and reform, as the 'crisis of values' - the lack of consensus over the aims
of education or what counts as an educated person. Such lack of consensus
reflected a deeper lack of consensus over moral values and the quality of life
to be striven for within society. i3ut the answer to the problem was not to
impose a consensus, not to amume that there was no fundamental disagreement.
Rather it was to recognize it and to institutionalize the deliberations about
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what was worthwhile. There can be no certainties in these matters, but there
can be deliberation and there can, as a consequence, be commitment to those
values which seem most reasonable to pursue following such deliberations.

Sadly this has not been accepted in the reforms of the last few years. The
advisory bodies have been abolished; the Schools Council closed down; Her
Majesty's Inspectorate as an independent critical voice emasculated; the
couni...,vailing influence of local education authorities enfeebled; the language
of education impoverished; the curriculum imposed by politicians; the inevi-
tably perennial deliberations over what is worth learning foreclosed.
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Chapter 10

Voicing their Values: Pupils' Moral
and Cultural Experience

Monica J. Taylor

ABSTRACT. Slatuton. inspection of /nipils. nwral mid cultural
detelopment and official guidance documents bare prompwd
schools to review their values education intentions. let alien-

has been paid to pupils and their own part in cifjectire
empouviment. ln this chapter pupils gire roice to their vabws
encounters, mid have their own values perspectWes in their percep-
tions, accounts and actions acknowledged. Their Voices allow us to
hear what values they actually experience in the school ethos,
aspects of the curriculum cincl relationships with teachers and
peers. They also identify the out-of-school billiwnces of parents,
onnmunities. arid the media on their moral and cultural learn-
ing. We learn what pupils value in school the good teacher the
loiyilty and Intsi of friends and learning together in community.
Issues 01 articulation, interpretation and emluation are raised in
making judgnwnts about tallies statenwnts, educatUmal opportuni-
ties and experiences.

Our Chaner
Children should not he beaten up.
Children should not he looked upon as lesser human beings.
Children should have a secure In mile
Children should be fed properly.
Children sht Add be taught to defend themselves.
Children should not he discriminated against when applying tor a

job.
Schoc children should be let out for a time.
Children slumld he heard and believed.
Children should not be kept away from their friends then paients ale

against
(Displayed in a classroom of a mixed, inner city,

laigely multi-ohmic 11-18 secondary school)
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Values Intentions and inspection

This pupil charter sets out several fundamental moral rights which are a pre-
condition of, or should be an integral part of education. As such it demands
standing equal to that of a parents or citizens' charter. That certain pupils
needed to state these basic values is a salutary reminder that for some such
'rights' are by no means automatic. So the school, family and community
contexts offer qualitatively diverse starting points for evaluating pupils' values.
Yet a prevailing social concern about moral values heightened by excep-
tional horrific acts, such as the murder of James Bulger hy two primary school
pupils has resulted in schools, as a focus for the community, being expected
to take a stronger lead in values education and to compensate for the ills of
society as a whole.

In the early 1990s British schools have been exhorted to develop values
statements. The White Paper, Cboi«, and Diversity, recommended that 'any
school should include a clear vision of the values within it, and those of the
community outside' (GliPli of C, 1992: para 1.3u). The erstwhile National
Curriculum Council's discussion paperSpirintal and Moral Development,
suggested 'The ethos of the school may be apparent through a statement
which sets out the values the school Intends to promote and which it intends
to demonstrate through all aspects of its life' (NCC, 1993.7). School values are
explicit in brochures for prospective parents, as well as a range of internal
policies and curriculum documents. Paradoxically, schools' espoused values
arc not always obviously reconcilable with the overarching value of the entre-
preneurial marketplace which they have beer, obliged to adopt. Some schools
have made a virtue of necessity in advertising their pannership with parents;
as Scht )ol C (a virtually white, rural, mixed, 11-18 school) claimed in its bro-
chure, 'the real strength of the school is in sharing problems with parents'.
Parents ch()ose schools not only for academic results but also (and perhaps
mainly) on the ideological value or belief basis of the education offered, ac-
cording to criteria of gender, ability, faith and social class (see Marlleet, Chap-
ter 12). 'While many schools share ccimmon values, they will differ in others,
and those differences are critical in affecting parental choice.' ( NC(;, 1993:8).
It is assumed that the stated values of the scluiol, and those of its pupils'
parents and of the surrounding communities are in concert, or at least are not
antipathetic. Sometimes this is not so.

Following the profile given in the Education Reform Act (GB Statutes,
1988) to the spiritual. moral and cultural development of pupils, guidance
documents from the NCC. such as that on the whole curriculum, on certain
cross-curricular themes, such as citizenship, and on spiritual and moral devel-
opment, have advocated approaches, topics and values. Brief quotations illus-
trate aims and inherent tensions:

The education system . . has a duty to educate Ithel individuals to
think and ak t tiff tlieniselves. with an acceptable set of personal qualities
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and values which also meet the wider social demands of adult life
(NCC, I990a :7 ).

Pupils should he helped to develop a personal moral code and to
explore values and beliefs. Shared values, such as concern for others,
industry and effort, self-respect and self-discipline, as well as moral
qualities such as honesty and truthf ulness, be promoted

(NCC, P)901):-4).

The task of schools, in partnership with the home, is to furnish pupik
with the knowledge and the abillty to question and reason which will
enable them to develop their own value system and to make respons-
iNe decisions on such matters ( NCC, 1993:51.

NCC guidance to sch()ols on moral development was forthright about the
list of moral values schools shoukl include: 'telling the truth; keeping prom-
ises; respecting the rights and property of others; acting considerately towards
others, helping those less fortunate and weaker than ourselves; taking per-
sonal responsibility for one's actions; self-discipline.' Importantly it also recom-
mended that school values should reject 'bullying; cheating; deceit; cruelty.
irresponsibility, dishonesty' ( NCC, 1993:4 ). Morally educated school leavers
sh(m1d, among other qualities, he able to 'articulate their own attitudes and
values ... develop for themselves a set of socially acceptable values and prin-
ciples, and set guidelines to govern their own behaviour' ( p. 5).

Although study of these sources reveals differences of emphasis on cer-
tain values and in one case the misguided assertion of 'moral absolutes.
their central thrust has served as the foundatkm of many schools' values state-
ments and curricular goals. Above all, the significance and urgency of this
aspect of sclviols educational remit has been greatly influenced by the statu-
tory requirenwnt that OFSTED inspections report on the spiritual, moral, social
and cultural development of pupils (as well as their behaviour and discipline,
welfare and guidance) (GB Statutes, 1992). The fact that this ranks al)ngside
three other key areas of inspection - quality of education, educational stand-
ards and management of educational resources suggests that in principle
some value ( if not equal value?) is being placed on these educational aims

Not surprisingly, OFSTED has experienced difficulty in deciding what
counts as developnwnt (GB OFSTED, 1991a). Thus the most recent Handbook
Pr the Inspection (il. schools has refocused on 'opportunities' offered by the
school and 'how the pupils respond to that provision' (GB OFSTED, 199-11),
Part 2:22), including 'wlwther pupils are developing their own personal val-
ues'. The Handbook :,ets out evaluation criteria, evidence and a code of con-
duct for inspectors Pupils' views about school and their learning, are to be
taken into account. In the sectic m 'Relations with Pupils' (Pal 3:25). sensitivity
to pupils' micial and learning environment ClreM pupils ( in all occasions with
courtesy and respect.), is curiously mixed with negative. unsympathetic as-
sumptions Cpupils may feel no moral obligation to co-operate.), and cautions
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( 'in no circumstances question individual pupils on their own'). Inspection
also involves consulting parents about whether they are 'happy with the val-
ues and attitudes which the school teaches (Part 3:33).

The Handbook distinguishes spiritual, moral, social and cultural develop-
ment. Of the moral and cultural development of pupils it says:

Moral development is concerned with pupils' ability to make judg-
ments about how to behave and act and the reasons for such behav-
iour. It requires knowledge and understanding and includes questions
of intention, motive and attitude. Pupils should be able to distinguish
'right' and 'wrong' as matters of morality from the use of the words
right and wrong in other contexts.

Cultural development refers to pupils' increasing understanding and
commi:nd of those beliefs, values, attitudes, customs, knowledge and
skills which, taken together, form the basis of identity and cohesion
in societies and groups .. (Part 4:86).

Forming a judgment about pupils' development involves discussions with
staff and governors, analysis of school documents, and observations of lessons
and of the life of the school to determine whether pupils:

feel free to express and explore their views openly and honestly, and
are willing to listen to opinions which they may not share,

are developing their own personal values and are learning to appre-
ciate the beliefs and practices of others;

ask questions about meaning and purpose;

develop their understanding of spiritual, moral, cultural and social
issues and Itol further their own beliefs, character and behaviour which
help them to approach problems rationally;

develop wider interests, social skills and community awareness (Pan

With the exception of these gleanings from official documents, notably
little attenticm in both school developments and inspection has been paid to
the true clients of education the pupils themselves and to their part in
affective empowerment. What values do they take from the school, as ethos,
and the informal curriculum of relationships with teachers and peers' What do
pupils perceive as the other main influences on their values, Vc hat do pupils
values appear to be in the school context?

These questions form the three empirical pupil-onented core sections of
this h a pt e r , grounded in over ten years' research, seeing and listening to
pupils' moral and cultural experience in school. The pupils' voices derive from
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an ethnographic project on personal and social education (PSE) and pastoral
care in relation to multicultural antiracist education in four secondary schools
of varying ethnic coTrpositions, chosen to investigate the translation of their
policies into practice (see also Taylor. 1992). The case studies, over two scliool
terms, which included analysis of school documents and teacher and governor
interviews, focused on Year 9 pupils, and involved pupil-pursuit exercises,
classroom and lunchtime observations and semi-structured pupil interviews
(group, individual and with a friend). A total of 86 pupils (fifty-two boys,
thirty-four girls, partly due to School N being a boys' school) participated in
interviews, some up to three times. The pupils came from fourteen self-
ascribed ethnic origins.

Our conversations aimed to allow for the expression of pupil narratives
and to encourage exploration of and reflection on their moral and cultural
experiences of education in multiethnic settings. By telling their own stories
pupils gave voice to their values encounters and, in so doing, had their own
values perspectives in their perceptions, accounts and actions acknowledged.
Through the pupils' voices, we hear their perceptions of the informal curricu-
lum of their schooling - the school's values rhetoric, teachers' behaviour and
pupils experienced reality - and are allowed an insight into some of their
values. Some of the more articulate voices resound. Pupils' self-reports reveal
moral and cultural awareness, a sense of fair play, and, in some cases, exem-
plary actions which suggest that more opportunities need to be made for
pupils to take and demonstrate responsibility for self-development and that of
the school community.

School Values - Are They Shared Values?

Education cannot and must not be value-free . At the heart of every
school's educational and pastoral policy and practice should lie a set
of shared values which is proim)ted thmugh the curriculum, thro"
expectations w werning the behaviour of pupils and staff ar .

day to day contact between them. Every attempt should be made to
ensure that these values are endorsed by parents and the local com-
munity (GBPH of C, 1992, para 8.3:37).

Ahlunigh they ojx.rate cc tdun a partly seculai, multicultural pluralist society.
lacking in explicit values consensus, schools, by their very nature, have to rise
to the challenge of offering often to both pupils and parents guidance
which is values-based Pupils' experience of values through the content and
process of their schooling is mediated by the religious and elitist values inher-
ent in the educational system itself, the political imposition of certain values,
and new values related to cultural pluralism. technological advances and on-
going social change.

Little is known of the process by which schools 'agree to core values
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which are acceptable to all' (NCC, 1993:7), but recently governors, teachers,
parer and sometimes pupils have debated policy development. Even if a
school has evolved a values statement and a set of linked, specific rules, which
these educational partners agree are necessary to the functioning of the school
as a learning community, in putting values into practice it is likely that they
will not he interpreted or implemented consistently by all teachers, or even by
one teacher from time-to-time. So to what extent is there a shared understand-
ing of, common practice in, and genuine commitment to upholding the school's
espoused values? From the pupil's perspective one of participant observer
with varying degrees of delegated responsibility and influence we learn what
values they actually take from the school ethos, aspects of the formal curricu-
lum and relationships Are these the values that the school intends?

School Ethos

The brochures of the fOur case-study schools' included among their general
aims some relating to pupils' personal, social and moral development which
emphasized 'respect for others and the community in which the child lives'. A
statement in School N's brochure ( boys 13-18 school, in a county town, with
about 25 per cent minority ethnic pupils from a range of backgrounds) \\.as
typical.

The school aims to help and encourage each boy to:
develop a reasoned set of attitudes and beliefs;
develop perm mnal qualities of mutual respect, tolerance and under-
standing, essential to harmonious relationships in a multicultural society.

Ask secondary sch(ml pupils. WI iat values do you think the school stands for?'
and you are initially at least more likely than not to he faced with a blank
look. Pupils lack familiarity with sdiool aims, though they are used to discus-
sions about values issues in the school's pastoral approach and PSE. School
values are not conceived of in the abstract. Pupils' expression of their experi-
ences is concrete, rooted in the perceived particularities of actual school life.
On reflection. some Year 9 pupils said.

/26

A community spirit, that's a favourite. That's the one Mr M lthe headl
likes (Kate. School C)

... it likes you to keep your manners . . . most kids in this school will
open doors . they won't close the doors in people's faces . 1 think
it tells you !um' to give respect to people . . And ... you have to
((inc in the impel- uniform (Giovanni. School N ).

They always try Ui push you one step furtho hich Is quite helpful
( Stephen, School N).
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Like in the brochures it might say its not sexist and that, but in some
lessons it is (Satwant, School F).

It's a place where teachers know that they've got the power to boss
us about, so they just do it. They don't treat us right, and I suppose
that's not a value really. but that's one thing ( Purminder, School M.

Well, it depends what the pupil is like. If the pupil is hard working
then they don't need much to develop them so they keep on going
with them, whereas if a pupil doesn't try hard then they just leave
them akine, they don't do much (If:Minder, School 1-1

Curriculum Contrilnaions PSE, RE and Colkvlive WM-ship

Although the whole curriculum of schools contributes to the development of
pupils. values, 'by consciously highlighting, for example, ethical issues or
enlarging pupils' experience or cultural vision' (GB OFSTED, 1994b. Part 4: 17 ),
certain aspects of the formal curriculum and school life, such as PSE, religious
education and collective worship, are often seen as having a special influence
(see Edwards, Chapter 131. Pupils, however, expressed mixed views on their
value, often depending on individual teachers' awareness and skill. Although
some pupils welcomed the more discursive, interactive approaches character-
istic of PSE, dealing with such topics as racism, human rights and citizenship,
as an opportunity to .put your views forward', others thought it was 'too
personal'. PSE, did, however, promote learning together in the form group
Some young people found that RE extended their awareness of religions and
cultures, but some from faith backgrounds other than Christianity obsered
that, in teaching about Sikhism, for example, 'they stick to the main things
the 5Ks - that everybody knows', and they wanted instead to discuss bi-
cultural issues. _o..ect.ve worship was usually seen as a time for moral homily,
rather than developing religious awareness or spiritual insight. However, for
some minority ethnic pupils an acknowledgment of and respect for their
cultural and religious backgrounds was demonstrated in a whole-school as-
sembly which involved C ommunitv meinhers in celebrating the Sikh festival of
Baisaikhi

\X"e felt that everybody knows about our religion m iw and nobody
should pick on us because it's our religion the way it's their Christi-
anity, isn't it? So they should he variable with each other. Like we
don't go an iund saying to Christians like ) -)ur religion's this and we're
going to do this to it' Like we should be equal with each other. We
listen to their point of view about Christianity. They should listen to
imrs as well, not lust ignore (mrs, because that's when Asian people
feel left out (Daljinderiit. School H
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I?elationships - Respect and Fairness

The salience of the informal curriculum often outweighs the irmal curriculum
in its influence on moral and cultural learning, as illustrated by two values
frequently mentioned by pupils respect and fairness.

Ropecl

5(:111)01F\ Code: The i 1:s

Self Respect: appearance, attendance, homework, doing your best.
Respect for Others: conduct, other cultures, feelings, other points of

view.
Respect for the Fnvironment: not walking on grass, no litter, no graf-

fiti, no vandalism
Respect for the Law: property.

In School F (an 11-18 mixed comprehensive with an almost equal mix of
white and Asian (Sikh and Muslim) pupils) respect was recognized as the
ground from which relationships have to start. Whether or not respect exists
between a group of pupils, or pupils and a teacher is strongly affected by the
first few moments with a class an encounter preceded bv the influence of
reputation.

N'ou should respect the teachers, but if the teachers respected you
you'rc inure likely to respect them. A of the teachers don't respect
on for what you are, they treat you like little kids ( Lyndsey. School

El

Sonic pupils perhaps those with difficult experiences of school take a more
Unmediately demanding approach, expecting the teacher to show respect as a
precondition for their relationship. Complaints about lack of respect are usu-
ally related to the teadier being in authority rather than an authority .

Kate. One or two teachers treat you like in primary school again,
like you're not adults ... One or two of the younger teachers
they don't tell us to shut up, but we do it out of respect be-
cause they d)n't degrade us, they don't like really put over
their authority.

rr What makes you respect them?
Kate If they give me respect. No one gets respect from me without

earning it (School C).

Demonstrated reciprocity is also a key element of respect:
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Once Mrs W said no one should eat in lessons. But the next day Mrs
W had a packet of strong mints beside her. She eats in lessons. This
is what we don't like .. . The teacher walks out the classroom and
goes and makes himself a cup of coffee and then he comes back and
starts drinking it (Kiran, School F).

Fanness

Fairness, or more likely unfairness, manifest in many forms, is a central values
concern of pupils in school life. Pupils frequently report discrepancies in teach-
ers' behaviour, and in the way they fail to implement rules consistently or treat
pupils equally:

One instance was today in PE. John got told off after he threw a
javelin. Ile took about two steps and Miss had said its dangerous to
walk because there's some other people would still be throwing. She
told him to sit on the bank and then a few moments later I did the
same thing. She told me off but didn't tell me to sit on the bank. She
never excluded me She doesn't like John much (Phillip, School ID.

According to other pupils, from Year 7 John had a reputation of being 'a
trouble causer', though by Year 9 he only did so 'occasionally Thus they
implied teacher expectation was an influential factor.

Some pupils might appear to get more favoured treatment on account of
their personal characteristics:

Rajinder Like if we wear slogans on our T-shirts, right, Jamie
always wears one but she doesn't tell him off. But when
someone else is wearing one, right, and Jamie's not
wearing one then she tells them to take it off. But if
Jamie's wearing one and another person's wearing one
she doesn't say anything to that person 'cos she knows
that Jamie's wearing it. I think that's not fair. She should
be equal to all children.

Purnander I think, 'Well he's coloured, but why's she different to
us?'. But I think it's just him (School 1-I).

Purminder had learned that it is wrong to jump to conclusions in complicated
cases; she was unsure whether the teacher was discriminating on grounds
of race, as this was not consistently applied. The teacher may have been
more concerned to avoid a confrontation with an assertive and popular Afro-
Caribbean boy, thereby probably invoking wider s()cial discord in the peer
group.

Another complex epiy de involved an Asian teacher, a white girl and an
Afro-Caribbean girl:
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lyndser: It was pretty unfair ... He just happened to pick me and
Miranda to pick on. He usually picks on me. In all the
lessons with him I am the first one he starts shouting at to
he quiet.

Miranda: The only reason we were talking was that he wasted our
time at the beginning of the lesson. He came in really late
without telling us where he'd been. So the class said 'Don't
stop talking when he comes in.' So Ranjeet and Amandeep
started giggling and I started to laugh at the way he was
shouting and he told Lyndsey to get out and she goes 'Me
or Miranda? and he says 'Both of you!' But Ranjeet and
Anlandeep were laughing and he didn't say anything to
them (School II).

According to other pupils, the teacher said that he had 'to make an example
( il them., which may have been a way of re-establishing control after a series
of disruptive incidents. In fact the situation had a longer history. To these girls
it was inherently unfair, not only that they alone should take the blame for a
collective act in response to the teacher's absence and failure to explain, but
also because they had not received reciprocal support from Ranjeet and
Amandeep, with whom they had previously demonstrated solidarity, as Lyndsey
explained:

They got se!a out in Geography because they were talking and we
knew that w e were talking as well so we got up and stuck up for them
and went out with them . . but they didn't bother to stand up for us
and say that it was them as well, so we were a bit angry with them.

Conversely, a curious but common source of complaint of unfairness is
when the whole group of pupils are held to account or ;ire pen:dived for the
apparent misdeeds of the few or one.

One boy was clapping and saying things and the teacher came round
and blamed the whole class and we got kept in (Alan, School N).

In School II an historic episode atiected the social life of the whole school:

One thing that really is getting us, they had a disco once and a girl got
drunk and that and they've banned all the discos ever since. I mean
its not fair if the teachers are there its their responsibility to see that
no one takes any in. And if they do, they can't expect the whole
school to suffer for one person (Purminder, School H).

Sometimes individuals get blamed unjustly for acting out of self-defence, or
defence of their property:

1.30
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I was walking upstairs and someone was behind me and lifted my
skirt up and I screamed. And he [the teacher] goes that it was my fault
and I shouldn't have done it. I tried to explain, but he didn't listen and
gave me a detention and started shouting at me (Kenne, School F).

Paul Cleaver, he touched my bag. And before the teacher had said 'All
he quiet' ... so I thought he was nicking something out of it. So I told
him 'Paul get out my bagr. And Mr R goes 'Right, you got a detention.'
And I said 'No, I haven't. It wasn't my fault And now my parents have
got to come in and see him about it and see what happened (Chris-
tian, School C).

School C took its liaison with parents on pastoral matters rather too seriously
for some pupils, who found the involvement of parents 'overeactive'. Others
objected to the school's intervention in encouraging them to 'make friends
again'. Some complained about the school's jurisdiction extending out of school,
even when a member of staff was involved 'dinner ladies are like the mafia'
and 'they are not civil, they treat you like animals':

They think they've got a right to tell you off outside school. There's
a dinner lady that has a go at me. I went outside school and said
something to her. They got me in the next day and said, 'What did you
say to that dinner lady? You shouldn't say that.' It was outside school
so I don't think they should have done that (Rebecca. School C).

Out-of-School Influences on Pupils' Values

The values of the homes and communities in which pupils live, their interests
and the media are major influences on their personal development, especially
in early adolescence. They may outweigh those of the school, or operate
disLordantly from, and in parallel to it. Young people are engaged in a con-
tinuous process of exploring, making sense of, and arriving at their own be-
lick, attitudes and values, testing them out against the views and actions of
peers, parents and significant others and Iv

Learning frmn Parents and Communities Identity and
Indepoulence

In (level( ping their own identit and independenie, pupils lectignited al s e
all influences of family and friends, but also a need for support to Lope with
pressures. Some, however, lacked a (-hist- family relationship:

My Mum d()esn't take that much interest in the sorts of things I ant
doing she spends more time with other people than she does with

31
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me and my sister, it annoys me a lot .. I can't tell my Dad things. It's
like he's not my Dad any more really. I'm not as close to him and
that's a pressure for me (Beverley, School C).

I have to do my work by myself without any advice really so that sort
of gets to you sometimes ... I get nervous inside ... It's just the at-
mosphere that I'm involved in at home as well. Because I've got to do
everything on my own and I'm not really sure because there's nobody
to ask (Harjinder, ;chool H).

Others were encouraged by their parents, although high expectations could
also be a pressure:

I get pressured from my Mum because she wants me to be something
that I don't particularly want to be. She expects me to be good all the
time and always work hard at school. She gets disappointed when I
don't do well ( Lyndsey, School ID.

I think my parents want us to grow up so that we do get respec t from
other people and not just be ignored . .. They suggest that I treat
people well so that they'll treat me well in return. Be kind, fair, honest
(Mizan, School N ).

Some pupils were concerned about racism in the community around school
and of parents and saw these as affecting pupils' attitudes.

I think it's the parents' fault for not teaching them, and then some-
times the parents are bad themselves like that. Like Davina's Mum, she
doesn't like Indians or blacks, she swears at them, she kicks them
( Jamie, School II).

My Dad is racist and I am trying to get him over and tell him that it
is wrong (Alan, School N).

For some young people community languages and'or the beliefs and
practices of their religion are central to their identity and the way they perceive
and live their lives. Like many Asian pupils, Purminder was trying to have the
best of both worlds: 'In school you might think I'm dead Westernised, but I
still want to stick to my traditions.' This involved negotiating complex and
delicate boundaries at home and in school:

/ 32

My English friends say 'I've done this, or I've done that, or I've got
that' and I go home and say 'Can I do this?' and they say 'No' and it
gets me dead angry. They act as if they were still in India. The main
reason is because other people are going to talk .. I don't hear my
Mum gossip about anybody else, but my Gran does.

13
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At school I sort of face up a bit more than at home. I suppose I am
a bit harder at home. I answer back. At school I try to keep discipline
otherwise they're going to say your parents haven't actually taught
you much. And without my parents really saying anything I know
what to do. I cl(m't want to give a bad impression about my religion
and that to everybody, so I don't answer back at teachers, try not to.
If me and my friends mess about teachers say that's what Asians are
like.

However, some white pupils were also conscious that their beliefs ard prac-
tices did not fit with the secular life stances of their peers:

Well, religion is sort of important to me. I have to go to church every
Sunday because my Mum makes me so its sort of been forced on
me ... It sometimes gets a bit boring, and I don't actually talk about
it a lot at school as I said it the other day and they all thought, 'Why
do you do that?', because I'm probably the only person who goes
regularly ... I've been confirmed and stuff. I've been going for
ages .. But I sort of believe a bit more because my Grandpa died this
year and it sort of helped (Claire, School O.

By comparison, some pupils in their out-of-school lives were dealing with
cultural and social conflicts which gave them a wider first-hand experience of
morality and the law.

We used to live in a white area and the white people used to come
round and throw their rubbish in our garden and break eggs. Ore day
my uncle got cross and beat them with a stick. We told the police and
they didn't do it any more, but we have moved now (Ali, School F).

There was a riot in the street. This girl I punched her nose and she
had bruises all over her and she had to go to hospital. It got took to
court. But I just got a caution in the end because I was too young . . . I'm
not proud of doing it, just glad that I got away with it in the end. I
didn't break her nose, another girl did. All these social workers kept
coming out to me. Said. 'I think she understands she's done wrong'
( Debbie, School Fi

Some young people felt their lives to he quite pressurized, as they had to
balance variable homework demands with domestic responsibilities, caring for
sihlings and sometimes working in family businesses or a part-time job. Quite
often schoil hiends arc not seen at home. But several of the Asian pupils,
especially the girls, seemed to have strong friendships and community ties.
Many pupils were involved in interests outside the home football, Scouts,
Mosque% choir, community language classes, and so on through which th,...y
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implicitly or explicitly encountered values. Some of these interests serve to
promote not only personal and social development, but also a growing aware-
ness of being a member of several communities with differing values. On the
other hand, pupils' out-of-school interests were sometimes solitary, contrary to
expectation, revealing characteristics and dispositions, such as caring, which
the school environment did not always allow them to demonstrate: 'I grow
minature trees. It takes me about an hour to water :md feed them (Robin,
School (2)

Learning from the Media Rights

Two pupils connected bullying and intimidation by a teacher in school
(regretably such treatment was reported in each schwD with what they had
seen on TV in a way which helped them understand their rights:

Glen: I don't know who it was, but somebody was like being
told off, and Phil Murphy was laughing behind him ...

Giovanni: I told Philip a joke, and Phillip was laughing, and he just
turned round and hit Murphy in the face.
Who hit him?

Giovanni: Mr P. That's why I feel a bit scared of him sometimes, you
don't know how he.s going to react ... Sometimes he'll
say things like Ring your parents I won't care' .. .

.1ta Did that boy ever complain when he was hit?
Giovanni: No, he didn't.
(den He felt like notling woukl happen to him lihe teacher!.

But I saw on TVAM today that teachers can't hit you. And
we can do 'em.

Gwianni. And we can say things because we're supposed to have
24 hours notice before we have a detention. So if we
haven't then by law we're only allowed to stay at school
for about 15 to 20 minutes, and Mr P says, 'I don't care
about your parents, I'm still keeping you after school.'

These Imys had learned from TV about tlwir right not to be physically abused,
but, like many others, had not been empowered by school to make the most
challenging complaint of all against the authority of a teacher. No doubt their
reluctance was underlined by their recognition of the ambiguity of the situa-
tion the boy had drawn attention to himself by laughing at his friend's joke,
which was probably misinterpreted by the teacher as a further attack on his
authority

By contrast, in School C pupils were more proactive and invoked their
f(irin tutor's suptunt
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A group of us have been to him already. That is if we don't like the
teacher or they have been unfair to us. lie gets the teacher in and talks
to them about it (Robin, School C).

Education aims at developing young people's critical reasoning skills and
responsibility and a rights based culture has heen growing. So it should
be expected that pupils become more critical, less accepting of their school
experiences and more proactive alsiut change

What Pupils Value

Privileged access to pupils' values depends r nr what they dsnise to disclose
to a relatively trusted stranger as meaningful to them in the school context
Thus pupils' values have to he inferred from what they sav thev value and the
episodes they recount to support their values stances.

The Gmol Macho. Consuleration and Prqessumalisin

The good teacher the teacher who is respected and valued by pupils has
several qualities The Head of Year 9 in school El was universally respected
and liked by pupils wls) saw him as someone reliable to whom to turn for
help-

I would go to Mr /. He's a safe teacher, he is. He's brilliant. He's funny.
ile's fair lie listens to N'our questions or problems (Nicholas. School i ).

Listening is one of the most valued qualities of a teacher but is all t(x) often
lacking. Listening is especially important because 'they don't know the other
side of the story' or 'the full story'. Above all, as pupils in all four schools
strongly averred, the good teacher listens to the pupil's explanation without
obvious preconception:

When you're in trouble he doesn't like shout down your throat, he'll
discuss it sensibly. Like some teachers they'll get angry and everything
and they don't listen to what you've got to say and they just do what
they want to do. They don't listen to what happens in the start, whereas
Mr is there to listen to you (Daltindenit, School H

Matthew, testified to the importance of learning self-discipline through
dialogue with a respected form teacher in school C:

Ed rather thew leave It up to us to decide what we've got tn do and
if we carry on then discipline us But first of all when we do things
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I reckon they should talk to us. Because when I let off extin-
guishers ... they talked to me loads of times and I thought, 'Well, isn't
this enough?', 'cos they were going to do more . I won't do this
again because I've learnt my lesson.

Dean (School N), who also claimed to have become more responsible in Year
9, felt he had learnt to listen to other points of view and develop his own
because:

if you have a discussion with a teacher and they listen to what you
have to say and you have a discussion with someone else you tend
to do the sank' thing

The g()od teacher is also valued for professimmalisin. Pupik are keenly
aware of and dislike a lack of professionalism.

In Year 8 I did about 20 books these SMP maths books - and in my
report she wrote I completed one hook ( Kiran, School F

Professionalism inclades being sensitive to individual pupils' needs and abilities:

iirryier. Mr S. I reckon he's really good he is. I le understands he
does. Like I reckon he knows a lot about each person. He's
really nice.

Debbie: He comes and sits next to you and tells you what work to
do.

ilavlev: If you don't understand it and it" he's talking to someone eke
he goes 'I'll he with vou in a minute (School F) .

Teacher explanation of intended actions is valued by pupils, as is consul-
tation about the learning process. As with the need to take racist incidents
seriously and deal with them sensitively and fairly, so the teacher, in negoti-
ating ground rules and boundaries, may need to act against race and gender
bias in forming an integrated learning commmunity, as two examples show.

Li()

Endip: There's one Reached she chose these two girls to choose
the teams. right. There was an Indian one side and an
English girl the other. The English girl chose all the English
girls, and the Indian chose all the Indians.

.sainant But she [the teacher] goes 'In the whole time that I've been
at this school I ve never seen that!'

Enthp. She goes, 'Sit down, I'll sort it out..
Satuant She made them mix up
.tIrr What did you think about that'
All It was good
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Satuant: The Asian girl she had mainly Asian friends and so she
chose all her friends, that's why.
So you think she didn't necessarily choose those who were
good at rounders. So if that was you, you'd choose a mix
of people, would you?

Satuant- Yes, I would.
Endip I'd choose the best ones (School F).

Mrs D is against racism and sexism, but in the first three months of this
year we all sat in rows, boys on one side and girls on the other side.
Miss said she wasn't going to have it and she wanted boys and girls
to sit in the middle. And we volunteered and it's been like that ever
since. That actually brought us together we were talking and chiing
stuff in groups (I laninder, School ID.

Friends lovaltv and Trust

An )(Ind Year 9 pupils easily al in and out of friendships. .The person I was
going around with, I was ill for a week and a half and by the time I got back
she had gone off with somebody else (Claire, School Ct. Trust and loyalty are
much sought after qualities in friends, as, to a lesser extent are similar ways of
thinking and interests.

Their being there when you need them, always there, that's what I
value most (Glen, School N).

As Amit and Dean, two friends interviewed together in School N, said of one
another:

Am& lie will stick by you even if everyone else is picking on you.
lk will say 'Don't listen.'

Dean lie's someone you can call on to tell your troubles to, some-
one vou can talk to who won't go and tell every one else.
Someone you can trust.

contrast, pupils were open and quick to disclose the personal and
social circumstances of their own and other pupils' lives In the first group
intervicw in School F. seven pupils of mixed gender and ethnicity, reported
that two Asian girls in their form had social workers; one was 'having a bad
time at home', mit being properly fed and cared for; and the other had 'cut
someone's hand with a carving knife. She doesn't like talking about it.' They
knew because .slw know s she can trust us', but saw no lac k of trust or disloy-
alty in telling me, 'I don't think Kiran would mind telling you, Mann, we
haven't told no one in s(huul als mt it.'

2
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The same group also disclosed an instance of pupil extortion and injus-
tice, when pupil loyalties were severely strained:

Sukwinder Sher Khan, the boy who's left ... lost his walkman but
he made us lot pay for it. We never done it but he
blamed us. So he made me, Parminder and Gurmanjit pay
for it. Gurmanjit had to pay 110, me 3:5 and Parminder 415

l yley. If he never done it he bashed them, Marm.
Endip: Even if you tell teacher he still gets on to you and threat-

ens you. He was hard and he had bottle.

Learning "liwther Responsibility and Tolemnce

Asked 'What was the most important thing you learned this year?', some pupils
made claims like 'social behaviour. or 'to he responsible and get on with each
other'. Many recognized that peer pressure could change or mislead them.
Some motivated and achieving pupils resented the disruption of others. A few
pupils were learning to be self-corrective:

I can be a bit talkative and disruptive, but if I want to I can work
well . . . I was just thinking about when the exams come the trouble
they'll be if I don't work, so I just started to buck up a bit . . . I decided
it for myself really. I knew that I was going the wrong way really so
I just changed while I could (Giovanni, School N ).

Sometimes learning occurs because of omissions by other members of the
group, as when pupils asked their form tutor to loan dinner money.

He's not unfair about lending out dinner money. Because if he hasn't
got enough money he says so. And if people don't bring their money
back the next day when they're supposed to he doesn't lend any more
out .. . So the person who hasn't paid back is holding up everyone
else (Christian, School C).

The pupil group itself can offer overt peer correction. After an episode
when a lighter had been placed near a girl's hair the form tutor had summoned
the link police officer, who, as the pupils characteristically humorously said,
'let them off with a light warning'. Nevertheless from this outsider some under-
stood that:

Matthew. Having a lighter in school is quite a serious matter .. . if

they did that in the real world they could get had up.
Claire Because if they had a lighter by her hair it could have

gone up
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Rebecca: But it didn't ... it never. .. .

Matthew: Rebecca it doesn't matter what it didn't do, it's what it
could have done!

Off timetable, out-of-school learning experiences, such as participating in
activities on residentials, can he the most powerful in learning together, as
some of the boys in School N testified. They 'learnt more about teachers and
about their peers in a different way'.

You learnt to work with people easier and you know more about the
people than before .. . I saw that some of the lads who act re.dly hard
and things when they are at school they showed that they will help
you it you are in trouble or things while you were there, but they
wouldn't do that if you were in school because there's like other kids
watching them. I learnt to trust people more, which is the main thing
(Alan, School N

While abseiling pupils learnt from the teacher's example 'She was really
scared. But she did it. She went first. If she hadn't done it some of us might
not have done it.' Indeed, Glen had himself been scared and had been 'amazed'
to find that Stephen, whom he had not thought of as a friend, had helped him
down. In fact he, too, was scared of heights. But Stephen dismissively said, 'I
just talked to him and explained that I knew what his situation was and he was
alright after that.'

An encouraging finding from the research was that pupils in these
multiethnic schools at least accepted and mostly positively liked such an en-
vironment, which they saw as important for getting to know each other as
people with characteristics influenced by ethnicity, culture and race.

Mizan I think having different races in the school helps the pupils
to understand about each other's cultures.

AUT How do they do that, just by being together, or is it things
they learn, like in Humanities?

Mizan. It's being together and also learning from each other.

Mizan had in mind an impressive Muslim visitor to the school who spoke
alaiut Islam. He and three white boys chose to do an RE project on [slain
'because they found it interesting' and 'they were also asking me about ideas.'
He thought it was beneficial 'because if it carries on going people will be in
one group and not divided and separated.'

In these multicultural settings a few young perple had developed a de-
gree of moral arid cultural maturity, characterized by tolerance. Though toler-
ance can he too passive a value in such schools, where active intervention is
often required to uploild bask rights and respect for personhood, these young
people demonstrated tolerance founded on first-hand experience, awareness

1
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and an active will to learn together in community. In holding this value, as it
turned out, their learning in school had been complemented by that from their
parents, to 'stick up for your rights' (Satwant) and 'that we are all equal'
(Stephen).

We've all got to live in this world and we've all got to be friends and
neighbours, so we should get along with each other instead of making
racist remarks. You iust make other people's lives a misery (Satwant,
School F).

I think a human being is everybody who lives in this world. I think
we have a responsibility to ourselves and anyone else to not make fun
of anybody or put them down because of racism. We're all on the
same planet so let's make use of it . . . (Stephen, School N ).

Values Articulation, Interpretation and Evaluation

Key concepts in making judgments about values statements, putting them into
practice in provision of educational opportunities and experiences, and pupils'
ability to benefit from them in developing their own values are: articulation,
interpretation and evaluation. These permeate consideration of school inspec-
tion and pupils reports.

In contradistinction to official school evaluations, this chapter gives the
loudest voice to the pupils themselves. By speaking out about their moral and
cultural experiences they demonstrate their articulacy and perceptiveness, as
well as concern for the quality of their learning environments. Thus they voice
their values. In the face of pupils' episodic accounts, the sceptical reader may
wonder about objective canons of reliability, validity and generalizability. But
it is more appropriate to consider whether pupils' narratives have authenticity
in school life and salience for them and their peers. Thus, when pupils see
disclosure in conversations as too personal or risky, they may talk about events
as if they happened to others. The researcher in school over an extended time
can begin to know some pupils, their biographies and behaviours, and has the
opportunity to triangulate observations arid accounts from several sources. As
some pupil reports reveal, episodes and encounters are often far from clear
cut, instead ambiguous, ripe with unexplored levels of interpretation and
meaning. Pupils themselves question situational ambiguity. In evaluating their
moral and cultural development allowance needs to be made for the notorious
judgment-action gap. In common with most adults, pupils in their developing
maturity often demonstrate the difference between expressed values, attitudes
and beliefs and behaviour, between what they say, expect from others and
what they themselves do. They also show that, given opportunities, they can
enter into a self-correcting moral and cultural learning community.

In this light, articulation, interpretation and evaluation of opportunities fOr
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pupils' moral and cultural development offered by schools is no simple task.
Whereas some schools have set out their values statements, these largely re-
main at a level of bland generality and, for the most pan, have to be inter-
preted by individual teachers without the benefit of whole-school in-service
training. Disparities of implementation can too easily occur. What clearly counts
as 'considerate behaviour', 'taking responsibility', 'showing respect' in the every-
day experience of school life? Where are the school portfolios to review levels
of moral and cultural attainment?

Similarly, the criteria for inspection require unpacking for greater specificity,
not least so that schools may have a clearer sense of the basis of evaluation.
The gravest concern with inspection is that quick judgments have to be made
on audio-visual bites of school life no more than, and quite probably not as
much as, the episodes recounted by pupils in this chapter hy a team who
may not have discussed, in any detail, the criteria for their judgments, or
seriously engaged in attempting to reconcile conflicting perceptions and inter-
pretations. These, in turn, are translated into fairly anodyne hut potentially
influential comments (not least for parents) in an OFSTED report. This fails to
do justice to the rich cultural and moral texture of the values interplay of
school life. The Handbook for Inspection warns inspectors against allowing
their own views to 'colour judgments' and about conflating culture and reli-
gion, and ethnicity with religious belief (GB OFSTED, 19941), Part 4:16). Noth-
ing is said about the insidious issues of perspective differences due to social
class and inequalities of power.

There are several potential values tensions inherent in governmental and
school values statements: between the personal and the social; the school, the
family and community; and, perhaps most significantly of all in the school
context, between developing skills of critical inquiry and argument and dispo-
sitions towards fairness, caring and commitment. Can schools and teachers
accept and respond constructively not only to inspectors' criticisms of provi-
sion, practices and relationships, but also to those voiced by pupils as a result
of the educational process in which they develop independent reasoning skills
and make judgments based on their own emerging beliek am.1 values? Are
schools two-way learning communities, able to learn from tlw pupils' everyday
ethnographic experience and evaluation?

Sancant they've got a responsibility to teach and also to help the
children out. That's what it says in the brochures.
We understand all the children, that's what it says. But they
don't even ask us anything, so how are they going to
understand us?
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Chapter 11

Jasper Ungoed-nomas

ABSTRACT: Me focal point of education should he the vision qj
a school. Vision most appropriately arises within an established
undenctanding of what is meant by school. Vision neectc to be, fiff
schools, a 'high word. Authentic vision promotes right action and
aspiration for the future. It also gives schools a secure and justifi-
able sense of direction. While vision mdy be shared, it is essen-
tially a personal matter The mlidity qf any vision is best
established through discussion and observation of its effects. 7he
vision of a school is sustained by national values, and by values
specifk to its circumstances. There can be difficulties in identifying
and substantiating these. Ultimately, a vision will only he authen-
tic where it is integrally related to the practical objectives, or
goods' of schools. These are that students should leant to good
eflect about persons: the curriculum, community and citizenship.
The first virtues of these are respect, Intik fairness and responsibil-
ity. It is these virtues which should be seen as the vision of a
school.

The focal point of education should be the vision of a school. Such a vision
is, in essence, to do with the idea which one may have of a school: an idea
in this sense being, to quote Samuel Coleridge (1830), 'that conception of a
thing .. . which is given by the knowledge of its ultimate aim.' So, for example,
T.S. Eliot, in discussing the Idea of a Christian Society, said that his concern
with contemporary society was not 'primarily with specific defects, abuses or
injustices but with the question what - if any is the idea of the society in
which we live? To what end is it arranged?' (1939:8).

The Idea of a School

Possible ideas of a school, of the end to which it is arranged, are limited by
what is meant by school. At first sight it might seem reasonable to assume that
we all know what we mean when we talk about a school, and that we all
mean the same thmg. !however, as the song says, It ain't necessarily so'.

1.1S
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There is a fairly widespread tendency to define school in terms which
reflect individual and particular attitudes towards education, whether explicit
or implicit. For example, Ivan Illich, anxious to attack the whole notion of
school, described it in such a way as to emphasize those compulsory, authori-
tarian aspects of school which he disliked. For him, school was 'the age-
specific, teacher-related process requiring full time attendance at an obligatory
curriculum' (1973:32). A school is, self-evidently, not a process. It does not
necessarily, though it does usually, require full-time attendance. And even
today the curriculum is very seldom, if ever, fully obligatory in any type of
school.

Each historical period tends to perceive school in terms of those types of
institution which most characteristically, if not best, reflect what is sometimes
called the Zeitgeist, or the spirit of the age. Thus, for many generations in
England it was usual to understand what a school was hy reference to religious
institutions. It was commonly held that, at the very least, a major purpose of
a school was to help scholars become good Christians. To this end teachers,
if male (which they overwhelmingly were), were frequently ordained, much of
the curriculum was concerned with theological matters, and the chapel was a
focal point of school life. Indeed, many schools were almost indistinguishable
in appearance from religious houses, with their places of prayer, cloisters,
dorters or dormitories, closes, kitchens. fraters or dining halls, libraries, lodg-
ings for the head or principal and even wine cellars. Care of souls, or pastoral
care, was in theory if not always in practice, a major preoccupation. And the
school was often subject, formally or otherwise, to ecclesiastic visitation. In
such circumstances it was not always easy to distinguish at first sight a theo-
logical college, a seminary or a novice house from a simple school.

It does not require deep probes or archaeological instincts to discover
strong remaining traces of such views of what a school is. Early religious
educational foundations continue to attract support, as do more recently estab-
lished Anglican, Roman Catholic and Non-Conformist schools. Furthermore,
the existence of schools for those of Jewish, Islamic and other faiths helps
more generally to reinforce the notion that education should be grounded on
theological principles.

Today's culture is not, however, predominantly influenced by religious
thought. More powerful are the philosophies of free markets, industry and
commerce. It is ideas from such sources which now very possibly exert the
greatest influence on what we consider a school to be. Although it is seldom
spelled out in such straight-forward terms, not lea:it because the notion might
be less than appealing to many teachers, students and parents, the most char-
acteristic contemporary paradigm of a school is a factory. At its apex is the
senior management team, deploying such techniques as line management and
total quality control, and concerned to compete effectively in the market place.
To this end, budgets are kept and scnitinized by accountants, press officers
try to ensure a positive public image. and performance indicators are put in
place to monitor output variables. Als we all. there is concern that the product,
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that is the student, should he delivered effectively and efficiently in accord-
ance with the requirements of the various customers, for example, employers,
government, further and higher education and parents. And it is hardly neces-
sary to emphasize that all this is more than likely to take place in a structure
virtually indistinguishable from one designed for the purposes of light indus-
try: there are the same flat-roofed, anonymous, beige exteriors, the same ad-
ministrative suites and offices, the same multi-purpose internal spaces, the
same utilitarian neglect of civilized amenities and comforts.

Factories, religious instuutions, and indeed any other models for schools
which might come to mind, are in fact simply analogues. As such they can
offer us insights into what schools may do, or what they may be for. They may
even help us to understand the values which underlie our approaches to
education, individually or as a society. Alternatively, they may, fairly or not, he
open to various criticisms. It could be argued that certain characteristics, cm-
cial to the nature of some analagous bodies, are at best irrelevant and at worst
hostile to what schools are about. For example, religious institutions may he
seen as properly concerned with indoctrination, insofar as they are committed
to certain dogmatic positions; but indoctrination is not justifiable as an aspect
of any educational activity. As for factories, they mut he committed to the
delivery of product; hut to equate students with products w ,uld be dehuman-
izing, and so inimical in principle to the nature of education.

flow best, then, can a school be defined? Clearly, it must be described in
its own terms. Inevitably, various approaches could justifiably be suggested.
However, for present purposes, I will take it that a school is a particular
institution, in a particular place, that it houses a community of young people
and adults whose shared intention and responsibility, within the context ot
education, is the pursuit and achievement of learning; and that it offers such
learning to students from infancy to the point where they leave school, usually
for further or higher education, vocational training, employment or other
occupation.

Vision

The vision, the idea of a school, its good, the end to which it should be
arranged, these then necessarily occur within the sphere of meaning which we
attach to school. As for the understandings which we can have of the com_ept
of vision itself, these may vary. Vision can he interpreted as meaning the
ordinary act of seeing; for example, an optician may tell me that the ision in
my left eve is deficient. It can also, while referring to something percen, ed
other than by ordinary sight, relate to everyday, material matters. Thus, the
management of a vehicle manufacturing company may announce that it has
a vision of prodiwing so many cars a day. all achieving certain standaids of
quality.

Vision, however. has generally tended to he more of what has been (ailed
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a high word. It can call to mind something seen distinctly, vividly in the
imagination, something quite possibly inspiring, perhaps even sublime. Vision
of this sort, though, may also have negative connotations. It could he taken to
be fanciful, or unrealistic, or, to use the word in a pejorative sense, mystical.
such vision would he a mirage or an illusion.

For schools vision should be, for the most part, a 'high word with all the
opportunities and dangers which such use implies. The dangers are only too
familiar. It is easy to depict a vision; and not all that difficult to display it in
glowing cokmrs. Many headteachers, at least those with the relevant talents,
do so frequently in brochures, at speech-days and on other occasions as the
chance occurs. But such visions, unless they arise from personal conviction
and are related to school life in :dl its diversity, complexity at J sheer intrac-
tability, are more likely to undermine than to support the quality of education.
Vision which is hopelessly distanced from actuality, and so which there is no
realistic hope of successfully pursuing, is liable to breed a sense of failure,
even cynicism; and vision which is relevant but ignored in practice can seem
hypocritical.

Authentic vision is, however, of critical significance for schools. In the first
place, it should help inform and guide the moral development of students.
There is a necessary connection between real vision, as contrasted with fan-
tasy. and moral behaviour. If we are to develop fully as persons we can hardly
manage in the absence of a moral vision. As Iris Murdoch has put it. 'truthful
vision prompts right action': moreover, 'we can only inme properly in a world
that we can see, and what must be sought for is vision' (1992:103).

Real vision is as vital to ensuring the quality of education in the psycho-
logical as in the moral spheres. Young people. no less than adults. are faced
with personal stresses, family problems. and front time-ti t-time. outright tra-
gedies and disasters. Confidence that these may he survived and coped with
can grow where there is belief that a better workl (an exist, can indeed he
created As Bettelheim has ci included. drawing on his clinical work with chil-
dren. 'Only hope for the future can sustain us in the adversities we unavoid-
ably encounter' I I978:4).

So. in education, vision needs to be interpreted as a high word As such,
it can offer an ideal of what a school should he It should help to give scho(ds
a continuing, secure and permanent sense of what they ought to be doing.
Further, vision should enable schools to respond to society's changing hopes
for the future and consequent expectations of education in the light not only
of the current ideas of theorists, politicians, eco 'nomists. business people and
others, but also of twin! lasting considerations Vision slicnild. in fact, provide
schools with a means of looking forward with some assurance. whatever the
various and immediate demands being made in the name of an unknowahle
futui

Where high visit m Is absent, s( hook can pay a & onsidurahle prick' There
Is a natural tendents for sink nue. mitt edure. managemeni and so fi will to he
given too high a pro ally, to degenerate from means into ends Important
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though such matters are, they can, if clumsily handled, suffocate spontaneity,
inspiraton and delight in schools the very things which bring teaching and
learning alive, make it of value. Indeed, without a view of the goal of their
aspiration, schools can become dispirited, and allow what they are doing to
deteriorate into a treadmill of routine. It is in such schools that teachers and
students alike appear to lack a sense of either purpose or direction. At worst,
classroom work becomes a bore for all concerned, students misbehave or
simply fail to turn up, and teachers can become dispirited and obsessed with
discipline.

I low does one decide who appropriately might perceive a vision? Vision,
like spirit, is no respecter of precedent, protocol or authority It may come to
anyone, at any time. It is also personal. Of its nature, it appears to individuals.
It is very doubtful if it can tnily he perceived by any corporate entity, as suck
at most, it can he seen by persons who are members of such an entity. We
need to he on our guard where it is claimed that an organization or a group,
for example. school management or government has received a vision.

That visions are seen properly by individuals has significant implications.
It is identifiable human beings, not the spokespersons of associations, who
observe, explain, communicate, inspire, can he questkmed, who are answer-
able Vision described by an institution is anonymous in origin, at best a
mirage designed to offer comfort, at worst a device intended to promote hier-
archical control.

If vision, rightly, remains personal. it will probably although not necessar-
ily. tend to differ from one person to another. Varying experiences, values,
hopes and circumstances are all liable to influence perceptions of what is
desirable. Thus, a young teacher in a suburban independent school may well
have a different vision from that of a head-teacher of an inner city comprehen-
sive, while a local Labour councillor is likely to have a different view from a
member of a Conservative policy unit. Moreover, different visions, once articu-
lated. are liable to attract different folk iwings

We omld thus be envisaging a scenario), where a thousand flowers are
blooming, where some may clash, and where many may be fighting for sur-
vival on the same ground. One possible response to such a situation would he
to accept a counsel of despair and assume that chaos is hound to reign.
Alternatively, one «mid go to the opposite extreme and, taking a Platonic
stance, argue that vision implies that there is an ideal form of a school, the
reflection of an ultimate Good, w hich is in the last analysis the only logk ally
possil )le. single and correct notion of what a school slit mld he

However . while it is. I suppose. Kist conceivable that a kaleidescope of
contrasting %isions coukl enliven our educational horizons in perpetuity, or
that a priori reasoning might ultimately establish one true and universally
agiced Klea of a school, it is surely ream inable to take a rather different approach
)ne could plausibl), argue that disc ussion and experiment should help to sort

()tit the stronger. more ten:It:milli. and adaptable. better rocited, more realistic
%mews. front Olt 1st V, Itch hive 14 it wkitcycr re.im in less durability and WI nil)
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Accordingly, in putting forward the vision of a school, probably the best
approach, and in any case the one I shall adopt, is simply to describe and to
argue for it as best one can. As far as I am concerned. I am more than content
that the worth of a vision should he established through the processes of
rational discourse.

Values

It is values which sustain vision. A school is, essentially, concerned with val-
ues. But from where do these values come; and how does one identify them?
They must surely derive, in the first place, from those held to be important hy
society. This is, of course, a widely held view and one which is articulated
from time-to-time by those concerned with natic mat educational policy, and
more generally by those with an interest in the moral well-being of the coun-
tiy. When Home Secretaiy, Kenneth Clarke declared at a press conference
that, 'Schools must promulgate the values we as a society want to pass on to
the next generation' (Clarke, 1993).

The values of a school also need to include those which are identified by
itself as being of particular importance to its specific circumstances. Rural,
inner-city and suburban schools, fee-paying and state schools, selective and
comprehensive schools, schools serving mainly single or multi-ethnic commu-
nities, schools with, and those without, religious foundations, all are likely to
hold values particular to their own needs, and so which are likely to differ to
a greater or lesser extent from one school to another. It is as important that
schools, in their aspirations and practices, reflect locally determined values as
that they take on hoard those considered to he of national significance al-
though there may well turn out to he a considerable overlap between the two.

One does not have to look either hard or long to find various values
identified and discussed which are believed to he important for the whole of
our society. Despite the pluralist nature of the country, it is relatively easy to
find a degree of apparent agreement over what they are. The range of those
which appear to be most frequently mentioned is indicated by Isaiah Berlin in
Two Concepts (il- Lawny( 1969:1701 where he talks of liberty, equality, justice,
happiness. security and public order; and hy the Archbishop of York, John
Lihw mod I 198-I, who has discussed a 'cluster of principles around the n()tion

(4 human Nk orth'. in particular personal freedom and responsibility, and choice
and solidarity.

Those who speak of national values with education particularly in mind
also tend to cover similar ground. albeit with the son of distinctive tone which
tends to he heard w hen people are referring to children. Her Majesty's Inspec-
torate has talked of those 'values and qualities in pupils which will result in
attitudes characteristic of a gu(n.1 citizen in a democratic, humane and free

iciety . reliability, initiative, sdf-discipline and It ilerance (Department for
Fclu( anon and Science, 19MS: Para 1031, and the chairman (4 the National
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Curriculum Council, said that he would expect the school his children at-
tended 'to have a clear vision of the moral values which it and society hold to
he important. These include trust, fairness, politeness, honesty, and considera-
tion to others (Pascall, 1992:3).

Individual schools may identify or reveal in various ways those values
which, for whatever reason, are of particular concern to themselves. They may
he pubhshed in official aims, haying been reached by discussion or not; they
may become apparent through the expressed or implicit attitudes of staff; they
may be part and parcel, Intentionally or otherwise, of organizational arrange-
ments, teaching methods and curriculum planning.

Rut how are the values held to be important by society to be identified,
and to he adopted by schools? Given the degree of apparent consensus it
might seem that the easiest and most obvious thing to do would be to draw
up a list which contained those values whicli appeared to enloy the strongest
national support, and to expect or require schools to promote them.

1, nhappils. such a straight-forward approach could well lead into various
troublesome entanglements. For a start, what exactly would be the mechanism
by which a view. was expressed ahout those values which are held dear by
society and which should be taught in schools? Individual ministerial initiative",
Guidance following widespread consultation with all those interested? A paper
from the relevant quango? Any combination of these? It is possible that no
such approaches would result in harmony or consensus. Moreover, values
ch, isen in this way might turn out not to fit easily in every respect with central
educational purposes and activities; and it is possible that schools could resent
being dictated to on such matters.

There are also other difficulties of a more fundamental nature. As Isaiah
l-k'ihin has pointed out when discussing values, -We are faced with choices
between ends equally ultimate, and claims equally absolute, the realisation of
some which must inevitably involve the sacrifice ot others' 1969:168 I. This is
clearly a substantial point. How far can liberty and responsihilitc.. freedom and
equality, choice and solidarity. even honesty and consideration for others be
satisfactorily reconciled?

Such questions are of course familiar, mit least to those with an interest
in theolog,. or in moral .md political philosophy One well-tned way of deal-
ing with them is. not to leave them to stand in isolation hut, as John Habgood
l98-I has argued, to place them within 'a complex. balanced system of prin-

ciples'. This solution, however, merely lifts a curtain on a vista of further
complications. Thus, it could be that a collecm m of values identified as impor-
tant for schools might he enahled to achieve a mutually coherent relatimship
din nigh being nA,tud Rhin Ilk' Value systems of. tor example. one or other
ol the Christian theologies, or of other faiths, or of particular political philoso-
phies. or of groups or miwements such as environmentalism, feminism or
anti-racism, which have their own perspectives and cultures However, within
different value systems particular %Am's, both on their iiwn and in relam iii
to others. an readily take on varying lities of meaning, attract dissimilar
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emotional charges and be rated as more or less significant. So, equality will
resonate differently in the minds of a free-marketeer and a feminist; while the
connections between freedom and responsibility are likely to he interpreted in
contrasting fashions by an orthodox Jew and by a I lumanist.

Virtues

So how, taking account of these various pitfalls, cait one identify more pre-
cisely those elements which should form the vision of a school?

In the first place, we need to scrutinize our terms. The concept of value
is commonly used in any discussion of the moral purposes of schools. It is

wrnentionally taken to mean something which is, in itself, worthy of esteem.
So far, I have followed that usage. From now on, however, I will need to be
more specific. 1 intend, therefore, to use the concept of virtue. Of course, both
historic and contemporary debate surround the notion. Nevertheless, and not
least for educational discourse, it is of considerable use.

Maclntyre (1985) has proposed a particular approach to interpreting the
meaning of virtue. In its essentials, I will follow this. It places due emphasis
on the cultural contexts and social traditions within which notions of virtue
arise and develop. It does not, however, adopt a stance which is either neces-
sarily relativist in moral terms, or which denies the significance and integrity
of the idea of a person. It is, in fact, a perception of virtue which is consistent
with and supportive of the idea of a school as I have discussed it.

MacIntyre understands virtues as human qualities which must satisfy cer-
tain conditions specified at each of three stages. Any attribute or disposition
which fails to meet all of these conditions cannot be properly called a virtue.

At the first stage, virtues are those qualities necessaiy to achieve the ends
(tc)gether with related standards of excellence) which are intrinsic to and implied
in a very broad range of established, and at least in part co-operative, worth-
while human activities. These activities are called by Maclntyre practkes. They
include the maintaining of communities, such as families, sport, agriculture,
architecture, scientific and historical enquiry, art and music, and so on. Edu-
cation would clearly also count as such a practice.

At the second stage, virtues are those qualities necessary to sustain us in
our personal search for the good. At the least, the ends here envisaged would
not preclude humanist, rationalist or theological ideas of ultimate value. At the
third stage virtues are qualities, whether exhibited in collaborative endeavour
or personal quest, which are dependent for their vitality upon a particular
condition. This is that any worthwhile human goals - which, of course, virtues
are involved in attempting to %thieve 'can only be elaborated and plssessed

ithin an ongoing social traditil 198S273 1.
We have now established the criteria of the ctnuept of virtue Next, bear-

ing in mind that in MacIntyre's terminology educatkm may be called a practice,
we can ask what sly )tikl be the chief- practical obiectives ()I education Once
we have established this. we can go ()n to identify the related virtues.
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Education in schools should he concerned with certain major goals. It
should intend to ensure that students learn, and learn to good effect, about
persons, the curriculum, community and citizenship. Schools should be con-
cerned with persons. Much of the curriculum necessarily ought to deal with a
study of the nature of human beings, for example. in the humanities. English,
some sciences, and courses or topics dealing with personal and social educa-
tion. Equally importantly, sclmols must he concerned with persons as learners,
as students, as leavers or graduates, as teadiers and othei members of staff, as
parents, as governors, and so forth.

Schools obviously have to be concerned with the curriculum, - that is,
knowledge and understanding, together with the related attitudes and skills, of
the particular disciplines of which a given course of study is an articulation.
The immediate and main focus of any school's activities ought to he the
c Uri iculuin.

Schools have no choice but to he concerned with community. It is within
this context that teaching and learning occur Without wimnunitv there could
be no school. Schools should be concerned to enable students to participate
effectively and constnictively as members of the communities to which they
belong now, and to which they may in the future belong. And schools should
be concerned with citizenship. This may he seen as membership of that com-
munity which is identified as the state. Education has to prepare students h ir
the political, legal. economic and moral aspects of life as a citizen.

It is generally taken for granted that these practical educational goals have
moral features, and that therefore ethical procedures must be followed, if they
are to be achieved. But this is not necessarily so. The educational objectives
identified can be seen as value tree, or more specifically as not incorporating
or predicating the practice of any, or any particular, values.

Learning about persons can leave open the question as to how they
should be perceived, for example with respect, or al worst as beings to be
disregarded, manipulated or used for one's own or some other purpose. Learn-
ing about the curriculum does not, of itself, imply that knowledge should be
offered within a particular interpretative framework, or that it should he jus-
tified with regard to any given criteria or authority. Learning about community
and citizenship does not have to require that the student should value these
ideas as such. The practical objectives of school need to he morally supported.
If they are not, they will be eroded. A school would he destined to fail if it
regarded with indifference or contempt persons, evidence, community and
c it izenship.

so, hom where can this moral support come? In general term.,, it slumld
arise friim the eth( of a school, itself influenced by the nature A education
as a moral activity. But this, while necessary, is not sufficient. Each practical
objective has a related first virtue If the practical ends of schools are to he
achieved, they must bc supported by knowledge and practice of the relevant
Yin ues

We are now able to enquire what are the first virtues of education? The
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answer, given the way the argument has developed so far, must be that they
are those qualities which will help all concerned, whatever their particular
roles, to engage positively, creatively and productively with the fundamental
concerns of schools. In other words. in Maclntyre's terms, the key virtues are
those qualities necessary to achieving the essential good or goods of education.

With persons, the first virtue has variously been described as care, con-
cern, charity, love, respect. Of these closely related notions that which prob-
ably fits best in the world of education is respect. The teaching of respect for
others is not only one ot education's more important objectives, but in its
absence little, if any, real learning can take place. The first virtue in relation to
the curriculum is truth; and to community is fairness. As John Rawls has put
it.

Justice is the first virtue of social institutions, as truth is of systems of
thciught. A the()ry however elegant and economical must be rejected
or revised if untrue; likewise laws and institutions no matter how
efficient and well-arranged must be reformed or abolished if they are
unjust (197'2:3).

Finally, it would be hard to show that responsibility was not a first virtue
in relation to citizenship. A citizen has various rights and duties in relation to
other citizens, and to the state. If these are ignored, or not exercized respons-
ibly, then the structures and relationships of the society in which the citizen
lives will, no doubt only gradually, but nevertheless inevitably, begin to erode.
Accordingly, the possibilities both of maintaining stability and of constructively
promoting change, will diminish. In the last analysis, an irresponsible citizen
makes nonsense of the idea of citizenship.

However, if these vinues are to have real substance for schools, further
conditions must be met. First, the first virtues should be learned, taught and
developed with reference to cultural traditions which provide them with mean-
ing. context and history. If considered in isolation virtues degenerate into
disregarded labels, the origin and purpose of which are only recalled partially,
if at all. Second, the first virtues should be interpreted and understood in such
a way that they can help individuals, and in partkular students, in the search
for their own personal ideal of the good life. Virtues would have little strength
if allowed to remain ethereally detached freini the cemtingencies. anxieties and
aspirations of daily existence.

Third, the very nature of the first virtues requires that there shoukl be no
attempt to impose them, hut that students should be encouraged themselves
to evaluate the worth of the virtues in theory and in practice. Virtues may be
perceived, not only as means. hut also as ends. Thu. each of the key virtues
sh( mid be seen both as helping in the achievement given practical objec-
tive's, and ;IS being of educational worth in tlwinselv .s Accordingly. students

lw encouraged, as an integral part of their education, to develop the
key virtues in all their activities, thmughout their schoi)I lives.
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Further, the virtues should also be seen as having relevance to existence
more widely, and as being generally applicable; which is to say, that it should
make equally good sense to observe them in the varying circumstances of
private and of public life, and of those often tricky areas where they overlap.
Students need to learn strong virtues which can hold good, and can support
them throughout their lives, in whatever they may be doing, and wherever
they may he doing it. Of course, students will need to realize that such virtues
cannot be practised simplistically, and that thought and care are necessary if
they are to result in appropriate behaviour in different situations. However, it
is a major responsibility of schools to make sure that this is something which
students know and understand.

To conclude: the goods of education can be, and often are, understood
in mainly pragmatic terms. However, they cannot be mjoyed or secured where
the related virtues are ignored. Equally, those same virtues ought to he seen
as being worthwhile in themselves. Schools, therefore, should be concerned
with the teaching of virtues for their own sake, as well as for the educational
results their exercise can bring. The knowledge and practice of the first virtues
are absolutely essential for the successful conduct of education.

Respect for persons, truth, fairness and responsibility are then the educa-
tionally necessary first virtues. It is these which should represent the vision of
a school. Of course, there are other virtues, which individual schools might
hold. These, however, assuming they were educationally justifiable, woukl
necessarily be either supportive of or related to the key virtues. Thus, schools
might refer to the virtues of co-operation. of discipline, of tolerance, of hard
work, of compassion, of honesty, and so on. However, it is the key virtues
which should sustain and guide every school. It is the vision of them which
should illuminate and sustain the studies, relationships, organization and so-
cial attitudes of a school, and which should receive the support of society.
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Chapter 12

School Mission Statements and
Parental Perceptions

Andrew Matjleet

ABSTRACT: With the legal requirement for schools to declare their
talues in their prospectus, there has heen an upsulge in school
mission statements. Denominational schools have been given ample
help in the task of constructing such statements, though common
schools are now freling their own way in the process: their state-
ments of official values are bovniung to reflect the influence
market forces in education. Parents choosing schools may u'ell
look at statements in prospectuses and other policy docuinents, but
they are swayed by many other factors, too. Social, ethnic and
religious backgrounds make a difference, and it is probable that
more parents are taking the school's perceived ethos and what they
know of its academic peybrmance into account. But it still too
50011 10 say how ilifluential official statements are in the process qj
parental choices or indeed whether the statements are a reliable
guide to what happens in schools

Choice and Diversity

Parents in England, it seems, have .a right to know'. They are told in the
Parent's Charter that 'every school must publish a prospectus every year which
describes its achievements and what it has to offer (Department for Education,
199-1a.7). It must contain statistics on the performance, attendance and desti-
nations of pupils, but more than this: prospectuses also explain 'the aims and
alues of the school and its approach to teaching' and how schools 'provide
moral and spiritual guidance for their pupils' ).

The right to a free prospectus was established in 1980; what is new is that
it must contain a statement on values and ethos. The prospectus is also now
the direct responsibility of the school governing body. The Regulations (Great
Britain, Regulations, 1993) and Circulais (Department for Education, 1993a.
1993b; 1993c) that gave effect to this were a direct result of promises made to
the I louse of Lords in 1992 As I describe elsewhere (Marfleet, 199i), these
regulations, like the amendments to the 1992 Act, that require inspectors from

6
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the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED) to report on 'the spiritual,
moral, social and cultural development of pupils' (Great Britain, Statutes, 1992),
were not initially part of Government policy. Those who drafted the amend-
ments and the bishops and peers from all sides of the House who spoke up
for them were more concerned about allowing a genuine pluralism in school
values to flourish than with encouraging traditional values or a return to
basics. There is evidence that the pressures that were put on the Government
in the Upper Chamber came as a result of lobbying from those who hoped to
see, eventually, new Christian or Muslim schools with if possible public
funding. Whether Baroness Blatch's concessions to the proposers of the amend-
ments were because the Government saw the wisdom of the argument or
because time was running out before the dissolution of Parliament that pre-
ceded the 1992 election we will probably never know.

It is unlikely that the 'diversity' that John Patten was fond of referring to
during his two years as Secretaiy of State for Education was intended to in-
clude diversity of values. Certainly, the 1993 discussion paper that the National
Curriculum Council produced talks of absolute values, with limited conces-
sions to different ways of thinking about beliefs and ethics. More recent pro-
nouncements on Religious Education and Collective Worship, including Circular
1/94 (Department for Education, 1994b), seem to reflect a desire for uniformity
under a 'boradly Christian' position.

Mission Statements: Origins and Ideas

This broadly Christian uniformity can, of course, be traced back to the 19-14
Act (Great Brit.un, Statutes, 19-H ), which gave both an official value base for
all schools and a recognition that denominational schools would have a dis-
tinctive ethos. This distinctiveness has meant that the Church schools, in par-
ticular, were in the business of pronouncing on their values well before 1992.
Even if it emerged only as an aspect of the school's admission policy, the
prospectus of a typical Aided (i.e. state-funded denominational) school would
point towards a commitment to certain beliefs and attitudes.

One can trace, too, another, more recent development that has played its
part in the current demand for statements of values. During the 1980s, mission
statements and vision statements emerged as key features in the world of
business and industry, drawing particularly on the work of Deming, the mind
behind the _Japanese quality revolution (see, for example, Covey, 1989). Total
Quality Management (TQM) had become an over-riding concept in industry
well before local management of schools became the norm in educational
provision. lt was inevitable that educational management would learn from
the Quality Movement in industry, following the Deming principles that any
organization needed a very clear statement of purpose and that poor manage-
ment piocesses rathei than people prevented good quality. Covey argues for
the on( ept of print iple-centred leadership. ,howing that the designers of
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processes incorporate their values or principles into them, making it essential
to understand the values as well as the iission of an organization in order to
improve each aspect of it.

The Quality Movement has been international, and surveys suggest that its
ideas have been adopted by most of the world's successful companies. Na-
tional quality awards have sprung up on both sides of the Atlantic; Govern-
ment departments in Britain have vied with each other in promoting awards
and standards, a process accelerated by John Major's Citizen's Charter. In Britain,
as originally in the USA, it is being claimed that quality principles can he made
to work in schools. Avon Training and Enterprise Council (TEC), for example,
was involved in this well before 1992, helping schools and colleges to under-
take an examination of their principles. The typical process begins with a
strategic review in which all the stake-holders brainstorm vision, mission and
values. They use the resultant information to guide them to the activities and
processes which are critical to their success avoiding mere rhetoric.

There is evidence that both the Department for Education and OFSTED
have been aware of these approaches. I mention it here because it is crucial
in any understanding of the nature of official values in schools to tract_ the
genesis of the current quest for values statements. The fact that clear state-
ments about schools' values and ethos are now required by law is by no
means the whole story.

It is not insignificant, however, that schools were being offered help with
the process of drawing up such statements well before they were legally obliged
to have them. In some cases, as we have seen, the local TEC may have been
involved, and help has been offered by religious groups, who have been used
to thinking about vision, mission and values for quite some time.

Me Revalues Pmject Four Five, directed by Veronica Williams (1991), is
an example of this, although the production of mission statements was not one
of the original aims. The project began in April 1988 with the task of exploring
and developing the teaching of beliefs and values in secondary education.
One of the original aims was 'to help teachers . .. to articulate the content of
the INSET they require' ( p. 1), and the findings showed some interesting ways
in which this could be done. Reflection, analysis and commitment were re-
quired from teachers, resulting in INSET that helped them 'to go through the
process of examining their own values and beliefs in relation to specific
issues . . by a series of group exercises involving the value-mapping tech-
nique. and 'to work out a Charter of Values' ( p. 13).

Paper Two of the resource pack that was subsequently published w as
about how to produce a Charter of Values. This is defined as 'a document
expressing those things which a school considers of greatest worth', contain-
ing 'agreed statements which have been reached through a process comprising
of dial( Tue. evaluation and the disc It istlic of hidden assumptions.' Everybody
involved with the school shoukl be involved in the process of developing it,
from tlw Chair of Governors to the youngest child (Williams, 1990:2-3).

Although the rep( in on the project reiterates that 'an education in values
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and beliefs is not provided by one or two isolated areas of the curriculum hut
by the total ethos and style of the school' and states that 'the project has
encouraged schools to go through the process of examining their value sys-
tems and to develop a charter' (Williams, 1991:10), it concedes tivf the take-
up might not have been very great even amongst the schools involved in the
project. The report concedes that the whole project 'was easier to develop in
schools where Religious Education was not recognised as being a low status
subject', hut 'unfortunately in many schools this was not the case' (p. 4 ). Even
the whole school INSET tivat might have led to the prociss of drawing up a
charter was only possible some schools', mainly smaller schools. In many
schools, it seems, 'staff were reluctant to work with colleagues from other
departments and found it difficult to reach agreement over a Charter of Values'
(p. 7).

Who knows whether these schools, with others, will have had more in-
clination to look at their values since the 1993 Regulations appeared? The
materials produced by the Revalues Project deserved wider use, though it w as
predictable that they would be more likely to be used in schools where the
Head was enthusiastic about them The Christian Education Movement (CEM)
which managed the Revalues Project is in touch mainly with RE teachers, and
not all of them, RE teachers are often kme voices in their schools.

(",kitholk Schools

However, a very different picture ,:an be seen in the case of schools where the
imponance of values has been stressed at Ilk' highest levels. In the Roman
Catholic schools in England and Wales, clear statements of values have pro-
liferated in the past two or three years, following an important document from
their Bishops Conference in 1987, reissued in 1990 in a revised form. In its
intn)duction, the document argues for 'the need to produce Mission State-
ments, to clarify aims and objectives, and .. . for policy statements of all kinds'
(Bishops' Confeience of England and Wales, 1990:1).

The need for distinctiveness has no doubt galvanized both the Catholic
hierarchy and their Aided schools into action, leaving other schools on the
starting blocks. The Bishops' Conference followed up their philmophical state-
ments with a series of very practical materials. The first pack, Developing a
Mission Statement (199(l), set the pattern. As well as notes on why a mission
statement is essential, there were carefully developed materials to help indi-
vidual schools set up the process. This pattern was followed in the subsequent
packs of materials that emerged: Developing Objecturs and Tasks using Key
Result Areas and Peifonnance lnchcatots (1990), Evaluation, Staff Develop-
ment and Review (1991) and The Mission Statement into Action (1993) The
materials go on to help schools organize a process for auditing what thev are
doing, as well as having clear aims and objectives, they are both extremely
practical ,ind unreservedly Christian
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Unlike the CEM materials, the Catholic development materials have been
used extensively, being regarded as an obligatory part of INSET from their
inception, and leading to mission statements that demonstrate the It el of their
commitment to Christian values. A typical example comes from on )articular
Catholic High School: after a brief summary statement, five areas of commit-
ment are listed, each being followed by up to nine action points. The summary
statement sets the tone: the school 'seeks to he a living Christian community
in which effective learning takes place. By recognising Jesus Christ in each one
of us we aim to develop fully the unique talents of each pupil.'

Other Catholic schools have produced similar documents, but it is impor-
tant to note that although they have had access to the same INSET materials,
they have not been given off-the-peg mission statements. Individual owner-
ship is essential for each school: as the various stakeholders staff, parents
and pupils as well as headteacher and governors all have their input into the
statement of official values, they are drawing together as a community as well
as drawing up a document.

While noting the kind of variations that reflect local circumstances, one is
obliged, however, to admit that the mission statements of Catholic schools do
not vary significantly, and perhaps this is to be expected. Within a typical RC

Aided school, one would expect to find broadly similar values held by staff
who are appointed because they are sympathetic with the school's ethos, by
pupils from at least nominally Christian families, and by governors whose very
motivation for serving is their commitment to the faith.

Church ff Englaml Schools

Anglican schools have been a year or two behind their Catholic counterparts,
but they tcio are probably well ahead of the non-churdi schools in drawing up
mission statements. It is generally recognized that the ethos of a rural Aided
school, which is often de facto the neighbourhood school, will differ from that
of an Aided school in a town where real choice can he exercised. Even where
the rural church school has staff who are totally committed Christians, they
tend to he aware that the families they serve come from a variety of back-
grounds, and respect that diversity. On the other hand, rural schools are rarely
multi-ethnic, it is a paradox that there are Aided sch( iols in inner cities with a
strong ethnic mix, and even maiorities of children from. say, Muslim homes,
in sc 'nic. cast. s The implicarions of this are noted in Gay et al_ t 1991.33). It Is

probably fair to to say that, in general, Anglican scliciols exhibit much more
religious diversity than do Catholic schools. To set up a process for the intro-
duction of mission statements has, therefore, been a more complex issue.

Nevertheless, by early 1992, dioceses had access to materials to help them
in this task, thanks to a working group drawn from the National Society, the
Culham Institute am.1 ilk. Southwark diocese The materials were trialed in five
clio:vses 1.1 dIfferent p.crt 1 Faigland In the inira iduction to the Anglican pack,
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the authors argue that diurch schools must 'iustify their existence and support
from local parishes and communities' by showing 'that their day-to-day life
reflects their Christian foundation and purposes' (Louden and Urwin, 1992).
/fence the need for a mission statement. Interestingly, it is acknowledged that
some schools might want to use a different term to describe a statement of
their values and purposes although the term is 'widely used in business and
in public and voluntary services', it could be 'open to misrepresentation', for
instance implying 'that a school is setting out to evangdise its pupils' ( ibid.)
The Catholics have no such qualms: in Evalualing the Disunctwe ,1ature opt
('atholic School, it is stated that although the primary role of the school is to
educate, 'evangelisation and..or catechesis will be taking place as each mem-
ber of the school community, teacher and pupil, 'is reads for it'. It will depend
on 'the schools faithfulness to the Catholic visi(in as a community, not in terms
of thrusting it upon one another, but rather in the sensitive appropriateness of
interrelations between school member and sdiool member (Bishops' Confer-
ence of England and Wales, 1990.A-2).

schools are invited to work through the Anglican pack on their own,
though outside help is recotnmended indeed Diocesan Education Officers
have been kept busy servicing church schools in this way. Governors as well
as staff are to he drawn in, shared ownership is stressed. After considering the
general purpose of church schotils, each school, whether aided, controlled or
special agreement, is then invited 'to set out its own purposes in its own
unique situation. Situations are bound to vary, so 'no single mission statement
could ever apply to all the Church's schools The introduction to the pack
(.1111)111st/es the need to il1c115 N, II) H1; PUT( In relation to Chnsuan
beliefs and principles and links with I( )(Al ( hurches and parishes' The pro-
gramine is also intended to nuwe fri)tri 'general emphases' to 'practical areas

sc lu xli hie. (Louden and Um in, l)92). Data collected in the Diocese of St
Edmundslmry and Ipswich show a strong p; 2ference for references to Chris-
tian values, HE and worship. hut no enthusiasm for rigid dts iplinc (it tidal
femme" designed to attract parents.

( WI) ' 5( 17)1)1/.%

Chinch schools, a would appear, have had ample help in draw ing up official
statements of their values. County i e non-denominatk mall schools have been
left to their own devices, by and Luge, though one must acknowledge the role
that individual [leads, senior management teams and governors have played
in particular schools In some local authorities, advisers have prompted activity
in this area, and not only where OFSTED inspections loom on the horizon
There are courses available, often run by independent consultants, on produc-
ing imssion statements Slime (()uilt!, sk hIx Its. Iv isv ever, have woiked out state-
mous of their values trim] scratch. with little input trom outside

n I Csealt Ii inty 5(111)10 Malik:0, 199i , whii& Ii has been
based on case 'qudies. Lis involved ',ignificant discussHin with !leads, senior
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managers, governors, parents and pupils on their perceptions of the schools
with which they are involved. However, it may be too early yet to measure
how far parental choice of schools is being influenced by official statements
of values. More research is needed in this area, though Knight (1992) has made
a start.

Nevertheless, schools are taking the production of their prospectus, in-
cluding a mission statement, much more seriously. The example of one county
primary school that I have studied illustrates a growing trend. It recently pro-
duced a glossy brochure and a separate flyer as part of its marketing strategy
A few years ago, the school was content with a traditional prospectus, typed
and duplicated in-house. The advent of local management, however, seems to
have focused the minds of senior staff and governors. The school saw itself
losing out financially if children were sent to other local schools either because
of the supposed superiority of the other schools or because of ignorance of the
existence or location of this school. A working group of governors was set up
to produce the new prospectus, a process that involved interviewing possible
designers and publishers as well as collating material from different members
of the school community. A central feature is the statement of values a series
of bullet points ('what we believe in') in the flyer, and a more narrative ap-
proach, in the form of a letter by the Headteacher, in the main prospectus. The
initiative for this came from discussions between the Head and the Chair of
Governors, leading to a meeting between all staff and governors to discuss
values. Lists were drawn up and refined, though the process was not without
friction. Thlerance was relected as a value (who wants to be merely tolerwed?)
in favour of respect and kindness. The role of the community was acknowl-
edged - an aspect of which the governors were more aware than the staff. But
all involved appear to have been happy witn the product, which might not
seem very original, as listed below, but involved some very useful thinking by
staff and governors

Our school recognises the partnership betw yen howe and school. W.e
want to work kigetlwr with yrni. as parents, to ens' that your chikl
is happy and successful
We value your child as an individual and we recognise their abilities
and qualities. We do our best to develop these, and provide for all
children's needs
We value fairness. kindness and .1 harnainn >us aim...There in our
Sch. x 1 CUMIIRMIty

We encourage your child to celebrate their own ac hiewments and
those of others
- 0 expect vim, hild devel(p pride in themselves. theu d andv.

a respect for those Muund them 11its inc hides unipled
with 3 growing scnse of responsibilaN
la 0 set high stand ads in .111 that we attempt and cspe.1 sour

lk towards these

Ce
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These points are followed by a statement about the importance of links
with the community, industry and the business world. 'We are especially in-
terested in our role in the local community and continue to use opportunities
to develop this. References to links with local churches are not included,
though a curate (a co-opted governor) and several other Christians in the
community now go into the school to help with the occasional assembly.
l!nder Curricular Aims, it is stated that 'the Christian faith forms the basis of our
Religious Education, exploring the teaching of Jesus Christ and the effects this
has on our own lives', and that sex education 'is taught within the context of
a mural framework reflecting family values in our society'.

Palental Chou e

It is noteworthy that a county school should stress aspects like these, when
many parents would mention them as reasons tor cho(Thing a church scho(il.
For many parents, the evidence they want in choosing a school for their
diildren will not be derived from a prospectus alone: they will find out by
other means, too, what a school actually does. This has emerged in my inter-
views with parents who have chosen denominational schools.

A parent who had chosen a Catholic lligh School told me her story. She
and her family attended a large lbptist Church in the t(Avn, and had chosen
the Catholic Higfi School for their daughter after she had left a Church of
England Aided Primary. Their sons, tun or twelve years earlier, had had no
choice and had gone to the neighlsmrhood County lligh. The fact that the
Catholic High School had changed its policy, to admit children front non-
Catholic fainilies, where A real commitment to another church could be dem-
)nstrated, had encouraged them to apply there for their daughter, as in fact

others at their church had done. They had looked into how far the Roman
church was instigated or impressed upon the children, hut in fact it scented to
take a very low profile the school seemed to be Christian, with Christian
values, rather than lust Catholic The (mly obvious signs of the latter were the
crucifixes around the school. Pupils were expected to attend mass, but non-
Catholics could go up for a blessing. In almost every respect, the school was,
for their family too, an extension of the work of home and church. Their home
had a strongly evangelical ethos, but this was echoed at the school, she telt,
where a significant minority of the staff were evangelical Protestants, who met
with their Catholic colleagues for prayer and took a full part in school life This
was confirmed by my own visits to tlw school, where I saw Anglican staff
leading worship and was tokl by several people about the varied Christian
input The I lead and senior staff admitted, too, that the change in admissions
polkv had meant that the large grinip of non-Catholic pupik there tended to
clime Inno very committed Christian families, as they needed to demlinstrate
strong church alkluance to gut a plate the scholil was heavily over-
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subscribed. Paradoxically, the Catholic children could be fairly nominal in
their commiunent. The impact (4 this on the school ethos was fairly noticeable.

Reasons given to me for choosing Roman Catholic or Church of England
Aided schools do not seem to differ much from each other. A father who had
chosen a Church of England Aided school, rather than the nearest County
Primary school, told me why he had wanted this school for his son 'so that
he would grow up in an environment where Christian values, beliefs were the
norm, presented by people who believed them rather than being part of
Government policy ( -vou will teach this")'. He wanted teachers who were
committed to what they taught, and a Christian influence for his son 'from day
one'. This particular school had impressed him; it had a family atmosphere,
with older children taking special care of the younger ones. The school had
close links with the parish church, though ministers from various local churches
came in to help with assemblies. More than the other two Church of England
schools in the town, it drew its pupils from the immediate neighbourhood, so
there was considerable continuity between church life and school life The
other two schools were in less residential parts ot the town, and families
brought their childien in. then (t...ographical centrality kept them on a pedes-
tal. and they weie popular, too, for slightly different reasons.

It is difficult to generalize from individual case studies, hut the stones I
have been told are illuminating Most of the parents I have spoken to have
chosen the nearest primary school for their children, especially where denomi-
national schools are not available. Some express concerns about the schools
they have chosen about the need for more discipline, or reading schemes.
or (in the case of some Chi istian families) more appropriate RE teaching Hut
only a small minority would appear to choose a imire distant school, apart
from those with the resources to buy private education. Most -ents are not
plepared h )1- the ilk( in cnicik e it taking then i. !oldie!) turthei afield I have
detected a greater willingness to move in urban areas, where a number of
secondary schools lie ss ithm a reasonable sometimes cohorts of
primary sdiool leavers split into several groups

What does this have to say about parental choice., You can sa hik h
school you would prefer sour child to go to. Nay., ihe Parents charter your
choice is w Icier as a result of recent changes. ( Department for Edu¼ ant in.
199.1a 9) But how is parental choice actually exercise& West considers much
of the evidence from recent research, though she acknowledges that the findings
(especially at the sewndary stage) vary somewhat 'This is not surprising', she
states. .as the ...oldies differed ((insiderahly then mildih-

(Ids West. 199 4 119) What L(Hisensus thew Is «Infirm. that -tlit prcodifilit Ill
iht..t ii r its Ii atri ,n and pelf( Irmam e issues tes.amination rt sults )); a( a-
demi(' record). me 11111U /Mint 1.1114 flts Kid discipline still matters for mime
parents I low mut ii the hild ss ants to go lc) the sc hool influences mans it the
child's friends are going there. alternatives cotikl well lw niled out V..est notes
.sonw marked and Intel est diftererhe fleMecti parunf, ith difk.ren! ,
iil. eihni, and religli)ii. bei kg( iunds at the se« intim\ stage, hut suggests t,H)
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that 'it is possible that parents are now focusing more on performance issues
school examination results and performance-related issues a pleasant

atmosphere or ethos than they were in the past 1994:119).
Parents do not only have prospectuses to go on. Policy documents now

appear in schools on a host of value-related topics: on behaviour and disci-
pline, on multicultural education and on equality of opportunity, for example.
Inspectors take particular note of such documents, it might be added. It is
interesting to observe that the policy documents are beginning to be informed
by the explicitly stated values of the school; the head of a primary school
recently told me that the teacher redrafting the behaviour policy had gone
back to the school's mission statement for guidance. It is possible to be unduly
cynical about statements of official school values, seeing them as bearing no
resemblance to actual practice. They are, of course, a reflection of ideals, but
if the ideals are those agreed by all the stakeholders in a community, they
stand more chance of being followed than if imposed from the top. OFSTED
inspections will no doubt draw attention to disparities between what they
read, what they are told and what they observe.

Before leaving the topic, we must consider families from minority groups
and what they expect from schools. This is a vast area, that cannot he dealt
with adequately here, though it would not be unfair to say that some minority
groups are less than happy with the choice of schools available. Criticisms by
the Islamic Academy (1993:2) are perhaps typical.

The Muslim community with its wide diversity and different life expen-
ences has, on the whole, not found the British educational and political
establishment very receptive to its aspiration and ideals.

Many Muslims are pressing for their own voluntary aided schools, though it is
aim) interesting that many prefer the ethos ot uhnsuan-Aided schools to that
of the more secular common schools. Gay et at ( 1991:3 ) cite six Church of
England schools in London where over half the pupils come from Muslim
families, but it must be acknowledged that most of these schools are in Tower
Hamlets, where there is a dearth of school places and therefore little real
di( \X'hat is dear, 11(MCVer, is that both Muslims and other faith groups are
uneasy about liberal attitude's to issues like sex education in the common
schools (cf. Thomson, 1993). Many Christians would probably agree with them,
which is a factor in the continuing demand for denominational schools in most
areas.

Where is it All Leading?

I have tried to slum. in this chapter why and luiw official statements of schimil
alms have had a higher profile in recent years, and have tried to relate this

to parental expectations of %chi rols. The desire for greater parental choice
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might feature in the minds of some politicians, but the present Government
cannot claim credit for inventing the mission statement. Indeed, the movement
towards the production of such statements was already underway in the church
schools at the start of the present decade; it can hardly have been driven hy
market forces, as many of the schools that were first in the field seemed to be
already over-subscribed. Subsequent legislation may have quickened the pace
and spread the process to other schools, but who is to say that this would not
have happened anyway in due course? It would be interesting to investigate
whether schools have found the process of drawing up a statement is of value
to them as a community, whatever the value of the product in terms of 'selling
the school'. For me, questions will remain. Is the finished statement a fair
reflection of the school's ethos, summarizing what the school stands for, or is
it intended to be an aspiration, an ideal towards which the school is moving?
Do parents, to the extent that they are ccmcerned about school values, base
their thinking on what they know about a school? Or are they, on the whole,
satisfied that most schools are probably doing a good lob? The minolity who
want more evidence may well look at school policy documents and missi( in

statements, but they will cast their nets wider, one hopes, than on what they
read in a schi ol prospectus
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Chapter 13

Planning for Values Education in the
School Curriculum

Janet Eduards

ABSTRACT. Drawing trfnm tbe authoris experience as a second-
air school teacher and manager this chapter first considers some
(!/' the whole school issues concerned with values and goes on to
discuss the uays in which values education comes into the cur-
nculum. Modes of delivering values education in the curriculum
thmugh PSE and RE are considered and examples are offered (y.
nays in which values find their place in the statutory subjects.
Finally, there are sections on teaching and learning styles and on
projessional deleloInnent aml resources

.Values lie at the heart of the school's vision of itself as a
community' ( National Curriculum Council, 1992).

'Values penneate all educational activity' (Scottish Curriculuin
Council, 1991).

In the years of my teaching career in comprehensive schools during the 1970s
and 80s there was a groundswell of commitment to ideas of pastoral care,
counselling, active learning methods and the importance of the values dimen-
so m in education Personal and Social Education (PSE) was in its infancy.
Courses, often not examined, in Social Educatic in, Personal Relationships, Child
Deyelopnwnt, licalth Education and Community Servk e emerged to lin a per-
ceived gap in thc education of teenagers, and optional courses as well as core
!nodules for all students became established in a significant proportion of
schools. PSE !nay have been something of a rag-bag of curricular areas but the
methods used and aims for it we felt were central t( the purpose of schooling
There was ve,y little support from outside the school and few resources were
available. e innovated an.1 shared our ideas with other teachers. Academics
writing on these aspects of education helped some of us to develop our think-
ing constructive!).

Significant in !n thinking v, as the ptO)licatim in. in ltMi. of Hargreaves'
report for ILEA. bnpriarn,t; Acc ondarr Inuits In( holed Ifl the aspec ts of
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achievement was a category (Achievement Aspect IV) which included 'moti-
vation and commitment; the willingness to accept failure without destructive
consequences; the readiness to persevere; the self-confidence to learn in spite
of the difficulty of the task'. The report stressed the importance given to PSE
in many schools and noted the diversity of practice as a result of the bottom-
up way in which the innovation had taken place. Pring (198-i) ercouraged us
to think hard about the aims and content of PSE courses and to be rigorous
in evaluation and planning. Documents from LIMI such as those in the Cur-
riculum Matters series gave support. They provided descriptions of good prac-
tice and policy guidelines in a practical format.

In the 1990s the National Curriculum Council I NCC). albeit in an unco-
ordinated and holt-on manner, spoke of the importance of breadth and balance
in the whole curriculum, reminded schools that the whole curriculum is broader
than the core and foundation subjects and RE, named cross-curricular themes,
and gave the responsibility to schools to decide how the timetable should be
planned and what resources and teaching methods should be used.

In a section entitled Attitudes and Values in a NCC working document
which was not widely circulated C NCC. 1992). there was formal recognition of
the intention that the themes shoukl

provide opportunities to promote the following attitudes and values.
respect for evidence and rational argument;
respect for different ways of life, beliefs, opinion and the le-
gitimate interests of others;
regard for equal Opportunities Ilk luding the c hallenging if

stereotypes and an active concern for human rights;
respect [Or non-violent ways of resiilving ciinflict;
concern ICJ quality and ex,...ellence,
valuing on.!self and others;
constructive interest in c(milmunity affairs,
independence of thought,
tolerance and openmindedness,
consideration tor others,
thnibility and adaptability to change,
enterprising, persistent approach to tasks and challenges,
determination to succeed:
self-respect, self-uinfidence and self-discipline;
sense of responsibility for personal and collective action

Hut the emphasis in recent years (in hack to basks, league tables, vocational
qualifications and information technology has meant that the non-statutory
parts id the National Curriculum have been neglected in many institutions. The
niss-c urrictilar ilienies arc in danger of l)eing seen as an addini mat burden 'Ca

the hard-pressed busy teacher
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Whole School Planning for Values Education

Many dilemmas still exist in whole school planning. Some of these are ex-
plored by West:

The fact is there is no moral consensus and convention based on a
publicly recognised religion which can he unproblematically invoked
tor all children: it is like trying to put a cork hack in a bottle which
for a significant number of people is now devoid of its content. It is
not a lack of concern to instil a sense of values and meaning that is
at question, it is finding the appropriate forms io do it ... It is, in fact,
the school's whole approach in the overt and hidden curriculum which
conveys the real message of values and the 'how of what is taught
and done is as important a, the 'what' (1993:123).

As we have already seen in Chapter 12 of this volume, a statement of
values is often used as a way of attempting to find common ground in a school
community. It may provide a realistic starting point from which timetabled
courses and permeation of values across all subjects in the curriculum might
follow. Williams explains that 'a Charter of Values should state in dear, simple
terms those things which the school considers to be of greatest worth and
importance to its function as a community of persons engaged in the process
of education' (1990, Paper 2:3).

A statement of values is quoted overleaf as an example of what might be
produced. This school is an 11-16 comprehensive serving a large housing
estate in a midlands city. All users of the school were involved in working
towards this agreed statement. It was debated in tutor groups, staff meetings,
youth club discussions, parent and governors' meetings. Many drafts were
produced before this version was adopted. The statement appears as a fore-
word to most school documents and aims to set an appropriate common
context.

A values statement acts as a check-list against which practice can he
measured. It is a trigger for evaluative action. OFSTED inspectors will want to
know what is being done to put brochure and values statement claims into
pract

From Values Statement to Practicc

Putting values statements into practice is not without its difficulties 'or school
management I rec ently witnessed an interesting contrast in stance taken hy
three headtr.chers from cc imprehensive schools in the same county as they
discussed how they were managing the issue of compulsory daily worship. A
explained that he had no problem conducting such a daily act and encourag-
ing many of his colkagues to do like.% ise as he believed Out education is like

4 1,4
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Values Statement

In this School
we care for all our members, past and present
we believe that none of us have ever finished learning Some of the most important
things we learn are about ourselves and other people
each member is encouraged to make the most of their ability and to achieve a
sense of personal worth
we try to prepare our members for life in a fast changing world This means that
we mu try to become capable of

coping with change in our lives
becoming independent
accepting others for what they are
solving problems in our livPs

we try to offer a learning programme which covers our all round needs and our
different abilities.
we recognise that we are part of a wider community We must take care to work
closely with the people and organisations around us
we must be proud of our successes and capable of learning from our failures
we accept that good learning only takes place if our students' basic human needs
are met first.
we must try to make the way we teach fit the learner's needs
we will keep a record of each student's achievement There will be regular opportun-
ities for parents to talk with teachers about their children's progress
we expect our members to do the best they can all of the time
we are always pleased to see and to help our ex-students

ABOVE ALL, EACH MEMBER MUST, EACH DAY, ACHIEVE A LITTLE BIT OF SUCCESS

a triangle with God on one apex and teachers and students on the other two.
The nearer individual teachers and students come to God the closer they will
become to each other. B told how his school had submitted a statement that
it wulLI not and would not conform with the requirement to hold daily wor-
ship with a predominantly Christian content. This had heen the result of de-
liberation by parents, teachers and governors prior to an OFSTED inspection.
C, on the other hand, had appealed to her staff to assist her in finding ways,
consonant with the aims and objectives of the school and the wishes of the
community, to uphold the legal requirement for c(uninunal daily woi ship
\lost statt had apple, iated her dilemma and were working collaboratively to
find acceptable ways forward. These differing approaches reflect different
management styles, stages of institutional development and school catchment
areas A's school, a Catholic foundation, recruits pupils from homes where
religious belief is important. B's is a small town centre school drawing a high
percentage of its pupils from professional families. The school where C is
headteacher is a large suburban community college on the outskirts of a city.
Consensus had been achieved in different ways in different contexts.

West I I99i. I 24- t descrilws the ;tans and (illectives of the Personal, Social,
Vocational and Moral Education programme in the school of which she is
head. These look very mu( Ii like the aims of the whole school. If the alms of
PSE and those of the sclx )ol generally are so similar, is there a case for separately

/
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timetabled courses? Or should there he a permeation of all that a school does,
whether in formal lessons or through the ethos and hidden curriculum, by the
ideals that promote the personal and social development of young people?
Should there be a special course where moral education is to he explored, or
should moral implications be picked up and addressed as they arise?

Pring points out that

in many people's minds perm inal, micial and moral development should
be a major concern of schools. But it is mistaken to conclude that the
way of translating this concern into curriculum terms is to put another
subject, namely, personal and social education, into the timetable
(1984:92).

lie argues that young people learn more from the behaviour and attitudes of
those around them than they do from formal instruction. No amount of in-
struction in personal, social and moral development can compensate for the
destruction of dignity that the constant experience of failure brings to so many

( Pring, 1984:92i. Does this mean that the best wav forward is to con-
centrate on whole school ways of working for consensus and to look towards
all teachers taking responsibility for the personal, social and moral develop-
ment of their pupils? Does this mean that separately timetabled courses are not
essential?

In Developing Citizenship Acmss the Curriculum (Edwards and Fogelman.
1993) subject specialists describe the relationship between their academic dis-
cipline and education for citizenship. In the introduction the editors write.

If the cross-curricular elements are to permeate the cutriculum an
essential pre-requisite seems to us to be that those responsible for the
implementation of the core and foundation subjects should consider
the relationship between their own subjects and the themes .. . Our
ambition is that no teacher will want to claim that education for citi-
zenship is someone else's responsibility (Edwards and Fogelman.
1993-1-5).

But the organization of the curriculum and the permeation of values education
across it is a compk.x and demanding task.

Curriculum Plan n ng

The issue of a specialist team delivering RE and/or Psl.. or every teacher being
given responsibility for tutorial titne and values in the subject based curricu-
lum still exists. Wmllianis muniments that every area ol the school curriculum
is value-laden to some extent' and points out that

/ 7/
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within the classroom, the choice of lesson content reflects underlying
judgments about what is thought to he worthwhile, effecuve, relevant
and essential in the educational process. The content of courses ir
values and beliefs may be drawn from many areas of the curriculum
and is not specifically subject related. Science, Humanities, Arts, Busi-
ness Studies, Home Management, Personal and Social Education and
Religious Education all have much to offer (1990, Paper 4:2).

If permeation through subjects is the preferred route then there are issues to
be faced. Will every topic that needs to be addressed fit into one of the core
or foundation subjects? Flow can there be assurance that the coverage will he
certain every year, if the prime enthusiast leaves, for all teaching groups
with a value base rather than a narrower subject focus? Will every teacher be
committed to the depth of exploration that is needed if value issues are to be
thoroughly and adequately explored? The hest solution will not be identical in
every school community. It is more possible that in a school which starts from
a particular value position, and which recruits staff committed to this position
and pupils from families that have chosen this particular type of school be-
cause of its stance on moral issues, permeati(m of these values will he achieved
in all curricular areas. But in addition a course such as PSE or RE which has
a particular focus upon values education is probably a good way forward in
most sit uat ions.

Personal and Social Education

ESE courses have a contribution that is important in many schools. Typical PS,i
course content includes many heavily value-laden issues some of which are of
a controversial nature and may touch on deeply personal, religious and cul-
tural belief and value systems. As there is no nationally prescribed content for
PsE it offers an opportunity to cover areas that may be neglected in the core
and foundation subjects. Examples of such areas might be: crime and punish-
ment: the understanding of legal systems; rights and responsibilities; interna-
tional relations, current affairs; education for parenthood; community study
and service. PSI'. courses often emphasize the use of active learning techniques
and discussion Visitors from community partners can enrich the experience of
pupils and teachers and offer a rich resource. There is the opportunity to make
a bridge hetween the impersonal treatment of content and knowledge and the
personal experience and understmding of the implications for the individual
of such knowledge. Of course this opportunity is not the special preserve of
PSE, but in PSE lessons it may be an overt aim whereas in other places in the
timetable it may seem to be of secondary imiuntance. Certainly in literature
lessons there are many opportunities for such connections to he made hut the
pupil may not be explicitly encouraged to make them (McCulloch, 1993).
Similarly, of course, in a poorly stnictured PsE less( m pupils may not, for a
variety of reasons, make these connections (Pring, 1984). Indications from
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OFSTED inspections suggest that some of the worst lessons observed are PSE
lessons. Pupil behaviour and motivation are often found to be poor and learn-
ing significantly below the standard observed in other areas of the curriculum.
What does this imply for curriculum planning and delivery?

The opportunity exists in PSE to bring together cross-curriculai issues
which if well.planned and sensitively delivered can provide insights and co-
herence to the curriculum and an opportunity to refiecl on key questions.
Buck and Inman summarize this thus:

We nnist ensure tlut any provision includes a body of knowledge:
young pople's understanding of themselves cannot take place in a
vacuum but must be set within the context of knowledge of their
family, community, national and wider world in which they live. It is
through an understanding ot the social, political and environmental
aspects of the world that they come to de-elop and understand their
own personal qualities, attitudes and values. It is through this form of
understanding that young people are empowered to act in an in-
formed and purposeful manner. This form of understanding also re-
quires a particular teaching style one which is participat( wy and
experiential ( 1993:111.

Religious Education

Religious Education (RE) clearly has a contributi( in to make Since RE is a
statutory requirement in the curriculum there are obvious reasons for RE tak-
ing some responsibility for values educati(m.

RE facilitates an understanding of the beliefs stnictures which underlie
value systems. It provides evidence and examples of ways in which
beliefs and values have directly affected people's lives through the
making of choices and selection of priorities. It provides a critical
frame of reference which transcends personal, group. ethnic, political
and national interests and enables pupils to use it. ft takes account ot
faith as an important motivating factor in people's lives. It offers a
wealth of heavily value-laden content rather than process. It offers an
alternative approach to life than either secularism or materialism. It
offers opportunity for controversial issues to lw examined iensitively,
avoiding possible indoctrinatkm by default. It offers cross-cultural
insights ( Williams. 1990, Paper 2)

Other Academic Subjects

All academic subjects have potential for contributing to the pemleation of
values across the curriculum. By way of illustration. quotath ins from Dervirynny
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Citizenship in the Cuiriculum (Edwards and Fogelman, 1993) folk-iv... Subject
tutors in the School of Education at Leicester University were asked to write
about the contribution their specialist subject might make to educatkm for
citizenship. Encouragingly ne tutor declined our request; on the wntrary they
found a wide range of links

hig/Ish

I would argue that a is in the English classroom that the variety ot
human experience can be explored, and the parameters of moral
actions discussed, more effectively than in any other subte's-t .. The
skilful English teacher will encourage children to engage with, but
also to preserve a sense of detachment from, the characters in a story,
and will do this through the characteristic activities ot the English
classroom Did you feel X was right to do this) How did you feel
when Y said that? Can y IU think of reasons why Z reacted as she did?
What would you have done in situation 5? All these questions urge
pupils to make the story their own. by developing their personal
response to the actions, values and attitudes that the story has pre-
sented to them. But in doing that they probe their own moral values

what is lair, what is appropriate, how people should be treated.
what people's responsibilities are. what the) are entitled to. These
questions. crucially « irk erned with the (level( ipment r it a iwrsimal
code of values, are surely at the heart ol citizenship (NIcCulhicli.
1993 52-3

.Sc fence

By confronting issues of a controversial nature we enable pupils to
form opinions and beliefs. and to have existing ones challenged and
reformed They can debate le,pect for life versus the advantages of
annual dissection, and the implications for pc.. 'al choice and free-
dom of Mass screening of inmUgrants using genetic fingerprinting tec li-
niques The challenge for teachers is to create a c Imiate in which they
c Ifl hstcn to what the pupils say. alk AY pupils to express an upinilm.
and pnivide the time fur such reflection

There are upp(mundies too fin- emphasizing ethnic and ultural
diversity in our society by careful choice of different soc Lii contexts
for topics such As diet and nutrition. erwrgy, or examples of ecosys
tems The white. euri it( nal( images nf scien(e have been all tit()
common in many (lassroom min mes in the past smulark mu( hi has
been written fin ways fir enc., yuraging girls to take up the physical

1 7
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sciences (Kelly. 1987) The focus of many studies has been on chang-
ing classroom practices and teacher attitudes, emphasizing the devel-
opment of an atmosphere of mutual respect, trust, community, of
shared leadership. and looking for ways of integrating feelings and
ideas in science It is known that girls become more involved if their
own perspectives on problems. issues and ideas can he articulated in
the lessons. It is dear that a lack of personal scientific knowledge
results in a sense of powerleness and inaction but if, as as

knowledge, a sense of self esteem, and of belonging to the classroom
culture can be encouraged. .citizen science will go some way to re-
m( wing the c( al and clinical image of science. lw presenting it in the
context of a caring and responsible society (I larrison. 1993: i8-9)

Phy,ical hilmation

oppirtunities Ii, o insider lenniess, Justice and moral responsibility
occur frequently within lessons, in competitive situations outside les-
sons and in the world of spcin Alibi nigh a c(introversial area there is
a consensus of opinit in as expressed lw Parry 1 19m0i that games can
provide the opportunities tor the presentation of values. More recent
discussion in this area (Kirk and Tinning. 1990) suggests that Physical
Husatii in pin Ask-. A kt.1 arca in which cultural mores. values and
symIsils can be both produced and legitimated ( ortley, 1993.70 ).

Further es Lien( e ul the 1)k 'muml I ii .dues eduk at; in through akadvinik_ subiests
is prus ikled ekes% here in the present voluine. especially in Chapters 3 to W.

Teaching Methods

lowever the teaching n1 values is nrgani/ed in the umeuble, U inust, tu be
elle( tive. he lused upun g s id teacher pupil relationships. the enumragement
of reflection, an experiential m(xle and pupil responsibility for the learning
pruk ess Nk-Iht rd." panic iil.ii Is appinpriate it) Cdth .iiii Pn ink hide

circle tune, %%hely vi,ung children are encouraged to share ext-vn-
c nue., and views in a suppiWtive grt nip disc ussion.
peer tutoring. where pupils are encouraged and trained to share inter
est. and expertpw in situanons sik h as mediatinn imthat bullying.
paired reading it hemes. ampaigns designed to help suinkers give up
the habit.
ierrike learnute. %%here pupils studs the needs in the t ommunits take
action and review and relied upon the exputieni e.
discuscions. where stnic lured activities ranging from informal dkcinirce

/ '5
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11,..,wing particular agcnda, tormal debate, torm pail of the learn-
ing process,
problem-solving exer:ises, where participants seek possible solutions
and are encouraged to develop objectivity and impartiality,
games, where players conform to a set of defined rules;
simultaion, where participants adopt roles and work thniugh a

nde-plci)s and drama, which, unlike simulations are open-ended and
where real life is portrayed in a fictional way Draina is not a national
curriculum subject in us own right. Rather it may be seen as a method
applicable to man\ aleas of the curriculum.

As Kitson points out,

The majority of draina work is based upiin the notions of moral dilem-
mas, values and beliefs. By encouraging the children to work in this
wa the Mc being offered the opportumt ti

compare values and beliefs held lw themsek es and others and
identify common gniund;
examinc. evidence and ionic ins and hum cc Inc lusic ins
discuss differences and resolve conffict,
c...scuss and cc msider si ilut mu ins Ii iii t iral di let n ii las pers. inal and
sociaf
appreciate that distinguishing between right and wrong is not
always straightforward.
appreciate that the individual s %aloes. beliefs and moral codes
change over time (1993:104-5i,

In its broadsheet Citizenship and lithw. Mii«llum I 1993 ), the Centre for
citizenship:studies in Education suggests sonie activities tor use with pupils as
can be seen overleaf:

Fach of these suggestions begins with an active verb `n !tool is not a
philosophy seminar action is required \X'e cannot wait lor things to t. hange
in the external influences before taking action We need to get on and do
something and keep it under review so that c an react to external piessures
with confidence and speak In nu experience An example of relevance here
might be .1 school's approach to drug education The place and nature of
education aim nit substance abuse has long been c unteswd Funding of training
and resources for dnig ediu atic in has liven subject to raan fluctuations in
recent rears A schi xii cannot put %In ii education on 11i 1. back burner while
government sorts out (hanged priorities or issues new gui, le-lines There is a
need lu pursue 1 ,:hosen nnite while «instantly keerrig such activity under
review in readiness for ik.velivinents which mav i time both from the desire

respcnd to the needs I II titi. ',ling people and hs ii t untstanu es ts well
as to nail, mai unnanves Not yet having all the nsvocis is nu teas.: ni Iu !drain
!NMI it II( WI
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working towards a list of classroom values accepted by all and seen as influencing
acceptable relationships and behaviour.
taking cuttings from newspapers of recent incidents and asking pupils what these
snow 3bout the values of those invoived. the impact of behaviour on others their
own views of right and wrong in these contexts,
inviting local religious leaders to school to discuss the values embedded in their
beliefs and traditions t Why have tney lasted so :ono Are they breai ng down n.c..'.7
',Ahdt may be taking the place of traditional values?1,
debating who gives a good moral lead today Royalty. MPs. religious leaders, busi-
ness leaders, media, teachers, parents?
using a current problem in the school (dishonesty, racial attack, teasing. bullying.
sexism, truancy, fighting) discuss various attitudes to a situation and the actions
odhich should logically follow these attitudes What could have been done differ-
rJ,Itiy) Who ,s to blar-r-.e? Couid anything have been done to avoid the problem?
What are the consequences of the incident?
tak.ng one agreed ya1ue from the schooi vaJqes statement Jach week Focus
assembly time, PSE. RE. tutorial time, assembly presentations upon this Ask pupils
to name heroes/heroines who give good examples in this value area study bio
graphies and other literary examples of for example courage, commitment, friend-
ship, thrift selflessness
estap,.shing ana ma,nta,n.ng Jchoo or rear uounc;,s Tney are modes Of the vcaue
that is invested ,n student views They are hot usually trouble free and demand a
g,Pat dea; c't c,omm;trnent ;f they afe to full trief potent,ca Inc processes ot
democracy can be practised at schoO:

What h.ippens in t lassn inis is vcrv influenttil and will vary. with the
teacher, the class the topic and the particular circumstances of the time and

it itt 11,1e ( I Ii1slsttItt % matters is a question for debate 1k Ave\ er
long it it. debated. consistericy will not be absirlute Guidance and a broad
sense dirCl. A. Itt % asistIng tilt lWF In licIpm)2 pupils I()
devehv their own personal sense of values Pupils are very adaptable and
percepme. The learn from a range of adults. making their own judgments
and seeing S.artet I. a!, an adantagc mit a disadvantage All leachers cr mum-
nu. ate their %allies w hethel ii mscilnish, III llill'Im51:11iusk"\',ducs are inherent
in teaching. Teaciwrs are by the nature of their pnifession "mt gal agents" who

imply "Ours liv the ss-JV they address Pupils Jud eat h <filler. the "-IY
dress, the language they use and the effort thev put into their woik' (National
Curnt ulum Council, 1992) ideally a sc-lumil community. will give authority to
Ica( hers Ii, handle the value-laden and often ( untrut ersial aspects of their
work with prntes,u)nal standards and personal «milder-lc e This is not auto.
mall( iii %lin* and t in best be at htieviti lw teams of teachers ttulking lii
gether gning cat ii ttlivr sum in and guidance 1 NIL .riscin.

Professk)nal Development and Resources

As these aspects of saitol hie mu ;ming the most difficult teachers face
there t" rt( ilk % atictillatc pin% 1st( iii h in 'MIN:V.11MA:
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development. Pring (1984) emphasizes the need for .in-service training of teach-
ers in the skills and strategies which shift the approach from instruction to
facilitating active and experiential learning'.

Similar findings result from work done by Carr and Landon. In conclusion
of a research project in which they worked with teachers in six secondary
schools in Scot Lind examining practice and understanding of moral and ethical
issues, they write.

It is high nine that greato attention was given to the education of
teachers concerning basic ethical and moril questions of education at
the vanous stages of that training. For far too long have courses of
professional preparation been allowed to focus predominantly on the
managerial and technical aspeos of the general business of teaching
to the deplorable neglect of wider concerns of vaues educatii in and
educational values f 199iW,

II values educatif in is imp( irlant then imestment C it time on team or
slatt meetings or training days, governors nicetinwo and money t for posts of
responsibility. curriculum resources, expenses of visitors to classroom) prove
a has importance in relation io the demands of the statutory parts of the
curriculum. If it underpins eery thing a school is and does then investment in
nurturing it will he well spent. In initial teacher training such pressure exists
on the tunetable tliat philosophy 4 educatir in and disc ussii m C 4 vallies in
education is in danger of disappearing completely. New teachers mai; well
duel the protessum lacking c onfick.ni e in this fundamental dimension (it their
wi

Conclusion

There .1re no right answers of universally applicable molu xis or structures for
values education Sufi( dill is rulmumships hciwcen nwnilwrs iii die scholil
community, separate courses in ethics or in perm inal and mai education.
o immunity serviLe and tutorial piogrammes may all have a part to play, as w ill
the permeatk in of values issues and panic waii . e teaching and learning shies
thy nigh all curriculum subjects, in devekiping 111( Kans aware and socially re-
sponsible people as parents if the next generanu in and citizens ot the ifflure
In We ursni educational chinate, the curriculum debate ft Kuses on mile,
assessnwnt. league tables, funding. owe and linindation subjects. but it needs

lw abr nu values plot esses, relatic inships. community, coherence and
k o ulig...Din of the %%hi Ay curriculum Confidence in teachers to handle value-
lackp issues io the besi of their professional ability is a requisite of sound
clevekipment Whatever is planned in the formal cumculum it is the qualit y. of
cx flange tha; 15 c 100 IA and 0115 15 111111V lland5 oil all dassniom le,-11. hers They

a c run de in la Iping then pupils lii make the c innec non between the

-11
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impersonAl and the perm mai and SO lo WOW as morally aware people aNe Ui

rruke sense of their lives, develkip a value base And Lontribute to the well-
being of society.
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Chapter 14

An Inner-city Perspective on Values
Education

Elaine Foster-Allen

MiNTRACT ibis chapter provides a «Ise stud). (y Handsworth
IV "noel School. Birmingham. written from the penpectitv of
the former headleacher. (hounded finial' in the realittes inner
cm, Ilk. it tells the tory of the develolmwnt of policie, rylating to
values education. with particular reference to the school's ethos
and structures The chapter Ma In I'M'S the different contexts from
which the pupils come, and considers how these might
allected the uays in which their tables and standards behav-
iour have been nyluenced and shaped. Other influences On voting
people at the school, such as the media, peer Rnmp and the local
community, we also brielly discussed. 71'e major pwl of the
chapter concentrates :rpm the steps the school bm taken to ensure
that there are clearly agreed parameters. pi/hies and pnitedures
within which talues (Ma standards can he laid down, maintained
amid retieurd

'What's Wrong with Stealing a Pair of Knickers?'

One Frittiv afternoon as I was leaving sell; )4 it during my first yea,. as heacheac her
of landsworth Wciod Girls' school, I came tat efo-lace with 4 me lir the local

officers Ile was hokhng and piinting to .1 ...V(11111 Vitivf I .dule in (let p,
animated c.omersation with .1 member of stall hehind s()me little dis-
tance away, stixni two pupils. it transpired that major rini;nal investigation
was going on in the school A muhlethnic, miiltif iith gr nip o about six young
people had clec ided to truant iiver a iwriod of weeks and to s cal frt ni> arious
NIP)1). within a threemik radius of the scilcw it ome fit them nad been caught
red-handed in one of the local stores and there was ample evident e sub-
stantiate the criminal activities

Faced with .1 maior pre dilein II truancy .111(1 Organized then. I had to at t
gm( kly I deockd to retrieve the alllt k's the pupils had stolen and return
them to the store. In get to know w ho the c ulprits wc re, and c I mete out some
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punishment. My initial concern was to bring the children to understand that it
is wrong to steal, for several reasons: stealing can have a dcvastating effect on
the individual from whom things are taken, but even more so on the person
(and her family) who steals, especially when this becomes a pattern. The child
or young person learns not to trust herself, loses her sense of integrity and self-
confidence and ends up hehaving in ways contrary to those expected of her
bv tile majority. Who wants to spend her life looking over her shoulder? But
the incident was a learning experience for me as well as for the pupils, as I

found myself questioning my own taken-for-granted values and asking hos
influential these values are on the lives of young people.

During the course of the six-hour investigation. I found out something
about the nature of peer group allegiance, which at the time superseded that
(if allegiance to parent.s and family, and about the flexibility with which values
could be applied and disapplied to similar situations. I also caine away with
a simple but profound question, posed by one of the young people 'What's
wrong with stealing a pair of knickers?' This question has stayed with me In
ins most hlwral of moments, my answer, with qualifiers of course. would be.
Acithing'. In other moments, inv Christian beliefs and moral values push me
to take an uncomprimnsing stand: 'Thou shalt not steai.'

But 'what is wn mg with stealing a pair of knickers?' is a reflection of the
uncertainty and the lack of clarity about right and wrong; it is an opportunity
for questioning, challenging and arriving at an appropriate position. The ques-
tion also pushes us to ask !unitei questions about our responsibility as adults
who make laws, set standards and have values which are at times lived out
with duplicity

The value hing behind the question is not at all (me which is the mo-
nopoh. of working-class black children On tlie contrary, it resonates across
the lass and ethnicity divides, :iltliough some woukl have us lielieve that onh
inner city black c Inkiren are lacking in ..uhural baggage some of the pupils
in the su 1101 c( nne from families and communities where IF re is much pov-
erty . adults IR' !triumph iyed, then housing situation is bleak and their families
are fractured. In these situations, people are forced to 'hustle This does not
mean that hustling is inherent to the poor and the dispissessed. What it means
is that there are creative responses to situations of desperation which might
smIlellffics !CAI 1. i)meakcluwIl (4 ,i,_(:eptabk. standards and norms. But even
in these situations. I liae h mnd kindness tenderness. lo%e and thoughtful-
ness, often surpassing that win( Ii I have expeoemed in situations of plenty.

Furthermore. the pressure on these. and (very ((immunity. to havu and
to have more than your neighb(mr, must not be underestimated It might by
net-essar, mu Innk it .tlw plank rither than the 'speck of dust. the causes
rather than effects - which beset the I( t al and wider c(mimunines ii find the
answer we need

An( High I wnukl not wish to join the an, media lobby with regard to the
ponraal ill %allies and standards, I (In bylkle that the emphasis placed on
rime, the stuffing parameters of right and y.0 mg, the power of the gun nr

1sc !NI
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violence to solve crimes and resolve differences and the high financial stakes
put on crime stories in the written media, amongst others, all serve to encour-
age a dereliction of standards and values which could promote acceptable,
life-enhancing behaviour and attitudes.

It is also worth noting that people, young and old, who have to withstand
the perennial bombardment (If racist and sexist (in the school's case) abuse
and assault on themselves, their families and friends receive a series of mes-
sages which say. 'You are not important. nothing about you is. In the face of
the assault of your mother, the murder of your brother, the burning down of
your home, how pained the oppressed nalst feel, and how in inic to have to
stand by values and standards which reciaire you to turn the other cheek. In
this respect, the victims of such abuse must surely be seen as monopolizing
ertain virtues and values.

In_luence of Cultural Background on Pupil's Values

fandsw unit Wood Girls' School is a multiethnic, multifaith school with pupils
In no a range of micio-econornic backgrounds. The mujority of the pupils have
heritages in the hidian sub-wounent, while a significant minority hail from the
Cariithean At the time of writing, the children and thHir families have religious
affiliations, in descending order. to Sikhism. Islam, Hinduism and Christianity.
There is also a small group of children who are members of he Rastafarian
cult and there are others who do not identify with a:-y faith community.

The religious affiliations set an invaluable ILIC hue Inan which certain
values arise and are sustained This Is regardless of the apparent exclusivity of
eat Ii faith. hn example. there is agree; 'ent within the various religious tradi-
tions over lying, murder, greed. honouring parents, stealing, helping others
.,nd so on. I have known many teachers who have invoked or alluded to what
ts taught in t:,e Guru Sahib, the Qur'an or the Bible when trytng to
instil discipline t.r make a Foint about children's behaviour. I have also lis-
tened to duldren using sc opturc when scolding tliem friends frinn the same
faith .01 well as from other faiths Parents too have reminded their children, in
illy hearing. Alma their faith and the sorts of values which they are expected
iu have Indeed, many children are ...rsistent and conscientious in trying Ri
live oui the values set Ity dim faith. of course, the faith is not always fully
understood or followed w ith total comnotto,ni by all members ot the laith
commt!rutv so it is rut uncommi .o find that there are a number of incon-
sistencies between what scriptures say and how Dalvinder. Amina, Maya or
ta Jima live 'nit their lives.

scnnv -Iiiklren and yining people. a- they become more sophisticated and
questnnung, find that the closed nature of faith din's not permit theil the space
to intern Nate, challenge and ask why Because 'it says NO' in the Qufan (If the
tjuni titandi Sahib. is not (Ail nigh to ...lusl ,. an imquiring mind. or a mind
lac ed omparisons and c hint s Not even family and falth commumty

1 r-40
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pressure can cause such minds to relent from their critical questi)ning. On the
other hand, there are young people who are just as sophisticated who have
arrived at a comnOted faith position because they have questioned their faith,
non-religious stances and other faiths,.and are satisfied with the faith they have
found. Others have drifted unquestioningly with the crowds.

In all schools, there is also the need to ask questions about values and
standar(ls whidi might have come out of, or are emphasized through non-
religious, humanistic models. Indeed, some would say that these models or
parameters give young people even more scope to challenge standards ot
behaviour and values and to arrive at a more committed stand. I believe this
to he important because for many teachers pupils and parents, the set of
values to which we adhere and the ensuing actions which we take are more
important than the reference points from which these values and standards
4.4)11142.

So Purl& 14)11Ie ilanckW4)1111 Wn41(.1 thrls. School with standards and
values derived from a variety of cultures. faith and non-faith backgrounds, and
influenced by traditions from acms,, the world The iniimpresence
music and the film workls. w hotter it he tronn Kingston. Bombay or New
York, as well as the new technologies, with their various messages and values.
all give our children much to contend w hi. WWII Mine than their parents and
forebears had to deal with as young people. Perhaps we sin mid give them
credit simpl) for surviving their youth!

Values Within the School

[km 414 ws Ow .4,11(14.1 Ic,,p4)nd 141 We qucqllon 4)1 AIIR's and standaids en
the social. economic and cultural background (of its pupils, I would wish first
to make a few general points on the national educational ciontext within whic lo
schoc >Is have been asked to develi op standards ol belia% hour and %aloes in
terms of prof wines and 1.hat valued

It is important to note that the National Curriculum orders and the pre-
terred 4.41Int Ilium content :ire not value hec Each ot the subjects Of the cur-
riculum has generated heated discussion, and pciople have taken positions
based (ni what they see as the values and standards which NOWLIN sin wild be
nansmotting In many cases, the values are implied rather than being Oven.
some teachers. subject working groups or individual.- h.ove been keen to point
oat Ow IMAM value, Whig. II imply or f)vertI4, stippon oppression. es.ploitam

aggression, am( ong (others, have remained unclrlfenged in s(nne areas ot the
urnculum h or ..xaruple. MalltemalleA on the Nalumai Cumeuhrm (Depart-

ment fig Fdtic ati( In. Pr); i, like a!, pre-Dearing predecess(n. is totally silent (4)
rate equality and gender issues This .silenke doubtless has its limits in the

,c; ntut in the pralui .nar National Crum. cilum Ryon w hn h stated
Mat
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a multi-cultural approach to mathematics with children being intro-
duced to different numeral systems, foreign currencies and non-
European measuring and counting devices ... could confuse young
children (Department of Education and Science, 1988: para 10.22).

Another issue worth noting is the fact that over the past fifteen or more
s ea rs there has been an emphasis on the work-related curriculum, in which
values such as competitiveness, profit making, entrepreneurship and the ac-
quisition of property 'lave been given pre-eminence, and die Education Re-
form Act has placed education in the market-place with its attendant values
(see Chapters 2 and 9 in this volume/. We certainly need to recognize the
various parties and forces with which we are working when we try to establish
values and standards of behavit iur in oui schotils. We need to recognize the
contradictions and help young people to develop the tools with which to deal
with these.

The aims of I landsworth \X-ood Girls' School, which are listed below,
were derived mainly out d discussit m with staff. governors and parents

A To provide equal access to a broad and balanced curriculum to all
pupils regardless of race, ability or class.
To encourage pupils to acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes that
are relevant to their present and future adult hie.

t. To develop young people as learners who have lively enquiring minds
and the ability to questitm and challenge statements and assumptions
as well as apply themselves n) set tasks.

I) To enable pupils to acquire and use reading, writing, speaking. listen-
ing. mathematical. lc( hnologk al and scientific skills across the cur-
riculum and in a variety of contexts.
To develop in pupils self-discipline, self-respect, and pride in them
selves as learners and young women.
To celebrate our religious. cultural and social diversity w bile ensuring
that those values w hich the school populaticin agrees are oppressive
and patriarchal are challenged
To give pupils the (ppirtunity to experience a balanced ails educa-
tion curriculum

Ii To work in partnership w ith pupils students, parents. stall and the
ider community to develop the Schtiol as a caring centre of educa-

thinal excellence
1 I() give pupils the opponimities to exercise responsibilities

While three )1 these F and 11,tre explit itiv about values and standards
tit hehavimir. it is clear that the other six aims all have implicit values and
tould only be successfully practised it certain standards of behaviour were in
place The rumair ler of this rhapter «insists of a nuire detailed examination
ol (he sc In nil s attempts to implement the more uxplic ii lv vilue-Imentalcd
.11111
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Developing Children's Values through ScLool Structures and
Ethos

Promoting Self-Discipline wit! ..elf-kespect

In iny first term at flandsworth Wood Girls. School. I t(mk the opportunity to
look at a range of things. including pupils behaviour in classrooms and around
the school. Then:... were not many surprises, but there were important remind-
er% related to classroom management, including how pupils entered, how thcy
were gnmped, the pace of the work, the opportunities given to children to be
responsible for their learning, the relationship between staff and pupils and
between pupil and pupil

Certain teachers, becausc of their planning, the execution of their work
and their rapp( wt with pupils. gave young people the opportunity to exercise
self-discipline with regard to keeping on task, not interrupting others, listening
attentively, organizing theil time and work. Vcorking c(i-operatively with others
and working on their ow n, some of the same pupils with other staff were
disn..tive, refused to work with others, or to do anv work at all and were
totally disorganized.

Around the school, the prefects fought a losing battle with mime children
to keep some control during break and many children reported bullying Parts
of the playgrounds were a tip and shouting and screaming appeared to be the
norm in some areas of the school. It was felt by 50111C of us that if our children
were going to become responsible citizens, then they needed opportunities to
exercise responsibility and to be held accountable for their behaviour in and
an (Lind the school. Giving pupils guidelines and parameters within which to
operate seemed to a sensible way forward. Although some staff were not
with me all tlw vs ay on this, I tixik the decisi(m with the support of the Senior
Management Team to do two things.

The first was to establish who was responsible for the management of
classrocmis and to get from staff mune conmum features of what they thought
was gund ;ifid effective classio(un management. surprisingly. there w as com-
mon agreement among staff as to what constituted effective claroom man-
agement. This included rules and guidelines for both staff and pupils and
further agreement on how they could through their teaching help to develop
and support pupils' self discipline. I was, and still am, of the opinion that it is
(me of the functions of the teacher to have stractures and parameters within
w Inch young people can develop acceptabk. and appropriate standards of
behaviour It seems to be the case that when we have mime of these param-
eters and stnictures in place in our m Inuils and classrooms. young inner-city
black children IAN( mu: resp(insible for their learning and excited about learn-
ing. In the event. both behaviour and academic results improved. It was a real
toy io see young pei plc who had been labelled ineducable and boisterous
responding positively .md taking pride in their work and in themselves. in
many lassrooms. .1/4 }kind the m hool and when kid V. III )ol lunt tions The
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fact that the school could boast a significant increase in the percentage of
pupils gaining five or more GCSEs at Grades AC over the four years I was
headteacher is testimony to the possibilities. In 1991, 13 per cent of candidates
obt.gined AC grades: in 1992, 11 per cent; in 1993, 22 per cent; and in 1994,
2,1 per cent.

The second thing I undertook was to give pupils access to their class-
rooms before, during and after school. Ether nearly four years, this still causes
consternation and dissent among some staff. Basically, pupils had not been
allowed into their classroom unless a member of staff was present. ()rider such
a system, many young people did not get the opportunity to take the respon-
sibility for their environment, for individual and collective property and space,
for the noise level and to negotiate what was acceptable or unacceptable
behaviour when there were no adults to supervise them. Regardless of the
attendant problems (such as the lack of private study and quiet rooms, be-
cause of the general shortage ot space in the school), pupils have generally
risen to the challenges of responsible and orderly behaviour around the school.

In order to support pupils and to quell the dissenting voice among the
staff, an Open School Polky was drafted and circulated to every mt. miler of
staff and tu pupils. Simply to save time, it was drafted by the Senior Manage-
ment Team. The policy outlined the rights and responsibilities pupils had and
the rules they were expo.ted to follow. Pupils' rights included the following

All pupils have a right to have admission to the school premises prior
to school and during breaks and lunchtimes.
All pupils have a right to a clean environment
All pupils .ire entitled to be treated with respect hy sun super ising
them and b (idler pupils

Pupils' responsibilities included punctuality, maintaining a quiet and clean
environment, respecting areas that are out-of-bounds and treating each other
and staff with respect. Other rules covered such diverse issues as the chewing
of gum, the use of equipment, and the onfsequences of racist and sexist abuse
and fighting After some whole school discussion, the document was agreed
on and a(Cepted as policy.

It was during this period ol debate and disc ission around the Open
Sclic )(it Policy that a group or pupils took it upiin themse!ves to become grafitti
artists. writing t'erY abusive terms around the s lit t ii I was incensed 1.)% this
open defiance and in a letter to all pupils which I read and delivered to each
class myself. I explained, using their term, luck y(iia', that this was not appro-
priate, neither was it acceptable lot such language to bc used around the
school. I also called assemblies and reminded pupils of what was and was not

k pt a bly in die school During the assemblies, I told the pupils that I wanted
tc km uw who was responsible fin the grafim and I also wanted it rem wed
Moments after arriving ha( k at my desk, a small group of young pet pie came
to confess, apoliwse and to ckan up
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This very small, internal school matter was to make national headlines,
when one or more anonymous patents sent copies of the letter to the press,
claiming that a headteacher should never use such language as they never did
themselves and their children were not exposed to such language at home.

Without dwelling too much on the publicity, the incident triggered off a
debate about standards of behaviour in schools, who sets what standards and
how these are maintained. For me, the key points were related to how
headteachers and Senior Management teams lead on issues of standarcis of
behaviour in their schools and how we set parameters in which young peopk.
work The incident also helned me to question bow school can negotiate with
young people the basis and terms on which those standards are set and ad-
hered to.

Out of the two things mentioned above came a much more comprehensive
policy document, entitled Rewards and Sanctions Policy. The Policy was draffrd'
by a cross-section of staff (in a working group which was chaired by a member
of the Senior Management Team (SMT ) The implementation, including staff
training and review., was also led by the SMT member. In the Policy. the
emphasis is placed on rewarding good and acceptable behaviour, academic.
effort and achievenwnt via a ment system It seeks to approach discipline from
a very positive position starting with the teacher setting the tone in his:her
own approach to work and relationships in the classroom There are rights.
responsibilities and rules covering work, bekmgings, environment, how pupils
are to be treated including being listened to, and, interestingly, the right to
well planned and stimulating lessons. Auxiliary, technical and administrative
staff arc also expected to reward pupils via the merit system.

Achievements and attainments are celebrated lialf-tennly during assseml
and annually during the Year Awards Ceremonies. Teachers are encouraged to
put pupik !inward lot tenets and citati(ins from prominent people. Pupils have
so tar received these from a High Commissioner, .1 well known poet, BBC
pn du. ers and others. The sc has a series of commendati(in certili( ate.,
which arc. given to pupils around the school and in their classroom.

School rules cover listening, working, belongings, politeness. sale and
clean envin)nment and %chitin uniforn.. I ant of the opinion that we all live b
rules, arrived at through one route or another. and further, there is a need for
institution.. to regulate themselves I low ever, it is important that rules arc not
oppressive, lossiliied and pointless, but respinsive to the needs of the insti-
tutions and the people in them

Challenging upinescul, foul l'airtarthal Values

While the raaior part of the respriasibility ha helping pupils to understand and
challenge oppressive and patriarchal values rests with stilled teachers, issues
such as bullying, expliitation, racist and sexist abusive are ailed infornullv
and hirmallv I pupils and stall 1 v1,1 the St hi
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The School Counul is a body of appioximately fifty-five pupils who meet
fortnightly to discuss issues of concern or to be proactive in suggesting and
seeing through certain activities. Pupils are elected by their forms and they
have a draft job description of what is expected of Council members. This
includes attending meetings regularly and reporting back to form members
as well as speaking up on the issues which form members have asked them
to bring to Council. Council members, especially the presidents and vice-
presidents of the Key Stages are vigilant in ensuring that decisions are carried
t hrough.

There are a number of incidents where pupils have aniculated their con-
cern and raised issues about the sexist behaviour of men working on the
school building which led to their immediate removal. Equally, young people
have complained to staff all( nit their perception of staff and pupils who they
consider to be displaying oppressive sexist and or racist behaviour. These too,
have led to verbal warnings to staff and warnings or exclusions where pupils
are concerned.

The school is not exempt from its share of conflicts, which pupils may try
to resolve through fighting. The Personal and Social Education programme
and the Year Tutor system are there to do several things, one of which is to
help pupils to resolve their differences without resorting to fights. However,
from time-to-time children do fight, and on such occasions, both the perpetra-
tor and the victim are excluded. This is on the assumption that the victim
shoukl, where possible, have reported the problem, or at least tried to back
away from it. Pupils accept this, but have argued for leniency where the victim
is concerned. They wanted clear differentials between the two parties. The
perpetrator must have more time out of school than the victim.

The School's Draft Policy on Equal Opportunities and Multicultural Edu-
cation also seeks to enunirage teachers to teach from a values position which
eschews oppression and exploitation in whichever fOrm it occurs. So, I'm
example, the aims of the Policy include:

To teach a curriculum which creates an understanding and respects
different cultures.
To develop positive images within the school community in order to
promote pride in one's own heritage.
To build on the diverse linguistic experiences of the pupils.
To oppose racism, inequality and stereotyping.

The most important job which the school needs to undertake is putting into
practice this policy in a consistent manner.

Encouraging Pupils to Evercise Responsibility

There is a wide range of activities whic h give pupils the opportuptiv to exer-
cise responsibilities around the school, and with more teachers becoming aw are
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of the value ot independent learning, the possibilities are becoming appal ent
in many classrooms.

Apart from the School Council mentioned above, which gives a significant
minority of children the opportunity to develop democratic skills and coopera-
tive ways of working as well as taking initiative and leading on issues, pupils
from Year 7 to the 6th Form can become librarians, monitors and prefects.

One of the systems which I put in place when I arrived at the school
means that if a student wishes to become a prefect, she has to apply for the
post via a letter of application anti go through an interview. She is expected
to undertake responsibilities and tasks as outlined in a job description. Many
pupiis have commented upon how proud they are to have been selected as
a school prefect and all have worn their badges with pride. In fact, the greatest
insult and punishment is to have one's prefect badge/status removed.

Some of the most conscientious prefects can be seen or overheard en-
kiged in peer counselling. A recent example I came across related to two
pupils reported as smoking. The prefects' arguments were not condemnatory,
rather they tried to help the pupils concerned to realize that their behaviour
was harmful to themseh, es, and set a bad example for younger pupils. They
invoked the school rules and questioned the pupils' commitment to these.
Indeed the young people in this example showed real care and concern about
the health of their peers.

Students who become librarians or Resource Area Students are expected
to demonstrate a number of skills and competences. These include taking
responsibility for fiction, non-fiction and information resources, organizing and
managing book fairs, demonstrating reliability, assertiveness and maturity in
dealing with other students and staff. Young people engaged in the Careers
Education work are expected to show skills and undertake duties similar to
those above.

School fund raising events are undertaken almost monthly by different
groups of young people. The pupils have raised funds for causes near and far.
In their activities, they demonstrate youthful vitality and creativity. but also
show how to work cooperatively and display an empathy and a level of
compassion with the ill, those hit by disasters, and those less fortunate than
themselves. Again, many young people in the school who are themselves
quite pix ir, still tind it p)ssible to give.

Conclusion

Schools are no doubt engaged in passing on values which society feels are
worthwhile. However, while society is marked by cultural and social diversity
and inequality, it is perhaps a little unfair to criticize schools for not displaying
a certainty about values and standards of behaviour. It is even Imre unjust
to level major criticisms at inner-city schools for failing to instil these yet un-
defined standards and values in children. It is unhelpful tor politicians to insist
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that traditional values ale those to which schools should aspue Some of these
standards and values are deafly om of touch with contemporary reality and do
not help children to respond to an ever mole sophisticated and highly tech-
nological world full of dilemmas.

Schools like Handswonh Wood Girls School should continue to struggle
with the question of values and standards. They should be engaged in a
continual process of fine-tuning those values and standards which are said to
have withstood the test of time, while being open to values and standards
which are developed in response to the rigours of our new circumstances. The
curriculum, both formal and informal, must be planned in such a way as to
help pupils to think, make judgments and act in ways which are not exploita-
tive nor detrimental to themselves or others and to develop values built on
equality, justice, non-violence, cooperation and community
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Chapter 15

Assessing Children's Personal
Development: The Ethical
Implications

Ruth Mentells

ABSTRACT: 01.er the last feu years there has been a move to a)
widen the scope of assessments to include matters other than the
purely cognitne including the moral and spiritual dimensions,
and bl extend involvement in the production of these records
beyond teachers to parents, community workers, _youth workers
and pupils themselves. These motes arise Out of an 'empowerment/
liberal" philosophy. However, in this chapter I amue that the eflects
qf these wider and more comprehensive records is likely to he
dianielmally opposed to the stated intentions cf their proponents.
Me aigument utilizes the work of two thinkers: Lacan, whose
notions about the constitution qf identity and its concomitant
alienation illuminate the jOrmative and constructive aspects of
language, and Levinas, who suggests that we are born into 're-
Nponsibility for othets'. In conclusion, I suggest that it is seeking a
chimaera to attempt more accurate profiles, and that these records
have a life of their own. In their production, we construct a
significant entity whose effectivity we cannot, even theoretically,
control. Thus we should attempt to preserve the moral and the
spiritual as a clinumsion which remains unassessed

The last ten years have witnessed a remarkable grnwth in the numbers and
scope of written records produced by and through schools in the UK about
their pupils. The demand for such summative assessments of children has
arisen as a result of pressure from two sources:

the demands of the National Curriculum and the 1988 Education Re-
form Act.
the democratically-mspired vi'2w that it is necessary to involve parents
- and pupils - in the production of school records and summauve
assessments
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The first of these has resulted in a plethora of assessment and records and an
obsessive interest in results in an effort to satisfy wha: may, I believe, he
accurately described as a government's obsession with visible competence.
The final assessments produced are now pan of a complex system by which
pupils, te21chers, schools and, ultimately parenting practices, are evaluated and
come to he ordered hierarchically. The second has resulted in a substantial
broadening of the scope of these assessments in order to include aspects of the
whole pupil rather than persist with a traditional and narrow focus upon purely
cognitive attainment. Many such assessments now include a section explicitly
labelled 'moral and spiritual development or experience', and even those that
do not may be said to incorporate such dimensions implicitly.

Broadening the Scope of Schoo" Records

These two forc have shaped the development of records and the
ideologies undi pinning them are remarkably different. The first is framed
within a largely authoritarian and traditionalist set of beliefs in which the
rhetoric of a market economy is mapped onto a notion of the rs'q.ent or the
pupil a a consumer and schools or teachers as providers of a service
which can best he improved through consumer choice exercised in the light
of relevant information such as league tables, appraisal reports and aggregated
assessment outcomes. By contrast, the second relies upon a liberal/radical
argument concerning the empowerment of those who are at the receiving end
of the professional activity within education. Thus pupils and parents, the laity,
are seen as relatively disempowered by a profession of teachers and educa-
tionalists. The attempt to involve this laity in the production of school-based
assessments and records, hitherto an entirely professional domain, has been
linked with an expressed commitment to a more libertarian and democratic
education system.

The desire to widen the scope of school records, particularly at the begin-
ning and end of the schooling process (i.e. on entry into primary school with
baseline assessments, and on leaving secondary school with records of achieve-
ment ), also has its origins in an appreciation that the restricted view of real
attainment as strictly cognitive ign )res important areas of skill acquisition,
knowledge and devekipment, especially the moral and spiritual aspects. In an
attempt to value the non-cognitive, these are increasingly included in school-
based records of both types referred to earlier. And since a competence in
skills falling under these headings may not be manifested at school but rather
may he evident in pupils' out-of-school activities, whether at home or else-
where, these records perforce encroach into domains previously invisible to
the professional educational gaze.

The contrasting motivations behind the increase in scope and quantity of
assessments is reflected in the confusion in the views and justifications provided
by teachers Summative assessments, associated as they are with evaluation
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and appraisal piocedures, are generally iegarded as educationalk undesirable
pei se However, records of achievement, no less summauve in effect, and
baseline assessments, arguably the same, are usually considered to be educa-
tionally progressive in both conception and effect. The radical and critical
notion of empowerment, as developed by Paulo Freire (1972), is utilized in
much of the discussion surrounding the development of parental and pupil
involvement in assessment records. Indeed, so strong is the general feeling
that the boundaries between professional and non-professional are blurred
through the introduction of these practices that it is not unusual to hear them
described in the context of a move towards *deschooling society (Mich, 1973).
Such de3criptions derive further strength from the fact that these records com-
monly incorporate skills perceived as being a part of normal life rather than
strictly cognitive or academic.

Reasons for Limiting the Scope of Records

However, in the face of all this I shall argue that, despite our best intentions,
such records act to increase the likelihood of certain children, and their par-
ents, being further marginalized and, arguably, disempowered in what may
turn out to be material ways. Further, in a consideration of their ethical and
spiritual dimensions, I claim that the inevitable results of the introduction of
such mechanisms are likely to be completely contrary to the stated intentions
of their proponents. My claim is that we should act to minimize the number
and restrict the scope of educational records for fear of the damage that is the
automatic outcome of their insertion into current schooling practices. We should,
I believe, attempt to keep the spiritual and moral dimension as much out qj
the whole assessment process as possible.

First, it is necessary to consider the context into which these records are
being read. Schools, teachers and children are all being assessed to produce
a hierarchy of competence and effectiveness. We thus have effective schools
with competent teachers, and less than effective schools (to use the terminology
of the new OFSTED inspection arrangements) with, presumably, less compe-
tent teachers. We have children who are competent at different 'levels', and by
aggregating their numbers we can produce league tables of the schools and
teac hers.

We work with an idea of ability as a quality - inure or less constant over
time - located in the individual. This is powerfully evinced in the rhetoric of
individual educational progress as growth, as exemplified by the Giraffe height
chart which appears on the front of the government leaflet for parents about
National Assessments (Central Office of Information, 1991). Children progress
through the levels of the National Curriculum very much as they grow it is

a natural process, some grow faster than others, some do not grow much,
some are destined to be taller, some are just plain short, and whatever we do,
mdivkluak grow in their own way and at their own rate. The notil ms of
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individual evelopment, of more and less able/intelligent children and of the
inherent latural' character of these qualities, are those w hich underpin the
discourse of education at all levels from the overtly political pronouncements
of the policymakers to the conversations of parents waiting at the school gat.s.

In this context, then, a number of crucially important questions suggest
themselves:

How can these records of achievement and baseline assessments be
construed? What readings are possible or probable in the situation
described above?
Are we to include children's moral and spiritual development in these
processes, in our attempt to deal with the whole child?
Do children have naturally spiritual or moral natures, in the same way
that they are naturally quick or gifted at maths? Are some children on
a higher level of spirituality than others?

By way of answer, a number of salient points need to be made.

/94

Baseline assessments :ely upon information about children's behav-
iour supplied by parents for example, at what age the children took
their first step or ate their first mouthful of solid food, or whether they
have attended a religious service or can empathize with the feelings
of others. Two questions :Irise. Who is being assessed, the parents or
the child? And what is the connection between the experiences men-
tioned and cognitive or any other named skills? If there is no estab-
lished relationhen the relevance of the age at which a child first
learns to walk or the fact that he or she has attended a religious
service becomes a means by which the child's background is charac-
terized. In other words, we have a suspicion that these records are a
way of producing a taxonomy of experiences and child-rearing strat-
egies, ranging from the good on the one hand, to the poor or deprived
on the other.
Records of achievement depend upon information about non-academic
activities supplied mainly by the pupil themselves. This has two im-
mediate repercussions. First, the pupils may with reason feel that this
encroaches on aspects of their lives hitherto regarded as private, i.e.
outside the scope of the teacher's eye. 'What do you do in your spare
time, Fred?' may appear as a question which invades a closely guarded
space. There is a social class aspect to this; the pupil who does piano
lessons, belongs to a drama group and is a member of the Boy Scouts,
may not read the question in the same way as the youth whose spare
time is spent !.floking, talking to his nlates and listening to rock music.
Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that these records will not act to widen
social differences and further marginalize particular sub-cultures.
Second, the demand that pupils write part of their own assessments
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transfers the responsibility for the place w hich the final assessment
occupies in some (notional) hierarchy of good and bad records from
the school to the home. So, it is because Fred has nothing he can or
wants to write about that his record of achievement is lacking in
comparison to Annie's. This situation is made more complex by the
way in which particular activities may be re-described in such a way
as to present them as 'high value' in educational terms. So parents and
children from particular backgrounds may he familiar with the neces-
sity of re-cast:ng what is done in words which may carry more kudos
in the context of a Record of Achievement. Thus, in one example we
came across, 'lying on your hed and reading comics' had been trans-
formed by the parent into 'displaying a sustained interest in alternative
forms of contemporary literaturel

Although the pedagogical gaze of the Victorians did focus on the moral
and spiritual development of children, this moved consistently toward an
appreciation that the role of schools, ifid certainly that of assessment and
testing, was firmly located within the domain of the cognitive. Currently, there
is a real sense in which these records are a manifestation of the ways in which
this has now been extended from children's academic and cognitive skills to
their moral and spiritual development. It is, I argue, dangerous enough to
subscribe to the myth that we may assess children's cognitive or intellectual
abilities, without seeking to encompass also the domain of the spiritual or the
moral. This argument, which draws upon a theory of signifying practices drawn
from rec,mt thinking in linguistics and philosophy, presupposes nothing abmit
tlw intentions, stated or otherwise, of the participants. That is to say, it does
not depend for its validity on the assertion that the teachers, or anyone else
involved, want to make judgments concerning the relative value of children's
spiritual experiences or moral developments. Once these records become part
of educational discouise, I shall argue that they may truly be said to possess
a life all their (awn.

How these Records have an Effectivity Beyond our Control

The fOlk awing argument incorporates three stages. First, I shall emphasize the
formative and productive role of language in the construction of identities.
This contrasts with the traditional view of language as providing a series of
representations and descriptions of some pre-existing reality, in particular of
pre-discursive selves. In a Lacanian mode, I suggest that language is the me-
dium through which identity is structured. This leads to the assertion that
identity and alienation are correlate. Second. I shall draw upon an idea sug-
gested by the writings of Emanuel Levinas. His theory of the primacy of the
ethical over the ontologic al suggests that we are inevitably born into a 'respons-
ibility for others. As well as being in some sense constituted by language, our
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identity is that of a being 'summoned This philosophy entails that language
is, concomitantly , responsibility Finally. I shall indicate what I believe to be
the practical consequences of this argument in terms of the production of
school records.

Lacan: Imiguage as Signification

We know that words, once they are spoken - or written have, not only an
existence, but an effectivity which is entirely independent of the speaker. The
French psychoanalyst and thinker Jacques Lacan spent a great deal of his life
insisting on the primacy of language, attempting to underscore the very real
domination in modern culture of the symbolic. He describes how humanity is
'fallen' into language or knowledge, into symbolism. The word is certainly 'the
murderer of the thing' (Hegel, 1977, quoted by Lacan, 1977), hut this is not the
worst of it. The symbolic, although it remains unquestionably definitive of
humanity, dominates all forms of social and personal intercourse. As the sym-
lx)lic order, civilisation (in its modern version at least) is a vast unconscious'
(Lacan, in Flower MacCannell, 1986:125) and, for Lacan, there is no escape
from the Symbolic which is essentially the process of alienation.

Lacan describes how identity and alienation are correlate - a person's
very identity conies to lie constituted simultaneously as he or she is alienated
from interhuman contiguity. Lacan describes the constitution of the ego in the
mirror stage, a theory to some extent anticipated by Marx, as Zizek (1989)
points out.

Since he comes into the world neither with a looking glass in his hand
nor as a Fichuan philosopher to whom 1 am' is sufficient, man sees
himself in other men. Peter only establishes his klentity as a mau by
first comparing himself with Paul, as being of like kind.

However, Lacan is concerned to emphasize the central importance of the
symbolic in the construction of an ego-identity.

The infant, entirely dependent and existing in a symbiotic relationship
with the mother, comes to see itself as an image, an identity. Through a
process of further individuation, subjectivity comes to be structured symboli-
cally, not only through the visual image (in the mirror), but also through the
verbal code. It is because the child can take the point of view of le regard, the
'gaze', of the other seeing it, that the Other (what Lacan calls the Symbolic
Order) enters the scene immediately to disrupt the contiguity of self and
(m)other. The self becomes a self as against the (m)other and the original
relaticm of contiguity or mutuality becomes the 'lack', the kernel around which
desire is structured. It is this th:;.1 dimension of 'seeing ourselves being seen
and seeing' (Lacan, 1959-60) which ensures that alienation which is constitu-
tive of subjectivity
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Lican describes three constitutive oiders of subjectivity - the Real, the
Imaginary and the Symbolic. The Real is that kernel or hollow around which
subjectivity is constituted, it is that which the imaginary posits as real, and the
symbolic attempts to symbolize. The Imaginary is that which the subject be-
lieves will make good the lack, the repetoire of images which the Other in-
vokes to fill the gap. The Symbolic Order is what Lacan terms the Other the
rules, laws, constraints, codes to which, through the Oedipus complex, subjec-
tivity is structuied as social. Lacan clearly believed that the supremacy of the
symbolic over the other two registers (the real and the imaginary) is co-exten-
sive with the human condition. This is part of what he is getting at in his
remarks that 'man is fallen into language' (Lacan, 1972-3) and that 'only within
a symbolic world does a heating heart make sense ( Lacan, 1959-CO ).

Thus, for Lacan, when we start with language, it is always hack to lan-
guage that we return 'signification always relates back to another significa-
tion' ( Lacan, 1950-60). This is so because rill uses of the v ord are metaphorical.
'Metaphor is irreducible in language. It accompanies the ofiginary violence of
language' ( Derrida, 1967:108-9 I. Following Jacobson, Lacan believed that the
metaphoric mode of selection and substitution, hence of classification, domi-
nates language and thus culture. repressing the metonymic, combinatory mode.
Not only does language 'multiply distance', producing divisions, catagorizations
and, inevitably, hierarchies and value systems, where what we seek is mutu-
ality, contiguity and closeness, but language is form, a cardinal concept in
reading Lacan. The minute that language conies into play, communication has
already ceded to something else, to stOilicance.

There is a poweiful warning here. Language is not so much to be seen a.s
our means of expression hut as the medium through which and in winch our
very identity is structured. 'I am a poem, not a poet.' ( Lacan, 1977). Language
can no longer he characterized as the transparent medium through which
realities arc. represented or described, or emotions expressed. Language cre-
ates us, as it creates the world around us. This is not to suggest that 'things'
do not exist, but rather that it is only through language that materiality be-
comes meaningful

The Myth ( Accurate' Records

Where then does this reading take us? Our identity is hound to our alienation
in becoming, as Steiner puts it, 'language animals' (Steiner, 1972). 'The first
alienation of the human fixes upon itself an image which alienates him from
himself .. (Lacan, 1977). We can, perhaps, begin to glimpse how the produc-
tion of records becomes immediately something outside of our control, be-
yond what we mean it to be. There can be no question of producing accurate
records - a hope which assumes precisely the representational, descriptive
view, of language I have concerned to displace. It is chasing a chimaera
io envisage profiles which are closer to some supposed reality.
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These profiles an illuminating word illustrating the sense in which a
record of achievement is projected as an image, a self once written, become
formative both in the production of an educational self and also in the con-
stitution of the reality within which these come to be read. There is no way
of widening the scope to include more of the person. as if by increasing the
length of the symbolic chain we can sonwhow encompass the whole. Every
signifying chain can serve only as the metaphor for the subject. 'In it, the
subject is always (mis (represented, simultaneously disclosed and concealed,
given and withdrawn, indicated, hinted at between the lines' (Zizek, 1991).
Records of achievement and baseline assessn.ents signify and are signified
within the complex field of discursive practices which comprise school and
schooling in our culture. They assume their part within educational discourse.

It is in an attempt to plot a way forward here, that I turn to the work of
Emmanuel Levinas. He insists throughout his writing on the possibility of
encounter between self and other where self can be nothi:ig else than .for-the-
other. That there is meaning, that there can be understanding, that language
is not a blind-man's-buff, are convictions central to his, and our, purpose.
Bridging the distance imposed by the (inevitable) intrusion of the symbolic
order, we have here a notion of concord, in which what George Steiner (1991)
terms 'the archaic and confident distance between self and other is contracted
by this notion of the for-itself (Sartre's term fot conscious being) as a for-the-
other, a being whose ontol( weal posture is that of one summoned.

ResponsibilTh' For-the-other

Levinas moves, in a powerful and radical turn, toward a discourse in terms of
'otherwise than being', based on a relationship of the kir-itself not with the in-
itself ( materiality), nor with death, but with the other, subjectivity is continu-
ously the condition of being hostage to the other: 'the self is through and
through a hostage, older than the ego, prior to principles ...' ( Levinas, 1968).

e are come not into the world hut into question, where Ole 'for-itself' is the
'for-the-other', where my responsibility Ibr the other is the for' of the relation-
ship. 'The subjectivity of a subject is the responsibility of being-in-question ... in
the form of the total exposure to offence in the cheek offered to the smiter.'
Since, fm- Levinas, the ethical predominates, 'subjectivity must become subjec-
tion' (Levinas, 1968). Responsibility, the 'impassive hurden of the weight of
the other', is the condition for all subjectivity, for intentionality itself, and our
identity . then is precisely the uniqueness r/ someone summoned. And, cm-
cially, 'language; he writes, born in responsibility.. Responsibility is prior
to dialogue, to the knowledge of questions and answers' (Levinas, 1984, my
emphasis)

It is the primacy of the ethical over the ontological and the notion of
responsibility which is pivotal here 'We are all responsillIc for everyone else

but I anl more resp( insible than all the others,' a remark made by Alovsha
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Karamazov (Dostoyevsky, 1880) and fondly quoted by Levinas on several
occasions It is, he tells us, in the face-to-face with the other, in the 'nape ol
his neck that we may seek confirmation of our being (Levinas, 1968).

We can see here grounds for a belief that what we de,ide to include in
our repertoires of speech and action may make a great deal of difference.
Language is constitutive of identity, but identay and responsibility are also
correlate. As we produce these profiles, we construct a signifying chain whose
effectivity we cannot, even theoretically, control and which can never how-
ever long or comprehensive successfully represent the subject. However
these statements mu-representations), once articulated, quite literally have a
life of their own. They have effects, produce narratives and construct identities
which no-one, not even their producers, can anticipate, predict or prevent. We
should, I suggest, cultivate a healthy caution about the production of such
statements particularly in a written form, as are these Records of Achieve
ment. The written fixes the past and therefore endures for the future.

I?ecords fix 'Identities'. I! ovitably within Hierarchies

The more general point here is that we are trying to preserve the spiritual and
moral ditnension as a sphere which remains outside the pedagogical relation,
and therefore as a realm which we leave, as far as is possible, unarticulated,
in all senses of the word. The inherent dangers of records in this domain here
are increased by the context into which these articulations must necessarily
pitch. However, we are compelled to address the demand that these aspects
of chilthen's lives be valued and developed by schools and teachers. If they
are left out of baseline assessments and records of achievement, goes the
argument, then they will inevitably he ignored, and once again, only the cog-
nitive aspects will be seen to be of importance.

This produces somewhat of a dilemma. Since including the moral and
spiritual dimensions within the records can only produce hierarchies in this
domain as well as the cognitive, how can we safely acknowledge them? It is
here that the notion that we are called to responsibility, that our relation with
the other is first and foremost ethical, is crucial. It is surely in our daily prac-
tices, in the day-to-day rituals and observances of our lives together. that we
demonstrate the moral and spiritual dimensions of our single and joint expe-
riences. Rather than attempting to include children's moral and spiritual devel-
opment in their records, we can appreciate them in our interactions. This
becomes then, not an assessment or a record, but rather a daily acknowledg-
ment, a recognition of both our responsibility for them and theirs to us.

Conclusion

It is true that the judgments that we nlake about children, about their moral
or spiritual standing, are as likely to be flawed as the judgments we make
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about each other. Even more than with academic or intellectual skills, it is
foolish or presumptious to talk of levels of development or hierarchies of
experience. Once statements about these dimensions are recorded they be-
come part of the world of taxonomies and categorizations. This thought should
engender caution. But rny argument here is that any written records at all,
bowever justified or 'accurate' beconw part of what we cannot control. What
they conic to signify, their significance within the world of competencies and
appraisals, is beyond our ability to predict. But too often such statements will
be returned to us, whether we recognize them or not, in another guise.

As an example, perhaps a warning, of the difficulties faced by the readers
of such records, I include part of a record of achievement written by a pupil.
This boy had left rwo previous schools, where he had been accused of disrup-
tive behaviour, and had joined another school at the start of Year 10. Eighteen
months later, in his personal statement, he describes the ways he is seen. This
excerpt is not presented as typical. Nor is it easily categorized in terms of
reference either to his cognitive skills or to the spiritual/moral dimensions of
his character.

It was late March. The day was bright, hut cold. It was unusually early
for me, even for a school day, hut considering it was my third new
experience, of secondary school life; I thought I'd better make the
effort.

One year later I look ba-k at my time at X school. On reflection
it appears that at times, some of my earlier 'effort' was lost. Or at least,
it dwindled in places. To tell the truth, my first month here went
surprisingly well on the academic sice of things. Not knowing many
people was certainly a plus in this area. My school-days were spent
doing homework and my weekends were spent with old friends.
However, one cannot remain a social hermit for long. Even without
trying, life on the outside of school soon kicked up. Some may say,
looking at my original academic motivation, I got in with the wrong
crowd. I, on the other hand, like to think I don't Nu ik out with such
a narrow mind in this area. I may he wrong.

Out of my friends; three have stuck by rne with outstanding brav-
er and conviction through thick and thin I personally don't consider
my intelligence to have lessened any due to my friends. If anything it
has increased greatly ()wing to them and the experiences they and I
have gone through. I would like to believe that when intelligence is
measured, it is done so not purely on an academic ruler.

Lying would he to say that so far, my time at X school has gone
smcmthly and without fault. But I do believe in some areas I have
grown and even blossomed. Aside from other people's views, I would
say that in two lessons I have greatened kith my understanding and
tny ability. The first of these is art. I have always liked art, and have
studied it at both Inv previous schools However. unlike my other
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schools, the work conducted at X school has largeh influenced that
which is done off my own back; and vice versa. I think that my work
in art has improved both creatively and in technique.

The second phase of my self improvement has been in English.
My time in Y school taught me to despise menial tasks ..nd to write
essays. My time at Z school taught me to despise teachers and to stick
up I.( q. your friends above anything else. Neither taught me to appre-
ciate anything remotely to do with English. It was the start of my
eleventh year and the coming of a new teacher that saw the fruits of
my English labou, . The only teacher I have ever got on with truly. In
or out of the lesson. It is my contention that due to her, an area of
myself yet undiscovered, was touched upon and cared for. I am pleased
greatly by my own progress in English and deeply saddened if I ever
miss a lesson.

I can't say that in other lessons I have matured so noticeably. In
fact, with some frustration I would have to admit that I have con-
ducted my time with the same robotic defence that SG many students
adopt while at school. Perhaps this frustration would account for the
numerous outbursts 1 appear to have. I don't think my heated conflicts
with figures of authority have achieved quite what I originally planned.
The unwanted and tiresome reputation I hold with most teachers and
pupils alike. Some look up to me, some look down. But none, save
my English teacher, look straight at me

In conclusion I would say to sum up my time at X school would
be extremely difficult. The nearest analogy to it is a long dark trek
over an icy terrain through thick snow and a gale. The action I have
served both in and out of school has put me on very thin ice and
through very thick snow. Sometimes I feel good to know how hard
I'm working at pushing on. Sometin I feel had at my seemingly too
slow progress. At other times. I just fts.l.

The purpose of a record of achievement must inevitably he to enable or
facilitate an assessment of the quality of the student by the potential employer,
college.' university tutor or youth worker. This particular record was variously
marked as not acceptable and as 'superb' by different teachers in his school.
and their difference of opinion reflects the complexity of reading such docu-
ments Once we recorded mill' the cognitive skills. If I failed on these, I could
nevertheless still be 'nice', 'kind'. 'caring', 'lively', 'good fun', 'sociable' and so
on. These qualities are now included, zincl the quality of my whole identity is
up for grabs That identity, now fixed, is a part of a hierarchy. In the words
of the ab(we teenager. Soine Ipeoplel then look up to me, some look down
But do any look straight at me?
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